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Modernizing America's Army
In this New Year, we are a nation at peace in a world
filled with uncertainty. We are the world's premier land
combat force, but our equipment is aging and our budget is tight. How do we modernize America's Army
with the right weapons for the 21st century? How do
we pay for this modernization? These are the questions
that we are addressing as we tran form the Army of the
1990-1991 Gulf War to the Army of 2010 and beyond.
Our highest modernization priority is achieving information dominance in the near term. This will increa e
the effectiveness of current systems and organizations,
enable new organizational designs, and provide the
operational environment for the introduction of new
major weapons systems. Our second priority is to
maintain the combat overmatch capability essential to
successfully project a force against numerically superior adversaries. Our third priority is to develop the
capability in the technology base to transition to full
spectrum dominance. We will continue to enhance the
capability to project combat power, focusing on
increasing the effectiveness of light forces and redUcing
heavy lift requirements, while recapitalizing and inserting technology to extend the life of existing systems.
It is clear that maintaining the Army's technological
edge in the 21st century requires a renewed emphasis
on modernization. During the last 13 years, Army modernization investments have declined more than 70
percent. With a diminished threat, we accepted risk in
our modernization program to focus on near-term
readiness, endstrength, and quality of life programs.
Now, as we enter the 21st century; we must focus on
modernizing our force with information age technology, weapons, doctrine, training, and organization.
To pay for this reqUired modernization within a tight
budget, Secretary of Defense Bill Cohen has called for
implementation of a "Revolution in Business Affairs."
Our new Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition
and Technology, Jacques Gansler, has articulated the

following five goals which, a the Army Acquisition
Executive, I strongly upport:
• We must aggres ively pursue and fully implement
the acquisition reforms initiated by former Secretary of
Defense Bill Perry. Full implementation will help t
ensure "faster, cheaper, and better" development, pro·
duction, and support of both current and future sys·
tems.
• We mu t broaden the Defense industrial base to
meet our goal of putting in place the required 21st cen·
tury weapon system faster and at a much lower cost
Thi will require us to maintain competition, achiev
civil/military integration, and take full advantage of the
marketplace.
• Because far too much of the total DOD budget.
about 65 percent, goes to the "support" area, the
must be a significant shift of DOD resources from support to modernization and combat-a conversion from
"tail" to "teeth."

• We mu t dramatically transform the current DOD
logistics elements of the acquisition system to achiev
much faster response at a much lower cost. Our priority is clear--equipment that is more reliable and les
costly to operate. We mu t continue to reengineer the
logistics process. "Modernization Through Spares" i
key to this effort.
• We must focus our energies on enhancement of th
overall Acquisition Workforce to achieve efficient and
effective modernization of the DOD acquisition syste .
We are working to achieve a leaner, more efficient
Department where more money is spent on soldiers
and modernization and less on overhead. However,
implementation of acquisition reform initiatives .
about more than saving money. It will give us better
and faster access to a new generation of informatiol1
technology that is developing at a breathtaking pace in
the commercial marketplace. The true beneficiaries are
our brave men and women in uniform.
In closing, [ wish you and your a happy and health)'
1998.

ROBERT M. WALKER
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ABOUT THE COVER
LTG Paul J. Kern, Direclor of the Army Acqui ition Corps and Military Deputy to Ihe
Assi tant Secretary of the ArnlY (RDA), provided some very candid responses to a broad
range of questions posed by the Editor of Army RD&A.

"The Army Acquisition Corps
is a very healthy group
of military and civilian professionals
who need little
change
in direction. "

Q. How would you describe your management style?

A.

I would probably say my management styLe combines
the leadership approach of other people I worked for and
incorporates my own experience in managing a number of
complex organizations. The most effective way I can
describe my management style is to say thaI it combines the
old Packard [David Packard, former Deputy ecretary of
Defense) style and the Bill Perry [former Secretary of
Defense) style-that is, management by "wandering about."
TItis means trying to stay in touch with as many pans of the
organization as possible and getting as much unfiltered
feedback as possible so that decisions can be based on the
people and circumstances at hand, not on some abstract
idea.

Q. What are your immediate and long-term goals as
the Director of the Army Acquisition Corps, and what
is your vision of the Army Acquisition Corps of the
future as it changes to meet the needs of the Army
After Next?
A. The Army Acquisition Corps (MC) is a very bealthy
group of military and civilian professionals who need little
change in direction. Adjustments, however, will need to be
made relative to the future number of people in the corps,
the changing technologies we will be dealing with, and bet2
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ter integration of the Reserve, active dury; and civilian components of the corps. The initial rhru t, therefore, is to
asses where we are today-based on current downsizin
efforts-while continuing to establish a professional cadre
of acquisition leaders through developmental assignments,
certifications, and training and education.

Q. What is your view on the importance of training
and education in the professional development of AA
and Acquisition Workforce members?
A. I think that training and education are very criticahWhen combined with experience, training and education
make our managers substantially better and allow them to
be prepared for the future. By not relying solely on experience, managers can apply their training and education to circumstances tbey have not yet encountered. We are incorpO'
rating a lot of acquisition reform initiatives into our education system. Perhaps we are not doing this as fast as we
would like, but eventually this approach will allow our new
managers to combine their past experience with their training to give themselves a more efficient management style.

Q. Traditionally, the military has placed a great deal of
emphasis on leadership training for its personnel. The
Defense Acquisition Workforce lmprovement Act has
January-February 1998

. ected that increased emphasis be applied to the
ivilian acquisition community. What are your
oughts on this?
A. I think the direction is absolutely correct, but implementing it is difficult because of the structure of the civilian
ersonnel system. We are, however, making some inroads
by asking for some modifications to the personnel system
so that we can provide the necessary experience and training for the civilian force as well. I believe we are moving in
a positive direction, but it may take longer than we would
prefer because the workforce itself is substantially a larger
ercentage of civilians.
• Could you describe your game plan for strengthening the AAe's credibility with the user community?
~. First, I would say that the Acquisition Corps already has
a great deal of credibility with the user community. The
forces in the field today are very satisfied with their equipment. It is reliable, its capabilities are significantly greater
than that used by the people we are asked to use it against,
and we know it was delivered by people who care what happens to it after they deliver it. My game plan to improve this
credibility is to give more visibility to tile people who
should get the credit for developing those systems, and
more visibility into the acquisition process by the user. Tills
will be accomplished by giving the developers more oppornities to interface directly with the user at places such as
the National Training Center, where equipment is in constant use. Anny Warfighting Experiments (AWEs) also provide a good opportunity for increased visibility because they
offer me user direct interface wim program managers, contractors, and testers. AWEs allow users to meet face-to-face
and talk wim the people who will be making future equipment for them. We will take advantage of mese types of
'xperiences whenever we can.

Q. Army acquisition reform efforts are and will continue impacting virtually every aspect of acquisition.
In what ways do you believe these efforts will impact

the Acquisition Corps?

A.

I mink mere are a couple of ways. The acquisition
reform efforts that we currently have under way are working, and we need to exponentially increase me number of
places and occurrences of these so that everyone in me
AcqUisition Workforce knows how to use memo This actually relates back to the education and training issue so that
people are trained to properly use the acquisition process.
It also relates to people having credibility with their peers
and having credibility With their seniors. It ultimately results
in people saying "yes, I am allowed to make changes to me
process to make it more efficient and effective." This holds
true from the lowest level of contracting all the way up to
development of our major weapon systems, including some
of our key initiatives such as modernization through spares.

Q. What advice or guidance do you have for our present Army Acquisition Corps and Workforce members?
A. The primary advice I would give them is to continue to
be focused on developing and fielding the best possible
products for our soldiers. That's been the main thrust of
our Acquisition Workforce in the past and it needs to continue to be in the future. Technology is going to change
and the processes and environment will change, but if we
keep our focus on delivering quality products [0 our so)diers we will be right on the mark where we should be.
Q. What do you believe is the biggest challenge facing those individuals in the Army's acquisition community?
A. Simply stated, I think tlle biggest cllallenge is going to
be the constant battle for resources. We have more requirements and more good ideas than we have resources [0 meet
tllose demands. We will be continually challenging ourelves to find new ways of ge'1erating internal resources. We
will do this through acquisition reform, through improvements in our acquisition logistics process, wough life cycle
management, and by competitively proving to outside organizations that our products are the ones they want.
Resources, therefore, will be directed to those products,
not necessarily at competing head-on with something else.

"When combined with experience,
training and education
make our managers
substantially better and
allow them to be
prepared for the future."

!allrlanJ-Febnwry 1998
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Q. What are your perspectives on the benefits of digimation for the Army of the future?
The biggest benefit I see in digitization is that it allows
information to pass seamlessly among organizations. In the
past, this was extremely difficult. Digitization will be particularly helpful in the tactical warfighter environment
where sensors are connected to shooters. This will impact
many different systems. For example, we can use our
Apache Longbow Radar as a sensor platform to provide targetable information to artillery systems as well as other
Apaches and to ground combat systems. This also applies
to the acquisition process, where we have contracting,
financing, and administrative information that now flows
through separate (often paper) channels that can be integrated in an automated digital system, allowing coordination, payment and contractual actions to occur seamlessly.
Therefore, the same benefits of digitization that accrue on
the battlefield in terms of passing information also accrue in
tlIe development process.

A.

Q. How is the Army addressing Congressional concerns
about the increased vulnerability of the digital Army?
A. The concerns that have been expressed by Congres are
valid. We do need to be just as concerned about the vulnerabilities as we are about the capabilities that we bring to
the battlefield. Through encryption, we have protected a
great deal of information during peacetime and on the battlefield. We have also looked at different types of monitoring to ensure against information intrUSiOns. In addition,
the Director of Information Systems for Command,
Control, Communications and Computers, under a "Red
Teaming Concept," is conducting a critical assessment of
command and control protection. In the Division XXI

Advanced Warfighting Experiment held this past Novembe
at Fort Hood, TX, we did some intentional intrusions into
our information systems to measure their impact and gaug
whether our systems are effectively blocking the intrusions.
We also did orne limited jamming of certain channels to
see if our systems correctly identified and dealt with th
jamming. We will apply the lessons learned during tlla
exercise to future experiments.

Q. In view of the current climate of austere resources,
what advice would you offer to someone considering a
career in acquisition?
A.. 1 would tell them to go for it! I think it's an excitin~
place to be. They can do something for their country and
for the Army and see it develop in front of their own eyes.
For the contracting commands, it is a very rewarding expe
rience to effectively and efficiently deliver the goods and
service to the soldiers who need them. From the develop..
er's perspective, it is rewarding to take fast-emerging technologies and turn mem into useful tools for our warfighters
so they can fight, survive, and win faster. So I am encouraged, not discouraged, at where the AcqUisition Workforce
is today and by the people who are joining it. I think there
are challenges because of constrained resource , but i
comparison wiili me rest of the world, we are still pretty
well off. We should compete for those things that we know
are right, but I would never be discouraged by minking that
as a country we provide few re ources to our warfighters.
That is just not the case. We mu t, however, continue t
acquire and use what we acquire better. I would encourage
anyone who wants to contribute to the security of ou
nation to actively consider joining the Acquisition Corps.
Q. Is there anything else you would like to comment on?
Yes. I want to stress that I think we are in a truly intrigu-

A.

ing time to be part of the Armed Forces. Not only are w
shortly going to enter the 21st century, but we are movin
from one technology age to another. We are moving from
an industrial phase to an information technology phase,
and there are some tremendously intriguing opportunities
availal11e that we can use with our current platform
someone has enough imagination to do as MG Robert H.
Scales Jr. [U.S. Army War CoUege Commandant] suggests
and step ahead to the year 2025 and look back, then I mink
dley would see iliat it is a very exciting time to be in thi
business.
4
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~troduction
In general, Department of Defense
'pOD) and Depanment of the Army bud'ets have declined drastically over the
ast decade. Support and infrastructure
osts have required an ever-increasing
hare of our reSOurCeS and have consisendy consumed more than half of our
udget. Fielded systems continue to age
iYhile the cost of ownership escalates.
lbe more money spent on support, the
'1SS money is available to fund modern• ation and preserve combat capability.
!'he challenge then for the military planer of the 21st century is to provide inte~ted support to the warfighrer while
p-stematically restructuring logistiCS sup~rt using modem technology and man~ement principles to generate Significant
ost of ownership savings.
Imagine the opportunity to modernize a
Inajor Army weapon system while at the
tame time significandy reduce its cost.
;onsider though, that in order to accomlish this, civilian and possibly military
~ersonnel strength Levels would have to
e reduced, and soldiers would have to
oexist with civilian contractors on the
attlefield. The advent of an innovative
"onrractor Logistics Support (CLS) conept known as Prinle Vendor Support
(pY), or Fleet Management to some,
efines such an opportunity.
~

~ackground
PYS is an industry initiative whereby
prime contractors assume full responsibilty for total system performance while
~hteving savings in operations and supPOrt (O&S) costs and modernizing the
j:veapon system through the integration of
t'Ontemporary spare parts. 11 is impera~ve that the Army look at innovative ways
<a reduce overall support costs, improve
pare parts availability, maintain weapon
ystem readiness rates, and proVide funds
or modernization. At the sarne time. any
;;oncept that the Army embra~es must be
i:ffective in peacetime, dUring conlln)'tncy operations, and in war, and must
onJorm to the tenets of the Army's logisics vision. This vision states 'Lwe must
provide the best V'dlue logistics to the
1Narfighters without inhibiting mission
;k'xecution." This means that we must
everage the best commercial practices
~at indu try has to offer, maximize rapid
Clistribution, and reduce stock levels
hile maintaining readiness. Any ystem
we uLtimately adopt must guarantee unin/errupted support and be transparent to
user.

lbe
~

Revolutionary Approach

While the concept of CLS is certainly noc

PRIME
VENDOR
SUPPORT:
WAVE
OFTHE
FUTURE
By LTG Paul J. Kern
new to the Army or our sister Services, the
notion of contracting directly with an
original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
to provide complete wholesale logistics
support is revolutionary as noted by
Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, LTG
John Coburn, in the August 1997 issue of
Armed Forces jOl/rnal. According to
Coburn and Robert Walker, the former
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Installations, Logistics and the Environment. the mobility, deployability and sustainability essential to the 21st centuty
Army cannot, in fact, be achieved without
a "Revolution in Military Logistics," which
leverages technology to fuse new concepts, information, and logistics systems
to reshape the way we project and sustain. This revolution bas begun. It is an
open-ended process with specific milestones, goals and objectives. Army logistics will be distribution-based, and
enabled by a single logistics sy tem in
which logistics "velOCity" replaces logistics "mass." The result will be balanced,
effective upporr to the warfigbter.
Among tbe key ingredients required to
achieve this revolution are assured com-

munications, improved automation and
information management systems, full
integration of disrribUlion and transportation systems, and of course, a seamless
logi tics system that PVS can provide.

Apache PVS Implementation
The Army received a joint (Boeing and
Lockheed Martin) proposal for the implementation of a PYS arrangement for the
Apache helicopter it received in April
1997. The Boeing-Lockheed Martin concept would transfer responsibility for
complete wholesale support for the
Apache to a single accountable emity, i.e.,
a limited liability company known as
'learn Apache Systems (TAS). Essentially,
lAS would eliminate tbe need for government personnel and facilities to acquire,
manage, store and distribute spare parts,
and would interface direcdy with and provide repair parts to the soldier at the retail
level. The major advantages of sucb an
arrangement would be a significant
reduction in 0&5 costs, a modernized
and more capable system, and an increase
in readiness.

ArmyRD&A
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Other Advantages
By reducing the length of the upply
pipeline, the Army is virtually guaranteed
to receive spare pans quicker. There will
also be fewer zero balances, if any, and a
significant reduction in overhead because
government Iilcilities and personnel will
no longer need to store and manage these
pares. We should also be well positioned
to take advantage of Boeing's and
Lockheed Manin's beSt commercial practices and "just-in-tlme" delivery, now
known as velocity management. More
efficient supply management coupled
with a serious reduction in government
overhead will substantially reduce our
O&S cost burden. The money the Army
saves as a result can be directly reinvested
in modernization of the weapon system.
For example, with the O&S cost savings
projected as a result of Apache PV , the
Army could theoretically fund the acquisition of second generation forward-looking infrared sensors. Second generation
forward-looking infrared is presently the
number one requirement of the aviation
user, but currently unaffordable at a price
tag of approximately 700 million.
Likewise, OEMs will continually modernize the aircraft through the installation of
spare pans, which they will undoubtedly
redesign to make more reliable when
their own bottom lines are affected.

Improved Readiness And
Cost Savings
The current Apache PVS proposal comes
with significant performance guarantees
that should reduce the average flying
hour cost, reduce Our investmen[ in
inventories, and improve requisition fills,
which will ultimately have a positive
impact on lIeet readiness. There is also
an opporrunity for even greater savings
because the contractor will be motivated
to share additional cost savings above and
beyond those that are guaranteed, and
the potential of increased competition as
logistics service companies seek to enter
the fray.

Risks
While there are many advantages, entering into such an arrangement is not without risk. The integration of civilian contractors into the wholesale logiStics
process must be balanced with federal
dvilian worker and soldier reductions
directed in the Quadrennial Defense
Review. While the effects on overhead are
expected to be good, the potential 10 s of
organic capability must be considered. A
second concern is the presence of civilian
contractors on the battle6e1d. Although

6
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Prime Vendor Support
is an exciting concept
that promises new
and efficient ways to
support combat forces
with increased
performance
at reduced costs.
contractors have been with operational
unit for years, including service in
Operation Desert Storm, the changes in
mission and cope are signiilcant. What is
in the best interest of national defense
will ultimately determine the agreement
reached. I'm confident that this approach
will enhance Our defense posture by fostering an agreement between the contractor and the government depot to enable
us to better manage our workload.

Legal Issues
Finally, there are threshold legal issues
that must be resolved before Apache PVS
can become a reality First, OMB Circular
A-76 as well as TItle 10, United States Code
and annual appropriations acts require the
preparation of cost comparison studies
prior to converting to or from in-house
performance. TIde 10, United States Code
also specifies that no more than 40 percent
of the funds made available [Q a military
department for depot-level maintenance
and repair in a given fiscal year may be
u ed to contract for that service with nonfederal government personnel (thi is
known as the Private-PubliC Or 50150 Rule).
In addition, there are cerrain inherent governmental function such as air worthiness
ceniilcation that the government is prohibited from contracting out. An inherent
governmental function is one which,
under the totality of the circumstances
involved is so intimately related [Q the
public interest as to mandate perfornlance
by government empLoyees.
The Justification and Approval G&A)
document tbat was recently approved
allows the Army to negotiate with TAS as
the only responsible source. Widl Lhe
signing of the J&A documem, the Army
can begin the process of formally notifying Congress of its intent, and commence
with alpha contract negotiations that will
allow the Army to obtain the data necessary for determining whether OMB

Circular A-76 applies, and ensures com
pliance wiLh all statutory requirements.
Ukewise, the Army i pursuing a parall
initiative regarding Lhe MI09 family Q
Vehicles (FOY). The proposed M109 Fie
Man.agement Program will be a compe .
tive attempt to provide benefits to th
Army in the form of a more modem, Ie
costly system. This Fleet Manageme
Pilot Program will, according to pi
streamline, re-engineer and consolidat
MI09 FOV logistics and technical an
engineering upporr by competitivel
selecting the best qualified contractor t
provide tOW life cycle logistics suppo
This approach will also use best comme
cia! practices to realize a 20 to 30 percen
savings in sustainment co ts. The Ann
anticipates a contract award in Novembe
1998.

Conclusion
PVS arrangements for the support
major Army and 000 weapon sy tem
may indeed be the "WAve of the Future.
Previous CLS contracts for other items
equipmem include the Army's fixed-win
aviation fleet, the support services con
tract at tlle Army Aviation Center, the .
Force's Interim CLS Program for temp
cary support of the C-17; the Navy's an
Marine Corps' use of direct vendor deliv
ery (essentially PVS for elected camp<>'
nents on selected weapon systems); an
even the British military's Merlin Suppo
and Spares Availability System for th
Merlin multipurpose helicopter. PVS fI
well within the Army' logistics vision
and has the potential, again, to provide u
with a implified and reduced manage
ment structure, a clear single point
accountability, reliability-based logistics
trigger-based item management, reduce
spare acquisition tinle and inventory lev
els, major reductions in administrativ
and procurement lead times, more afford
able readiness, a more modem weapo
system, and reduced O&S costs. Pri
Vendor Supporr is an exciting concep
that promises new and efficient ways
suppOrt combat forces with increased
performance at reduced costs.

LTG PAUL J KERN is the Milita
Deputy to the Assistant Secretary 0
the Army (Research, Developmen
and Acquisition), and Director,
Anny AcqUisition Corps. He als
serves as the Director, Acquisitio
Career Management.
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UPDATING
DEFENSE SYSTEMS
MANAGEMENT COLLEGE
COURSES
WITH ACQUISITION REFORM
INITIATIVES
By BG Richard A. Black
From Trailing Edge To
Leading Edge
The Defense Systems Management
College (DSMC) has always been proac·
tively involved as acquisition policy was
established by the Office of the Secretary
f Defense (OSD). However, new policy
not implemented intO cou.cse eumcu·
;urn until it was promulgated through
OSD in the form of Department of
Defense (DOD) directives, instructions or
regulations. Because of the desire to
'mplement as quickly as possible the
many policy changes initiated to reform
the acquisition process, DSMC recently
shifted its educational focus from the
trailing edge of acquisition changes to the
Leading edge of these changes. Now,
instead of waiting until policy is promu]·
ated, DSMC incorporates new policy
intO its courses as soon as it is approved.
As part of the Defense Acquisition
University (DAU), and as one of the con·
sortium leaders in the number of courses
and course offerings, DSMC is committed
to ensure that timely acquisition reform is
incorporated into its courses and taught
to the workforce as quickly as possible in
rder to institutionalize those changes.

.,'a5

Keeping Up With Change
In many cases, DSMC cannot alford to
wait until policy is promulgated before
starting to teach it as fact. DSMC is com·
mined to teaching various initiatives and
changes as soon as they have been pro·
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nounced or announced as policy.
aturally, this creates a great deal of work
in terms of updating over 29 different
courses.
Faculty members at DSMC can't go to
the local bookstore, pick up a textbook,
and assign it to students to read. They
must take a policy statement and convert
it into classroom material. They build the
lesson, write me [ext, incorporale illustra-

tions and lessons learned, and in many
cases, work with the policy developers as
well as users in the field to find out how
that reform is to be applied or imple·
mented.

New Acquisition Laws
Legislative changes in the lasl 6 years
have impacted the acquisition process.

Reducing acquisition
education and training
cycle time has the
positive effect
of reducing both
acquisition cycle time
and total acquisition
costs.

Starting with the Defense Acquisition
Work Force Improvement Act (DAWIA) ,
then the Federal Acquisition Streamlining
Act (FASA), and most recentiy the Federal
Acquisition Reform Act-Information
Technology Management Reform Act
(FARA.ITMRA)-which Is now known as
the Clinger-Cohen Act-the starutOry
foundation to acquisition has been Signif.
icantly modified. According to former
Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition and Technology, Dr. Paul G.
Kaminski, and Principal Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology, R. Noel Longuemare, staruto·
ry reform has put the foundation in place.
Consequently, DSMC hopes that further
reform will involve the instirutionaliza·
tion and implementation of those starutory reforms.
Those modifications have changed the
acquisition system from a template-driven
process to one that is more properly char·
acterized as "flexible." Reform implementation within DOD now emphasizes team·
work with industry and integrated
process and product development and
integrated product teams. The acquisi·
tion process that must be taught is rapidly changing. Reducing acquisition education and training cycle time has the posi.
tive effect of reducing both acquisition
cycle time and total acquisition costs.

Policy Changes Lead To
Course Changes
The effect of policy change on course
AnnyRD&A
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curriculum can be examined using
DSMC's Intermediate Systems Acquisition
Course (lSAC) as an example. DOD has
merged the Automated Information
Systems (AlS) Directive 8120 with the
5000 series directives. The faculties of
DSMC and Information Resources
Management College have integrated specific AIS procedures, technology, and considerations into the systems acquisition
process, and consequently into all
lessons. Whether the lesson is system
engineering} logistics, or conuacting,
weapon systems and AlS policy and directives must be adequately covered.
Concerns that project managers and their
staffs have about procuring software or
AlS or management information system
hardware are addressed using case studies and examples.

The Large Acquisition
Picture-Spreading Reform
Another significant and yet still incomplete action that needs to be addressed is
the larger acquisition education and training target audience-for example, workers involved in operations and sustainment logistics, the defense finance and
accounting service, the health services,
and the CRAMPUS Program, among others. Many of these programs are not
developing weapon or information systems, but they are spending billions of
dollars on acquisition projects. These
programs generally have not been managed by the same profeSSional Acquisition
Workforce that manages weapon systems.
Many communities within DOD have not
received acquisition training and do not
follow the career development pattern of
acquisition professionals.
Dr. Kaminski and Under Secretary
Longuemare directed DSMC to expand
education and training efforts to reach
that larger Acquisition Workforce.
Defining the larger Acquisition Workforce,
however, has been a bit of a problem. It
is still not specifically defined, but DSMC
recognizes it as "everybody that has something to do with the acquisition process."
Whether supporting the technical base,
the requirements development process,
the test and evaluation environment, or
operations and support, each person has
a role to play in the total life cycle cost or
more broadly the IOtal ownership cost of
a weapon system or an A1S. This larger
workforce influences whatever DOD
develops, acquires, sustains, and must
dispose of at the end of its useful life.
After determining who these personnel
are, we must determine what their training needs should be and how those needs
can be met.
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Teleconununicating
Education
Not everyone can be taught in
rooms. There are not enough
rooms, instructors or TOY funds. As
result, the education and training process
is being restructured. Th.e new process
will leverage automation and the many
advances in technology, particularly
telecommunications. Classes are bein
automated using the World Wide Web and
other technology-based education
teaching methods. lnstructors are video
tele-teaching (VTI) courses, so that classes can be recorded and used again, or
broadcast 10 several dlfferent locations
Simultaneously. These media require a
Significant investment in faculty training
time and technology, but the payoff in
increased student numbers and reduced
student travel costs can more than offset
the investment, We have conducted our
first VIT classes at San Diego, CA,
Patuxent River Naval Air Station, VA, and
Fort Monmouth, N), in the ACQ 201 ISAC.
It is expected that VIT capability
expand to more ISAC lessons and other
courses as well.
In conjunction with DAU and 050,
DSMC is engaged in a concerted effon to
support DAU in developing courses that
can be delivered to a broader audience
beyond the traditional classroom. For
example, the Systems Engineerin
Department is currently teaming with th
Director, Test, Systems Engineering
Evaluation, which is pan of OSD; DAU;
the Naval Center for Acquisition Training
(NCAT); and other DSMC members to
develop a new course in integrated product and process development. This
course will be offered by videotape, CDROM and vrr.
Keeping courses current also means
telecommunicating between the various
DAU consortium schools to develop and
maintain curriculum. This will include
the use of an interactive digital data b
to layout performance outcomes, terminal learning objectives, and enablin
learning objectives; then cross reference
them to all of the mandatory and assignment-specific lessons. U there is a policy
change, it must be determined what performance outcomes or learning objectlv
need to be revised. Then, those lessons
that need it can be updated not only at
DSMC, but at all the DAU consonium
schools.

DSMC's Functional Board
Interaction
Our Curriculum Review Integrated
Product Team (CRIPT) within the Faculty
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IV1.SIOn reviews curriculum across all

nctional departments and the integrat·
d DSMC courses. Working closely with
versight boards composed of functional
perts from both field organizations and
SD, DSMC has redesigned and refosed core courses in acquisition mangement and technical management durng the past year. DSMC's work with func-onal experts from all areas and fields
·thin the acquisition community ensures
ot only the technical content, but also
e consistency with current policy and
ractice in the functional department's
rriculum. When a panicular faculty
ember or department requires a lesson
pdate, the change is coordinated across
ill of the other courses.
The CRiPT also works with the Faculty
ivision's Education Department to fur·
er refme DSMC's curriculum developent process and enhance the data pro·
'ded on both instructor and student
aterial, The volume and complexity of
urriculum material demonstrated the
eed for development of a DSMC curricu·
m management database. Members of
e cRin realized that an MIS. was
qUired if DSMC was to keep the myriad
f courses it sponsors current and consisent.
The project to develop an "Integrated
urriculum Environment" (ICE) is well
nderway
using
an
Evolutionary
.cquisition approach, In the first quarter
f FY98, DSMC will "bera test" a core daraase, using the SYS 201 Intermediate
ystems Planning, Research, Develop·
em and Engineering Course materials.
fhe DSMC ICE will complement, with
,ower level data, the DAU interactive dig!al database, The ICE database uses open
tern architecture and non-proprietary
oftware so that it may be expanded to
tneet other DSMC information manageent needs in the near future. In several
ears, the ICE may even provide expert
"lStructional systems development authorng assistance to faculty members.

oviding Courses To Field
Drganizations
Five years ago, the Program Managenent Course, now the PMT 302 Advanced
ogram Management Course, was taught
t DSMC's Fort Belvoir, VA, campus and
the primary focus of DSMC training,
at course demanded most of the teachg hours at the school. Today, the focus
as changed. Courses are increasingly
eing offered at field locations rather
an at DSMC. In FY97, the Systems
ngineering Department (SED) taught 20
fferings of SYS 301, Advanced Systems
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Planning, Research, Development and
Engineering Course (ASPRDEC) of which
seven were taught at locations other than
Fort Belvoir; in FY98, SED will offer
ASPRDEC at least 27 times, 15 of those off·
campus.
DSMC's abillty to offer courses off-campus requires dedicated Acquisition
Education Learning Centers (AELCs) at
regional locations. DSMC's experience of
allowing faculty to rravel to regional centers or using faculty located near students
has proved more cost effective than hav·
ing students travel. The current locations
alone provide local access to DAWIA
courses for approximately 28,000 people,
or 25 percent of the Defense Acquisition
Workforce.
Due to relocation of the Aviation·Troop
Command and PEO-Aviation organization
away from St. Louis, MO, DSMC closed
the St, Louis Central Region and opened
the Mid-Atlantic Region at Fort
Monmouth, N], This regional center pro·
vides local access to most DAU courses for
more than 3,000 AcqUisition Workforce
members. In June 1997, DAU tasked the
NCAT to be its executive agent to establish
consortium support requirements and
agreements with Patuxent River Naval Air
Station, MD.
Placing DAU courses at nine different
locations will service the majority of the
acquisition commands and organizations,
These locations are Boston, MA; Fort
Belvoir, VA (Washington, DC, area); Fort
Monmouth, N]; Huntsville, AL; Los
Angeles, CA; Patuxent River Naval Air
Station, MD; San Diego, CA; Warren, MI;
and Dayton, OH.
The AELCs will support the entire
Acquisition Workforce. As a result of
expanded on-site training and facilities,
local commanders and installations
should benefit by keeping their employees in the local area to address problems
requiring immediate attention. In addition, there will be savings from reduced
travel time. There will also be high-quality classroom space available for other
uses when DAU courses are not in session. DSMC needs the participation and
cooperation of the Directors of
Acquisition Career Management, DAU,
and ocher consortium schools for this ini·
tiative to succeed.
lWo objectives must be satisfied: DSMC
must take more education to workforce
locations, and must save student rravel
and per diem costs. Offering more courses at regional locations, in quality facilities, will help address the first objective.
Achieving the second objective depends
on the effectiveness of the education

offered where studenrs attend courses.
Progress will be measured mostly by the
increased percentage of students receiving education at their home station vs, at
other locations. With more courses
offered ar AELCs, one-half of the students
who currently travel may not have to
travel to attend courses.

Summary
Legislative and regulatory change is
largely completed. We are focusing our
efforts on institutionalizing reforms
already enacted by Congress. The chal·
lenge for DSMC is to deliver acquisition
reform to the entire workforce as rapidly
as possible and to help make those
reforms become "business as usual." By
shortening the educational lead time,
technological and developmental lead
time will also be shortened. If DSMC is
successful at that, the AcquiSition
Workforce will reduce the total ownership costs, putting better, more modem
systems into the hands of the warfighter
faster and cheaper. That, after all, is what
acquisition reform is all about.

BG Richard A Black is Commandant
of the Defense Systems Management
College.
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Buying the Army's Future. ..

ACQUISITION REFORM
REINVENTION LAB
Introduction

Author's Note: In September 1995,
the Army Chief of Stq1f appealed for
innovative ways to maJdmtze imple·
mentation of acqulsttWn reform ini·
tlatlves.
The Acquisition Reform
Reinvention Lab wasvisualtzed as a
mechanism to accelerme thefielding
of systems by using Force XXI inittatlves funds to obtain commercial offthe-sbelf or otber readily available
products that have demonstrated
compelling experimental success.
1Wo ingredients are key to this

By BG Harry D. Gatanas
and Ron Mlinarchik
process: first, tbe willingness to guarantee program stabtitty by funding
new starts, and second, the desire to
use innovative acquisition proce·
dures. Our story follows.

In early spring 1996, Anny Chief of S
(ACS) GEN Denn.is Reimer issued the foll
ing challenge to the acquisition community:
"Qru:e an Item has passed proof-of
principle in the AdvancedWatfighting Experiment and we havetlecU:t
ed to make it part ofArmy XXI, we
should then make it part of a
Reinvention Lab for Acquisz'/ion
Reform and use all the refonns we

think make sense to get as many as
posstble at the Icwest rost...

I WRAP ASARC PROCESS I
I CG

TRADOC

I.. ·.. · . ·

+

IMILDEP I
I +

ASARC SEC

+

I

.

NOMINATE WRAP CANDIDATES
REQUEST WRAP ASARC
APPROVE RAPID ACQ REQUIREMENT
APPROVE BLEP UPDATES

SET WRAP ASARC DATE
NOTIFY ASARC MEMBERS
NOTIFY POCs: SARD-ZS & D1SC4

TRADOC, MATDEV & SARD-ZS OR DISC4 CO-CHAIR IPT
PREPARE FOR WRAP ASARC: USER & MATDEV BRIEF
- REQUIREMENT, FUNDING, EXP RESULTS,
ACQ STRATEGY, UPDATED BLEP
- PREP ASARC PRlNCrPALS

- REVIEW REQUIREMENT & URGENCY
- REVIEW AFFORDABILlTY
- REVIEW EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS
.... - APPROVE ACQUISITION STRATEGY
- APPROVE FUNDING STRATEGY
- ESTABLISH PROGRAM MILESTONE
- ASSIGN MANAGEMENT (AMCIPEOIPM)

....

EJ
ADM

Figure 1.
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EN William Hartzog, Commander, U.S.
'umy Training and Doctrine Command
C), testifying before the Airland
orees Subcommittee in March 1996,
escribed a two-part strategy to buy and field
. gs that add value to the soldier: 'fut FY97
vestment in key enablers thai must be in
lace for the 21st century, and an annual
vestment in proven good ideas resulting
m Force XXI." In July 1996, the Secretary
f the Army approved the establishment of
e Acquisition Refonn Reinvention UIb
ARRL) to provide an effective process to inleIe, improve and connoi all of the crossnctional processes involved in the acquisi'on and fielding of materiel for Army XXI and
manage the Force XXI Initiatives Program
nding.
The ARRL is a vinuallab (stalled by two full. e professionals) that makes maximum use
f existing agendes, processes, and resources
o apply acquisition refonn to the most sucful candidates resulting from warfighting
riments and other technology demonlions. During its first 15 months in opertion, ARRL tearned with Headquarters,
Department of the Army and Secretariat StaB;
e Army Materiel Command (AMC),
1\J\JlA.1l-., Forces Command (FORSCOM),
e Operational Test and Evaluation
Command (OPTEC) , and the Program
live Officers (PEOs) to spearhead the
rt "to buy the Arrny's future," thai is, to
cquire future materiel.

Congressional Backing
In testimony before the congressional
Defense committees in spring 1996, GEN
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Reimer requested funding to allow the Army
to acquire, test and evaluate new equipment
and technologies that emerge successfully
from the Army's Task Foree XXI Advanced
Warfighting Experiment (AWE). Congress
added '50 million to the Army's FY97 budget request and the Army agreed to eannark
$100 million per year for FY98 through
FY03. The congressional language supported the Army's effort to get proven technologies to the soldier as qUickly as possible,
rather than delay fielding because of the lead
time required in the budget process. The
Army was also reqUired to subject programs
to the nonnal reviews and evaluations mandaled by law prior to transitioning into production any programs tested with these
funds. The language also required notification to the Defense committees of selections
for Foree XXI initiatives funding that must
include a discussion of the initiative's technical maturity; criticality and priority to
warfighting requirements; affordability;
effectiveness; and sustainability in future
budget submissions.
This congressional language and
expressed concerns were the basis for the
following Foree XXI funding guidelines
developed by ARRL:
• There must be an urgent need fur the initiative expressed by the user and it must
have demonstrated a compelling experimenial sua:ess;
• The ideal candidate is a new iniJiative that
has not been previously funded;
• A good candidate is an initiative that may
be funded because the Anny needs it soon
or needs additional quantities;

• Funds are not to be used to pay old bills or
resource Land w.urior; and
• Funds are not to be used for indefinile
experimentation; however, some continued experimentation on high-leverage initiatives (like Thcticallnternet) is acceptable.

WRAPASARC
The vehicle used to determine which initiatives or candidates should receive funding is
the Warfighting Rapid Acquisition Program
(WRAP) Army Systems Acquisition Review
Council (ASARC). The WRAP ASARC process is
designed to link TRADOC experimentation
and systems acquisition As shown in Figure 1,
the WRAP provides the Commanding
General, TRADOC, a mechanism to accelerate the acquisition of selected candidates
from successful warfighting ocperirnents.
Once the candidates are selected, the
Commanding General, TRADOC, furwards a
lener to the Military Deputy to the Assistant
Secretary of the Anny (Research, Development and Acquisition), and to the Assistant
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations recommending that the WRAP ASARC convene to
approve the accelerated acquisition. The
ARRL provides assistance and conducts
review sessions to ensure that WRAP ASARC
proponents are prepared to brief their spedfic systems.

Force XXI Initiatives Process
Figure 2 depicts how "good ideas" are
evaluated through experiments or technology demonstrations and then subjected to
Cunher analysis to determine whether to
invest, experiment Cunher, or dispense with
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Conclusions
The ARRL has responded to two ch
lenges from the Anny Chief of Staff: reduc
acquisition lead time to zero and apply
reasonable reforms to obtain the mes
materiel at the lowest cost. The Force
initiatives funding applied to the
ASARC process allows the Anny to develo
the initial capability parameters, costs, an
technical targets and begin developme
in less than 1 year (see Figure 3). Und
normal acquisition circumstances, th
requirements and budget processes coul
rake up to 5 years befure program deve
opment begins.
ARRL has provided briefings to both
Marine Corps and the Air Force in respo
to their expressed interest in the Force
initiatives and !be WRAP ASARC process.

I" Less than one year· I
Figure 3.

them. The TRADOC Bartle Lab Board of
Directors, chaired by GEN Hartzog, evaluates proposed candidates against the
warfightlng priorities and recommends
the most promising candidates to the
WRAPASARC.
The 1997 candidates listed below were
selected as a result of two separate WRAP
ASARCs held in December 1996 and
March 1997:

' e.am.t 5yIiIm: ~

•SCritt
• Gun '-'lir'I~

j!18Il

• ~ bllK:u<
• RdJ ~'&g;
• /olal<malI1i1ciq Sl=
• Jm>IIJmn<!

•~

Ai<elIm<llIbrfi;r (CStIR)
• LijmigIi 1Br!kligrclla
~ (llJlll)

• _fu<:awU Sl= ~
• Army.lirtxrre C<mnard wi

CarroISl=

Because of the high visibility of the Task
Force XXI AWE, the Experimental Force
\'furking Group (EWG), co-chaired by the
Commanders of TRADOC, FORSCOM, and
AMC, served as the review body for proposed WRAP initiatives. In addition, the
WRAP candidates fur FY97 were also presented to all the fuur-star commanders during their spring 1997 meeting in Carlisle, PA,
prior to final approval by the ACS on May 14,
1997. Congress was fonnally notified of the
WRAP selections by letter to the fuur Defense
conunittees on May 30, 1997, which prompt·
ed questions from Congress that were
addressed in filce-to-filce discussions
between ARRL, OPTEC, TRADOC and congressional staff members.
On June 24,1997, the Assistant Secretary of
the Army (Research, Development and
Acquisition) furwarded additional infurmation to the Defense conunittees, and on
July 24, 1997, the Chairman of the House

U
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Appropriations Conunittee furwarded a let·
ter to the ACS giving the Army authorization
to proceed.
Only 8 days later (Aug. I, 1997), DOD
released the first increment of the Force XXI
funding ($17.5 million) fur the Mortar Fire
Control System (MFCS), Lightweight User
Designator Rangefinder (UDR), Combat
Synthetic Training Assessment Range
(CSTAR), Army Airborne Command and
Control System, and the Movement
The time between
Tracking System.
approval by the ACS and congressional
authorization to proceed was just over
2 months, which included briefing appropriate principals in DOD and providing satisfiIctory responses to questions raised by
congressional staff
Tbe foUowing reform tools were applied
to each of !be 11 candidates: performance
specifications, integrated product teams,
integrated process and product development, cost as an independent variable, contractor logistics support, single-process fucil·
ities, commercial practices, modeling and
simulation, integrated oversight, streamlined testing, or other transactions.
In most cases, the items being approved at
the WRAP ASARC are at the equivalent of
Milestone ]] and should achieve Milestone
ill (Production) decisions in about 2 years.
Generally, success to date has been based on
applying this rwo-rnilestone process to
Acquisition Category ill or N type programs
where infonnation technology is predominant. These 11 candidates required a total
funding of $47.66 million in FY97 and will
require $62 million of the available $100
million in FY98. On Jan. IS, 1998, the
WRAP ASARC will determine how the
remaining $38 million will be spent.

BG HARRY D GATANAS is th
Assistant Deputy for Syst
Management
and
Horizonta
Technology Integration, Office of
Assistant Secretary of the Arm
(Research,
Development
an
Acquisition). BG Gatanasgraduat
from the City College of New Yor:
andfrom Wayne State University. 1
addition, he has completed th
Project Management Course at t
Defense
Systems
Management
CoUege, and the Logistics Executi
Development Course, and is a gradu
ate ofboth the Army Command
General Staff College and the
War College.
RON MLlNARCHIK is the Directo
Acquisition Reform Reinvention Lab
and is the proponentfor the $100 mil
lion Force XXI Initiatives Progra
He has undergraduate degrees i
physics and engineen'ng sciencefrom,
the johns Hopkins Univerrity and
master's degree in systems enginem:.
ing from Texas A&M University.
charter member of the Acquisiti
Corps with multiple certifications,
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the
Project
Management Course at the Defi
Systems Management College, a
has served as Executive Director 0
the Anrry Science Board, and as
Presidential Exchange Executive at
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Facing The Future Together. ..

NEW INITIATIVES,
NEW CHALLENGES
FOR THE ARMY'S
ACQUISITION WORKFORCE
By Mary McHale
Introduction
The many successes shared by the Army
Acquisition Corps (MC) and its workforce members have been facilitated by
the implementation of Army acquisition
career management initiatives, and are
effons to build a solid foundation to meet
the challenges of the new millennium.
The vision of the MC remains clear: ';<\
Corps of Leaders Willing to Serve Where
Needed and Committed to Providing
Soldiers Systems Crttical to Decisive
Victory Now and in the 21st Century
Through Development, Integration,
Acquisition, Fielding and Sustainment. "
Our one integrated Acquisition Corps
empowers military and civilian acquisition professionals to work as a team to
meet the challenges of the future together. As we join together and move forward, we must abandon old notions and
embrace activities that improve how we
support the warfighter. The readiness of
our Acquisition Workforce ensures the
readiness of our soldiers in the field. As
John Maynard Keynes stated: "The difficulty lies, not in the new ideas, but in
escaping from the old ones.... " Many of
the initiatives suggested by the
Acquisition Workforce and implemented
by the AcqUisition Career Management
Office (ACMO) depart from the traditional delineation between our military and
civilian AcqUisition Workforce. This distinction between military and civilian
acquisition professionals has become
transparent as we restructure the MC and
develop strategies to broaden the experiences for our entire workforce.
Several of the initiatives that are in place
Jatmary-February 1998

or under development are summarized
below. More information about each of
them, as well as points of conract, can be
found by consulting the MC's website at
http://dacm.sarda.army.miI.

Competitive Development
Group
The Competitive Oevelopment Group
(COG) Program has been one of the premier initiatives of the ACMO, developed
to improve the quality of the Army's civilian Acquisition Workforce. The COG
Program was created to provide professional development opportunities for GS13s who have demonstrated potential to
meet MC education, training and experience requirements and displayed the likelihood for future success and exceptional
service to the Army. ThJs program is
designed to identify individuals with the
potential to compete for future senior
leadership positions. COG candJdates are
competitively selected by a Department of
the Army Secretariat-level selection board.
The Year Group (YG) 97 COG members
began their 3-year program in May 1997

''The difficulty lies,
not in the new ideas,
but in escaping
from the old ones. ... "
-John Maynard Keynes

with an inaugura1 group of 25 candidates.
Heavy emphasis is placed on training during the 3-year COG Program. Training
will be obtained from institutions such as
the Brookings Institution, the Covey
Leadership Center, and the Aspen
Institute. COG members will have the
opportunity to attend several management and leadership courses offered by
various organizations and universities.
These include the Action Officer Force
Inregration Course, and the Materiel
Acquisition Management Course at Fort
Lee, VA. The COG Program's developmental assJgnments will provide the COG
members with new and career broadening experiences. This key acquisition
career management program will continue with COG YG 98. The YG 98 candJdates will be announced in April 1998.

Training With Industry
One of the newest inJtiatives in the area
of career development is the TraJning
With Industry (fWl) Program for civilian
Acquisition Workforce members, which
mirrors the Army's 1WI Program for officers. The tremendous bene.fits of having
an officer work side-by-side with industry
counterparts have been well recognized
by both the Army leadership and the
Defense industry. As a result, this program will be broadened to capitalize on
the talents of the civilian workforce. The
MC and the University of Texas will offer
a combination master's degree and 1WI
opportunity in 1 year at two locations:
Austin, TX, and the Washington, DC, area.
The 1WI pilot program, whJch begins in
calendar year 1998, will allow military and
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civilian MC members the opportunity to
anend college and work in an indus£ry
that has direct linkage with their course
work and identified Army interests.
Program participants will work in indus£ry approximately 20 hours per week
while concurrently working about 20
hours per week on classwork and related
activities. MC members completing the
program will receive a master's of science
degree in science and technology commercialization (a special type of business
degree) at the IC2 Institute at the
University of Texas in Austin.

Merging Civilian And Military
Playbooks
The Civilian and Military Playbooks are
detailed books developed by the ACMO to
explain current career development information regarding education, training and
developmental opportunities available to
the military and civilian Acquisition
Workforce. These books aUow officers
and civilians to become familiar with one
another's career path progression, certification requirements and process, file documentation procedures, and other common interests. They are valuable tools to
officers who supervise and rate civilian
and military workforce employees and
civilians who supervise and rate civilian
and military employees. Points of contact
within the ACMO, the U.s. Total Army
Personnel Command, and the functional
career fields are identified so that additional Information or suggestions for
improvement can be shared. In calendar
year 1998, the two separate playbooks
will be united in a single publication,
defining success for military officers and
civilian careerists alike.

civilian and military proponency officers
and training specialists. The theme for
FY98's Acquisition Workforce Briefings is:
"Partners in Readiness--MC Support for
the Soldier." The FY98 briefing schedule
will be posted on the MC's website.

Identification Of Local
Acquisition Advocates
Acquisition
Career
Management
Advocates (ACMAs) and Acquisition
Workforce Support Specialists (AWSSs)
provide local assistance for Acquisition
Workforce employees to furnish timely
information about training and education
opportunities, certification requirements,
MC accession procedures, and status of
MC-related efforts. The ACMAs are
senior civilian MC members located within organizations with a high concentration of Acquisition Workforce employees.
The DDACM relies on these individuals to
promptly and effectively share acquisition-related information with the entire
Acquisition Workforce. To support the
ACMAs, the ACMO recruited and selected
AWSSs to disseminate information on a
regional basis concerning educational or
developmental opportunities, certification requirements, and generation and
correction of Acquisition Civilian Record
Briefs (ACRBs). The ACMO developed
and conducted a rigorous training workshop for the AWSSs, which covered tho e
topics most critical to the Acquisition
Workforce: the Defense Acquisition
Workforce Improvement Act (DAWlA), the
AAC, certification, career development,
education and training, military and civilian career management, information technology, centrai management, and position
management. The AWSSs are able to provide timely and reliable information to

Acquisition Workforce VlSits
"Building AcqUisition Leaders for the
21st Century" was the theme of briefings
presented on location during FY97 by
Keith Charles, the Deputy Director for Acquisition Career Management (DDACM).
These briefings updated the worldwide
Army AcquiSition Workforce (MW) on the
status of MC initiatives and future strategies, and informed the Acquisition
Workforce about opportunities. In addition, during these presentations, workforce members had the opportunity to
provide the MC advice on bener ways to
more qUickly communicate information
to them. Their suggestions have triggered
productive discussion that has chaUenged
the way in which the MC supports the
workforce. As a result, precise guidance
will be issued to the workforce to address
these common concerns. Each formal
briefing is followed by an informal "sensing session,· where specific and personal
questions can be more fully addressed by
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Key to the achievement
of an integrated corps
is the cultivation
of our civilian careerists
so that they may
successfully compete
against their
military counterparts
for essential
acquisition positions.

the workforce; some, in fact, have developed websites with electronic lin.ks to
useful information, such as the Defense
Acquisition University home page and the
MC home page. The AWSSs not only support the ACMAs in the field but also interface with the personnel community to
service Acquisition Workforce employees
and ensure that only qualified individuals
are selected and placed in acquisition
positions.

AAC Doctrine
On April 4, 1997, the DDACM and the
Commander of the Combined Arms
Support Command (CASCOM) signed a
Memorandum of Agreement that established and resourced an acquisition field
office at Fort Lee, VA. This office serves as
the direct link between the materiel
developer and combat developer and is
responsible for developing concepts and
acquisition doctrine for the AAC and integrating this doctrine into Army operational field manuals. In concert with this
initiative is the review of the military professional edu(ation courses such as
Officer's Bask Course (OBC) , Officer's
Advanced Course (OAC) , Combined
Armed Services Staff School (CAS3), and
Command and General Staff College
(CGSC), and the incorporation of changing acquisition doctrine into these courses. This office will address issues concerning the use of contractor personnel
on the battlefield and is also spearheading
an effort to provide MC civilians with
opportunities to enroll in the Army
Reserve sponsored CAS3 and CGSC nonresident programs.

Acquisition Civilian Record
Brief Program
The ACRB Program was established to
maximize new competitive career enhancing programs for civilian members of the
AAW The ACRB has replaced the Defense
Civilian Personnel Data System generated
Certification Record Brief and provides a
snapshot view of a civilian's acquisition
career. It is similar to the Officer Record
Brief (ORB) for military officers.
Beginning in May 1997, aU MW personnel, GS·13 and below, began receiving
their ACRBs during their birth month and
have been asked to review, update and,
return them with corrections and an
acknowledgment signature. MC members are also being wnracted by their
functional acquisition specialists to
update their records, including geographic preferences. It is anticipated that in
May 1998, after a full year of receipt and
update of civilian acquisition records,
accurate Information will finaUy be avail·
able so that a true snapshot of the
Acquisition Workforce can be viewed.
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his will allow the OOACM and the funcional communities to consider the qualications of the entire acquisition popula·on. The statistical information will be
valuated and an assessment made of the
itality of the workforce. Acquisition
orkforce members and their supervisors
ust now assume responsibility for the
ccuracy of the information on the ACRB,
ust as their military counterparts have
lways ensured that their ORBs are accuate and current. The ACRB process simillies the update of acquisition informa'on in the OACM database. The ACRB is
rrendy being used by competitive selec'on boards, such as for the COG and
roject and Product Manager (PM)
oards.

oard Selected Project And
oduct Manager Positions
Key to the achievement of an integrated
orps is the cultivation of our civilian
areerists so that they may successfully
ompete against their military counterarts for essential acquisition positions.
o accomplish this, it is necessary to
dIne the career paths for civilians in a
anner similar to that used by the miliary Civilians must be willing to particiate in career broadening assignments
d expand their training and education
o that they may clearly demonstrate tlleir
echnical competence and leadership
kills to enhance their value as they
rogress to senior leadership positions.
ne of the tools to effect this competition
s'the format in which civilian personnel
nformation is presented to a selection
oard. Civilian personnel files used for
pplication and subsequent selection to
ey board-selected acquisition positions
nd special programs, such as the COG
rogram, now mirror the Military's ORB.
he ACRB is a snapshot of the civilian's
ducation, acquisition training, and expeiences, as well as annual performance
ting and award information. It is updatd by tile applicant to reflect accumte and
levant data. In addition to the ACRB,
recent COG applicants provided the
ection board information addressing
e civilian employee'S potential for sucess in positions of increasing responsii1ity within the Army as perceived and
ocumented by the employee's senior
ter. The Senior Rater Porential Evalation (SRPE) was reported by the COG
election board to be a valuable tool in
their review of civilian files. The SRPE will
e used for upcoming PM Selection
oards. To date, mree "head-to-head"
election boards have been convened,
ompeting civilian and military files
gainst one anomer in order to select the
est qualified individual, civilian or miliary, for these advertised senior positions.
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Operational Experience
An objective of the ACMO is to provide

members of the Acquisition Workforce
with opportunities to share similar operational experiences with their military
counterparts. This participation will give
civilians in particular an appreciation of
the Army's Ta.ble of Organization and
EqUipment, the challenges of the military
acquisition officer, and the urgency of the
soldier in the field. One of the initiatives
under development is the potential
employment of bom dvi!jan and military
members of the Acquisition Workforce to
support Army training missions at the
National Trairung Center (NTC) in Fort
Irwin, CA. The ACMO is coordinating
with the NTC to develop a program
whereby civilians and milita.ry officers
may visit me NTC, observe tlle Army training mission and rotations, and ga;n valuable experiences into how the Army
employs and deploys systems and personnel. Other opportunjties being expLored
include civilian participation in field assistance in science and technology activities;
civilian assignment to materiel fielding
teams to activities such as the Operational
Test and Evaluation Command, tile Test
and Experimentation Command, and the
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command;
attendance at Officer Professional Military
Education courses; and encouraging civilian scientists and engineers to share field
experiences with soldiers. These opportunities will expose the Acquisition
Workforce to real time experiences to better understand the significant impact they
have on the soldier's battlefield success.

who meet AAC eLigibility requirements.
During FY98, me program will be broadened to the GS-12 Acquisition Workforce
members who also meet AAC eligibility
requirements. The GS-13s currently in
me CE Program enjoy many benefits not
availabLe to their non-CE colleagues,
including eligibiliry for Army Thition
Assistance Program funding for completion of a master's degree. CE training in
a variety of topics wiU be conducted
onsite so that CE members Can broaden
meir training. It is also anticipated that
the CDG Program for GS-13 CEs will be
expanded in calendar year 1998 to me
GS-12 CE population. These candidates
will receive training and developmental
opportunities similar to their GS-13 predecessors.

Strategic Focus
The strategic focus of the OOACM and
the ACMO staff remains rooted in the mission of me Acquisition Workforce to fully
support the warfighter. We will continue
to be responsive to all of Our customers,
recognizing mat our primary customer
remains the soldier. With a keen aware~
ness of the momenrum of change in areas
of automation, resources, acquisition
reform and other streamljrung initiatives,
it is critical that tlle vision of the MC be
affirmed, to identify and retain 'l>l Corps of
Leaders Willing to Serve Where Needed
and Committed to P,-ovlding Soldiers
Systems Critical to Decisive Victory Now
and in the 21st Century Through
Development, buegratior;, Acquisition,
Fielding and Sustainment. "

FY98 Goals
The primary objective of the ACMO during FY98 is me continued improvement
of the flow of information to and within
me Acquisition Workforce. The OOACM
site visits will continue during the fiscal
year. Military and civilian proponency
officers, military assignment officers, and
functional acquisition specialists will
remain at these sites following the formal
briefings to provide one-on-one career
counseling and records updates.
All
ACMAs have been chartered by the
DDACM, and aLI AWSSs are in place. The
benefits of having such trained and supportive individuals in the field have
already been reaJized. They have swiftly
shared announcements of PM and COG
selection boards and provided on-thespot ACRBs to hundreds of Acquisition
Workforce members. The ACMAs and
AWSSs wiU continue to be used by the
DDACM and the ACMO as a primary communication link to meir communities.
Another Wtiative to be expanded in FY98
is the AAC Corps Eligible (CE) Program,
which is currently restricted to GS-13s

MARY MCHALE is a proponency
office,- for contracting in the
Acquisilion Career Management
Office, Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army (RDA). She
balds a BA degree .from Mount St.
Mary's College, and is currently
completing coursework to attain a
master's degree from Troy State
University. Sbe holds certifications
in contracting andprogram management, and is a member of the
National Contract Management
Association.
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THE
RAYTHEON
EXPERIENCE:
TRAINING
WITH
INDUSTRY
By MAJ Philip Schoenig
Introduction
This past year, as a participant in the
Training With Industry (1Wl) Program, I
was afforded the opportUnity to learn
from one of industry's top tier Defense
contractors, Raytheon Company. The
purpose of this article is to share my 1WI
tour with the acquisition commun.ity and
summariZe the benefits the Army and I
received from the experience.
Ra~eonCo£npany

Background
Raytheon is an international, high-tech.
nology company that operates in four
businesses: commercial and Defense
electronics; engineering and

construc~

tion; aircraft; and appliances. Raytheon
is among the top Defense contractors in
the United States and is a major competitor
in
commercial
markets.
Raytheon has operations in 47 state and
offices in 28 countries around the world.
Raytheon recently acquired Hughes and
Texas Instruments, thereby strengthen·
ing their position in me Defense con·
tractor community. My tour of duty was
wim Raytheon Electronic Systems (RES),
Bedford, MA.

Training With Industry

Objectives
1Wl is a program started in the early
1970s whereby an Army officer is selected to serve a l.year tour with a participating civilian fl!1Il, Annually, me Army
selects officers with the rank of Captain,
Major, or Lieutenant Colonel for mis
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trammg. The objectives of me 1Wl
Program are as foLLows:
• Learn how major Defense contractors
and other firms do business, and use
mi information upon return to your
next assignment;

• Obtain training in industrial procedures
and practices that are not available
through me military Service schools'
systems;
• Provide a nucleus of officers trained in
high-level managerial techniques; and
• Serve as a source of information concerning innovations in industrial man·
agement practices and/or techniques.
The individual finns affiliated with me
Army in this program are carefully selected and are generally among the leaders in
their specific field. The Raytheon-Army
lWI partnership dates back to 1974.

The Training Program Plan
My base of operation for the entire program was the Ground Based Radar (GBR)
Manufacturing Program Office. At flfSt, I
was given an orientation to Raytheon;
reviewed the company's organizational
structure, general policies, and proce·
dures; and familiarized myself with industry acronyms. I attended some meetings
with my company mentor and met key
people. Also during this initial period, in
conjunction with my company mentor
and my own expectations of what I want·
ed to gain from the program, I developed
my own training plan for the upcoming
year. In drafting my training program
plan with Raytheon, I chose to be a generalist rather than a specialist. I wanted to

experience the mo t that J could durin!
my time with Raytheon Company. I toec
to structure me program in correlatior
with the Army AcqUisition Corp
Certification areas (e.g., program manage
ment, systems engineering, acquisitiOt
logistics, test and evaLuation, and con
tracting). After a 3-week acclimation peri
od, T began my rotational training cycll
through key acquisition and project man
agement areas. The following is a brie
summary of the key areas in which I par
ticipated.

Marketing
My rotational tour started with Raytheor
Electronic Systems (RES) Marketin
Operations. It was a vety InJormative anc
insightful start to my program plan. I wa
given an in-depth view of the complete
marketing operation at RES, indudin
strategic planning, 5-year plan prepara
tion and execution, market research, an
international marketing. In addition t
the individual program marketing are
(naval systems, air traffic concrol, missile
and air defen e systems, etc.), they gave
me insight on how the marketing ohjec
tives are achieved. They presented case
historie and discu ed key wins, techn
logical successes, competitive issues, and
customer issues. In addition to their sud
cess stories, I was shown examples of p
gram failures and how Raytheon learned
from these failures and applied the
lessons learned to future programs. I waJ
able to observe some of these marketin!
strategies firsthand while attending the
annual Association of the United State
Army (AUSA) meeting and conference il
Washington, DC, and the Air Traffi
Control Association annual meeting an
conference in 1 ashville, T

HU£nan Resources
Human Resources was anomer impor
tant area in which , received training early
With the Defense industty downsizing i
response to decreasing DOD budgets, personnel issues playa major role in the man·
ufacturing process. I received a complete
overview of employee relations and bene
fits including procedures on how me co
pany selects and prepares personnel in
the event of a layoff. Additionally,
observed flfSthand how Raytheon uses its
Career Center to help retrain displacec
workers for new careers. I was able tt
observe management/union contrac
negotiations and a labor arbitration healj
ing. I now have a better perspective on
how managemenl/union labor relations
affect the manufacturing process.

Logistics
With my logistics background, I wa!
looking forward to my roration through
the Missile and Air Defense Logistics
Division. [W"dS given an orientation and
overview of me logistics operation hy the
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ivision Manager, BG George Landis, USA
etired). Additionally, I was given pernal instrucrion on missile logistics from
e Depury Logistics Manager, John Tiller,
ho has more than 35 years experience in
e field. I observed and was given
scruction on how Raytheon implements
err integrated logistics support, logistics
upport analysis, and provisioning activi'e for dleir missile programs. This
scruction included insight inro rechnical
anual writing; modification work order
rocedures; maintenance planning; man·
ower and personnel requirements; sup·
Iy support; technical data; training and
raining support; compurer re ources
pport; facilities; design interface; and
ackaging, handling, and transportarion.
was able ro do some hands-on work
elping with a logisrics paper rudy for
e Short Range Air Defen e Sysrern/Very
hort Range Air Defense Sysrem.

efense Contract
anagement Command
DCMC) . Raytheon
Mosr major Defense contractors have a
ontract management command residing
'thin the organizarion. I was given an
verview of DCMC·Raytheon operations
y DCMC·Raytheon commander, COL
dward Cerutti. Highlights of the DCMC
tation included attending a briefing on
e single process initiative and the sucesses at Raytheon, observing a governent qualiry inspection of processes and
.rocedures at some of Raytheon's manu·
cruring facilities including process
\Idits, tests, production reliability accepce test sample selection, and product
ualiry deficiency report tracking. I was
a given a briefing on the joint DOD·
ndusrry experiment for contractor selfversight. Thi experiment will allow
ualiry contractors to perform the surveilance function in lieu of DOD personnel.
is concept is aimed at streamtin ing the
cquisition proce .

anufacturing Program
ffice
he GBR Manufacruring Program Office
s an excellent vantage poinr from which
) observe the enrire manufacruring
rocess.
The program manager i
nvolved in all aspects of production, from
re-production planning through delivery
the cusromer. In pre·production plan. ng, I became familiar with business foreasting, bill of mare riel developmenr,
ake or buy analysis, marerial ordering,
d production scheduling. I observed
ow the manufacturing program manager
d team work with vendors to ger the
equired marerials to the production floor
n time. During rhe pre·producrion
hase, a detailed schedule is prepared for
e projecr and used by a production conI (PC) group. A PC group is established
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The TWI Program offers
the Acquisition Corps officer
the invaluable opportunity
to learn how
a contractor operates
from within the industry,
and offers
a better understanding
of the Defense contractor's
internal dealings with DOD.
for each program, and is a key area for the
program manager. The PC group manages a program through each phase of
production, from contract award to final
sale. PC is the "heart" of projecr and pro·
ducrion management operations at RES.
Also during my time in rhe GBR
Manufacruring Program Office, [ gained
exposure to adler funcrional areas uch as
material fabricarion, printed circuir
boards, board assembly, sub- and main
assembly, and quality comrol.

Self-Study Program
In addition ro tile rotational training
program. you are reqUired ro have a selfsrudy program to supplement the training
you receive from the industry. My objec·
tives in my self· rudy program were to
participate in as many management training courses offered by Raytheon as possible as well as prepare to become certified
from the Projecr Management Instirure as
a Projecr Management Professional. The
follOWing are some of the self-study activilies offered at Raytheon.

• Raytheon Sponsored Zenger.MiIler
Course.
This
course focuses on the leadership role of
supervisors and managers at the front line
of organizational performance.
The
course begins wirh fundamental interpersonal skills and then bu ilds specific leadership skills such as managing individual
performance, developing ream performance, and making organizarional
impact.

Front-fine Leadership

• Raytheon'S Program Management
This course is designed to
improve the Raytheon manager's under·
standing of the "Big Picture" consideralions in managing a program. The program addresses both government and
commercial approaches and require·
menes.
Topics in the Program
Managemenr Course include program
management core comperencies; process
and the role of the program manager;
planning and scrucruring the program;

COlu"se.

the acquisition proce s; ineegrared prod~ctteams; managing tile progranl; adjustmg or replanning the program; and leveraging program experience.

Conclusions
1WI has been beneficial for both me and
the Army. Through jOint participation in
the 1WI Program, tile Army gets a bener
educaled, well·rounded acquisition professional with insight into how Defense
contractors operale. The progranl fosters
goodwill and cooperation between DOD
and the Defense contractor community,
and provides for open dialog and
exchange of ideas to streamline the acquisition process.
The 1WI Program offers the Acquisition
Corps officer tile invaluable opportuniry
to learn how a contractor operates from
within the industry, and offers a better
understanding of the Defense coneractor's ineernal dealings with DOD. The
officer observes firsthand the effecr that
downsizing has on the Defense contractor
communiry and tbe inlpacr felt on the
manufacruring schedule. The officer
gains a betrer understanding of the
impact of a union versus a non-union
workforce. Through participation in me
1WI Program, the officer observes the
impacr of changing government requirements on the contractor, and how well
the contractor can manage its subcontraclars and vendors to react to these
changes. Acquisition Corps officers gain a
better undersranding of engineering
change proposal and configuration control boards and their effects On the manufacturing process. They al 0 learn the
importance of good solid planning.
Raytheon Company's grearest asser in its
participation in the '/WI Progranl is its
openness and willingnes to cooperare
wim the officer during his/her assignment. Raytheon Company has been a
tremendous hosl and I cruly enjoyed my
tour. I encourage otiler Acquisition Corps
officers ro seek a Training With Industry
tour with Raytheon.

MAl PH1LlP SCHOENiG is a staff
office1' in the Directorate ofCombat
Developments for Transportation
at the Combined Arms Support
Command, Fort Lee, VA He has a
B.S. degree in business administration .from Fitchburg State College
and a master's degree in management, with a concentration in
from
logistics
management,
Flon'da Institute of Technology.
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ACQUISITION
INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
SERVICE
By Gary L. James
Introduction
"Hi, I'm from headquarters, and ['01
here to help you." How many times have
you heard that one? Does any other
phrase produce quite the same skeptical
reaction? Probably not, but consider for
a moment that this time the "help'
offered is based on suggestions from the
field and will result in real improvements
in the acquisition information Oow up
and down the reporting chain.
The acquisition community is well
aware of the considerable reporting
workload placed on the field by the
Army Acquisition Executive (ME) for
mandatory and regulatory oversight
reports. Other requests for information
result in reworking previously supplied
information into different formats. With
all this information submitted up the
reporting chain, there is often littLe or
no timely feedback to the field, even on
major program deciSions.

Anything that will reduce this workload for
the field, improve the use of existing information by headquarters, and provide timely
feedback is worth implementing. The
Acquisition Information Management (AIM)
service addresses all three issues using
acquisition databases (AD Bs).

What Is The AIM Service?
The AIM service consolidates existing
reporting systems under a single shell
and adds a relational ADB at three levels:
the Program Manager (PM); the Program
Executive Officer (PEO); and the Office of
the Assi tant Secretary of the Army
(Research, Development and Acquisition)
(OASARDA). As depict d in Figure 1, the
AIM service allows the normal execution
at the PM level of existing systems like the
Consolidated Acquisition Reporting
System (CARS), the Army Acquisition
Program Executive Review System
(AAPERS) and SmartCharts. The outputs

The initial fielding
of the AIM service
and the acquisition databases
has been a resounding success
and verifies the interest
of the acquisition community
in accurate and timely feedback
from headquarters.
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of these legacy systems are collecred i
the PM ADB. The AIM service then pro
vides a communications means for sub
mitling these outputs to the ADB ar th
next higher level of review, the PEO.
At the PEO level, the PM data are down
loaded from the ADB for use in the legaC}
reporting systems as always. Again, th
AIM service allows submission of thes
Outputs to the ADB at the next highe
level of review, in this case OASARDA.
this point, the AIM sen;ce implements
important suggestion from the field
When the PEO submits a report to th
OASARDA ADB, a copy also goes to the P
ADB. In this fashion, the PM is alwa
informed of what has been submirred t
OASARDA.

What Have They Done To My!
Program?
At the OASARDA level, the AIM ervi
allows the user of existing reporting
tems to operate as before with one imporranr difference. When the OASAUDA u e
reviews a report, changes the report .
necessary), and then accepts the report
the report is submitted to the OASARD~
ADB (see Figure 1) and copies are sen
automatically to both the PEO and P
ADBs. The submitting PEO and PM ar
notified by e-rnall of the report accep
ranee into the OASARDAADB. As a resul
the PEO and PM are always aware of th
official OASARDA position.
Lack of timely feedback to the PEO an
PM of OASARDA actions wLU no longer b
a widespread complaint from the field
acquisition community. The AIM servic
and the OASARDA ADB provide lhis feed
back automatically while serving as th
authoritative dara source for acquisition
data. The ADBs are populated from exist
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Database
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Figure 1.
Acquisition Information Management service baseline.
g systems; no additional reports are
equired from the field or OASARDA. The
fficial OASARDA position is transmitted
utomatically to the PEO and PM without
elay and without exception. The ADBs
ridge the "information gap" between the
field and headquaners.
~vailable To All Army
~pproved PMs
The AIM service and the ADBs were origjnally envisioned as serving the ME-PEOPM chain. The recent establishment of
the Deputies for Systems Acqui ition
(DSA) positions within the U.S. Army
fateriel Command (AMC), and the migration of additional PMs to AMC, have provided the imperus for expanding the system to HQ AMC and its major subordinate
commands. For AMC PMs, the HQ AMC
r DSA (as appropriate for the PM) will
erve as the "PEO" in the implementation
.of the AIM service and the ADBs as
described In this ankle.
Direct-repon. g PMs and other Army commands wiU
e accommodated in a similar fashion.
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Typical PEO/DSA Site
The AJM ervice requires database
servers at the PEO and PM sites, and communication links from the PM ADB to the
PEO ADB, and from the PEO ADB to the
OASARDA ADS. The U.S. Army Research,
Development and Acquisition Information Systems Activity (RDAISA) will
install the reqUired servers and communications links. PEOs wilJ be responsible
for systems administration and local network and hardware maintenance. The
ADB servers will be integrated into the
local area network.
The AIM ADS server is a Windows NT
server. I D circuit and Ascend 400
routers connect the local server to the
other servers in the network. Local workstations wiU not be supplied. The existing
local workstation wilJ operate the AIM
client software without disrupting local
network services and office automation .
Minimum workstation configuration is a
Pentium PC with Window 95 or NT operating system.

The AIM service client and server software wiU provide system administration
functions to register u ers, control system
access,

and

manage user privileges.

RDAISA will provide the training reqUired
for server and AIM system administration.
Class~ed Process~g
Most reponing systems are unclassified
and use the configuration described
above. A separate network configuration
is used for classified reporting systems.
AIM service clasSified data flow and classified ADBs are not integrated with the
local classified networks. All levels of clasSified acquisition data (pM, PEO and
OASARDA) are on the classified portion of
the OASARDA Wide Area Network.
Secure telephone unit, third generation
telephone service provides the necessary
security and connects the classified server
with the end user. Classified workstations
will be proVided for field locations where
needed.
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SARD-SM
SARD-SC
SARD-DE
PEO GCSS
SARDA (remaining offices)
DSATACOM
HQAMC
PEOAMD
PEOTAC MSL
PEO lEWIS
PEO C3S
DSACECOM
PEOAVN
DSAAMCOM
PEO STAMIS
SMDC
STRICOM
SSCOM
IOC
CBDCOM
PM Chern Demil
Other Users

production use of CARS via the AIM se
vice was in July 1997. I.n October 199i
the OASARDA ADB became the offici;
SmartCharrs database. Additional PEDs
DSAs and PMs will be added to the use
base by June 1998, when phase on
fielding is scheduled to be complete
(see Figure 2).

June 1997

September 1997
October 1997

November 1997
December 1997
January 1998
February 1998
March 1998
April 1998

May 1998

Figure 2.
. .
AIM service acquisition database fleldmg sequence.

New Capabilities
The nucleus of the AIM ervice is the
OASARDA ADB, which contains the PM,
PEO and OASARDA levels of reports.
Comparison reports that highlight
changes are an important new feature;
now it wiU be very easy to compare the
PM report to either the PEO report or
the OASARDA report. Any combination
of level and time period may be compared. Another benefit of the OASARDA
ADB is that the stored reports become
an archive of submitted reports.
These data also reside in the OASARDA
ADB as individual data elements in the
ORACLE database. Database ad hoc
query tools include structured query lan·
guage and an English language query
tool. With appropriate system access
and data access controls, authorized
users can browse report data sets and
develop queries across data sets not easily associated at present. This is a new
capability that will become more useful
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as data elements from other application
are added to the OASARDA ADB.
The AIM ervice comments feature will
allow for appending comments to report
submis ions moving up or down the
reporting chain. In addition, an easy
launch of standard e·mail will be available. Acquisition community tools such
as the Department of Defense
Acquisition DeskBook and links to other
data ites will be provided via AIM
servers and communications. Additional
capabilities will be prOVided via the AIM
service infrastructure when it is fully
implemented.

Current Status
Fielding of the AIM service and the
ADBs started with some offices of SARDZD SARD-ZS and PEO CCSS in June
1997. Beta testing and system tuning
continued through August.
In
September 1997, HQ AMC and the TankautomOlive and Armaments Command
(rACOM) DSA came online. The first

Future Development

'

Other application module planned fo
the AIM service and the OASARDA AD.
include
Planning,
Programmin~
Budgeting and Execution System (pPBES
applications, and acquisition positio.
and career management. The PPBE
budget data and acquisition career man
agement data will be the next addition
to the OASARDA ADB. The Research
Development and Acquisition (RDA
PPBES Applications System (RPAS) is th
OASARDA software used to update an,
submit budget feeds. Budget reports ant
lock position data files disseminated u
the field come from lU'AS. The AIM ser
vice the ADBs and the two-way commu
nic;tion links will speed this data flow.
The AIM infrastructure is the vehicl
for improving the use of acqu isitio
career management data. '!\vo key bene
ficiaries of the new AIM service andth
ADBs are Acquisition Workforce Suppor
SpecialistS
and
the
AcquiSitio
Workforce in general.
I.n all acquisition information areas, th
AIM service concept is intended to facili
tate two-way communication berweeI
the field and the OASARDA ADB.

Conclusion

•

The ultimate goal of the AIM service iJ
to electronically connect all PMs to the'
PEO. The initial fielding of the AIM ser
vice and the ADBs has been a resound
ing Success and verifies the interest 0
the acquisition community in aceurat
and timely feedback from headquarte~
This project will improve two-way com
munication and provide an official AD
as a resource for PMs and others. Thi
resource will also reduce the frequeng
of redundant data calls to the field. k
additional classes of data are added n
the ADBs, they will be a key componen
of paperless acquisition.

GARY L JAMES is Chief of th
Applications Integration Division
RDAISA, Radford, VA He has t
B.A degree in political science
from the Virginia PolyTechnic
Institute and State University, am
is a Certified Acquisitior,
Professional, Level 111, Communi
cations-Computer Systems.
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Introduction
The Joint Technical Architecture UTA)
5 an Office of the Secretary of Defense.
mandated document that identifies a
ommon set of information technology
tandards and guidelines to he used in
II new and upgraded command, con·
trol, communications, computer, and
'ntelligence (C41) acquisitions across
00. The Army implements the JTA
through a document known as the Joint
echnical Architecture·Army OTA.Army).
though the JTA applies only to C41 systems. the JTA-Army applies to all systems
that produce, use. or exchange informaion electronically Because the stanl:1ard contained in the JTA·Army play a
ey role in promoting equipment interoperability among the Services, the Army
as a major interest in ensuring that all
y systems adhere to the applicable
mandatory )'rA-Army standards. There·
fore, d,e Army Acquisition Executive and
ice Chief of Staff, Army have mandated
mat the Army Digitization Office (ADO)
be responsible for ensuring iliat all Army
systems implement the standards and
protocols in the JTA-Army.
This effort has caused a total philosophy change within d,e Army and ilS sys·
em development process. With the JTAmy providing a standard architecture
for Army program managers (PMs) to
build to, the JTA-Army compliance effort
las been exu'emely beneficial by provid·
ing the common message standards to
achieve interoperability among all Army
systems. In addition. cost savings resulting from software reuse and common
system standards have been enormously
beneficial to the Army. This effort has
allowed program executive officers and
PM to develop their systems in accordance wiili the JTA-Army, develop migra·
tion plans, and achieve JTA-Army COmpliance within thei.r own system funding.
q'he guicling letter from the Chief of
Sta:B: Army manda(es the compliance
schedule of 2000/2006 for all Army systems to be Army Technical Architecture
compliant.

rrequently Asked
Questions on JTA-Army
JTA·Army compliance is achieved primarily through the Review and Approval
of Migration Plans process, which is
detailed on the ADO home page
(http://www.ado.army.miI). Below is a
. t of frequently asked questions on JTAmy compliance.
Q. Do I need to submit a JTA-Army
migration plan for my system or program?
A. Here are the ground rules:
• In general, submission of a migration
plan is a one-time requirement; therefore. if your system or program has
received a waiver or has an approved
migration strategy or plan, the answer is
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JOINT
TECHNICAL
ARCHITECTUREARMY
COMPLIANCE
By Daisy Bhagowalia
and Robert Hegerich
No. The major exception is if a change
to the JTA-Army contains something ilie
ADO iliinks requires a revision to your
plan, you will be asked to submit a revi·
sion specifically addressing that issue.
• If your system is already JTA-Armycompliant, the ADO thinks that is the
best reason for requesting a waiver. The
reason the ADO asks for a waiver request
is to make sure the term "JTA·Army-compliant" means the same to you as it does
to the ADD. For dlis case, submit a waiv·
er request (send an e-mail to
migration@ado.army.mil) and the
ADO will take it from there.
• lfyou have a "new start," it is expect·
ed to be jTA-Army-compliant from the
outset through ilS RFp, and the answer is
No. However, if the new system or pro·
gram is covered by the JTA·Army, the
ADO would like to know iliat the system
exists
(send
an
e·mail
to
migration@ado.army.miI).
• If you provide only the "platform" on
which a capability covered by the jTAArmy is mounted, and somebody else
provides iliat capability, you do not have
to submit a plan, but those providing the
covered capability may have to, For
example, the mission payload PM (not
the vehicle PM) submitted the Command
and Control Vehicle Migration Plan.
• If you have an older system that does
nOt have a capability covered by the jTA·
Army (e.g., the CH-47 helicopter), and you
intend [0 do an upgrade iliat will he cov·
ered by the JTA-Army (e.g., CH-47
Modernization Program), the answer is No.
• If you have an older system that is
coveted by the jTA-Army, blll it is nOt

JTA-Army-compliant and you are planning to do a major upgrade, then the
answer is Yes.
• If you have a system iliat is in PostDeployment Software Suppon (FDSS)
and it is not JTA-Army-compliant, the
answer is a qualified Yes. The justification is that because ADO has waived a
number of PDSS systems where migration did not make technical or economic sense. each PDSS item is discussed on
a case-by-case basis before a migration
strategy (I.e., a Part I) is submitted.
• If you have a modeling or simulation
system iliat complies with the DOD high
level architecture (HIA), ilie answer is
Yes since the JTA-Army encompasses
mandated standards. including the HLA,
that mJl.y apply to your system.
• If you have an office automation system, I.e., with characteristics somewhat
as follows:
(1) A set of desktop computers.
servets, network peripherals, et al., connected by IAN(s) or WAN; and
(2) That set has a name and is managed
as an entity, then the answer is Yes.
However, the ADO will be glad to work
with you to determine what makes sense
in your context. As an example, an office
automation system might cover a geo·
graphic area, e.g., Army installations on
the island of Okinawa. At the moment,
our focus is on identifying such "systems."
• If your system is a Joint Ot DOD·level
system, and the Army is the Executive
Agent for that system, the answer is Yes.
The Headquarters of the Deparnnenr of
the Army (HQDA) expects and intends
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Because
the standards
contained
in the Joint
Technical
ArchitectureArmy
play
a key role
in promoting
equipment
interoperability
among
the Services,
the Army

has a major interest
in ensuring
that all
Army systems
adhere to
the applicable
mandatory
JTA-Army
standards.

that the JTA-Army be kept in sync with
the JTA; should differences peninent to
your system arise, ADO will address
them on a case-by-case basis.
• U you have a management information system, even if used for organiza·
tion-internal purposes, the answer may
be Yes. As a hypothetical example, ADO
would nOl want migration plans for indio
vidual applica.tions on a mainframe, but
might conceivably want a migration plan
for that mainframe or (even better) a
related group of mainframes lncluding
that one. As with office automation systems, our focus at the momenr is on
identiiYlng such systems, rather than on
migration planning.
• If you are still uncertain as to
whether or not your system is covered
by the )TA-Army or needs a migration
plan,
send
an
e·mail
to
migration@ado.army.m1I and the ADO
will figure out the answer.
Q. Do all RFPs have to inch.de jTAArmy compliance as a requirement?
A. Yes. aU system acquisitions must
require ]TA-Anny compliance. Standard
wording for JTA-Army compliance is provided to RFP developers and is available
on the ADO home page. Numerous
RFPs have used this standard wording to
ensure JTA·Army compliance.
Q. Is my tech base program supposed to be jTA.Army-compliant? If
so, am I supposed to submit a migration plan or what?
A. The JTA-Army does apply to Army
Concept and/or Technology Demonstra·
tion programs (and also to ]oint/DOD
programs where the Army is the
Executive Agent).
These programs
include Al"Ds, ACTDs, TDs, ACT II pro·
grams, ]WID demonstrations, Army
Space Exploitation Demonstration pro·
grams et a1. For these programs, the
usuai ]TA-Army compliance rules have
been somewhat relaxed, and a migration
plan is not required. What is required is
explained in the ADO Oct. 17, 1996,
Ground Rules document, which is avail·
able on the ADO home page at
http;//www.ado.army.mil. The current
process for ACT II JTA-Army compliance
basically involves the submission of a
.ITA·Army compliance matrix with the
ACT II proposal. The detailed ACT II
process is described on the ADO home
page.
Q. Is DISc4 talking over jTA-Army
compliance for Sustainment systems
from the ADO?
A. The ADO and the Office of the
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Director of Information Systems, Com
mand, Control, Communications, ant
Computers (DISC4) have discussed hoVi
to partition responSibilities for ]TA-Arm
compliance. The general plan is tha
DlSC4 will take over responsibility fa
]TA·Army compliance of non-tactical sys
terns and programs, Le., items nOl gen
erally associated with batdefieJd digitiza
tion. These have been termed "MACOM
Agency and Installation" (MA&I) sys
tems. The DlSC4 has prepared a d(af
policy guidance document (similar tt
the ADO Oct. 17, 1996, Ground Rule
document) on JTA·Army compliance fo
MA&J systems. The DISC4 is in thl
process of finalizing this document anc
the associated JTA-Army compliancl
process.
Q. If I am JTA.Army compliant, am
I also joint Technical Arch1tecturl
OTA) compliant?
A. Yes, HQDA will ensure that ]TA
Army compliance equates to JTA compli
ance for all Army systems.
Q. Do I have to do a new otigratlon
plan for each new version of the JTA
Army?
A. No. As stated earlier, migratio~
planning is a one-time requirement, anc
you do not have to submit a new migra
tion plan each time there is a new JTA
Army. However, If a new]TA-Army has.•
major change thaI affects your prograrr.
and your current ]TA-Army migratio~
strategy; ADO asks that yOll inform them
of this situation.

DAISYBHAGOWAlJA is a comput
er engineer in tbe ADO, Sbe bas a
B.S degree in computer science
from Louisiana State University,
and preViously worked in tb~
Software Engineering Directorate,
al the U.S Army Missile Commana
in Huntsville, Ai.
ROBERT HEGERlCH is a leadi
M/TRP
engineer with
tbe
Corporation and a retired Army
officer. He has a B.S degree in
electrical engineering from
Northeastern University, and an
M.S degree in operations research
from the U.S. Naval Postgraduate
Scbool.
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ARMY
ACQUISITION
CAREER
MANAGEMENT
WORKSHOP
ADDRESSES
CURRENT
INITIAT VES,
KEY CHALLENGES
More man 150 members of me Army
Acquisition Corps (Mg and senior leaders
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force acquisition
communities convened in San Amonio, TX,
Nov. 17-20, 1997, for the 2nd Annual Army
AcquiSition Career Management Workshop_
Hosted by Keith Charles, the Deputy
Director for Acquisition Career Management
(DDACM), OASARDA (Office of the Assistant
Secretary of me Army for Research,
Deve10pment and Acquisition), the workshop provided an open forum to discuss
current initiatives and programs impacting
acquisition career management, and an
opportunity to address some key chaUenges
being the acquisition community.
Preceding the start of the workshop, Keith
Charles provided separate updates to the
Acquisition Career Management Advocates
(ACMAs) and to m.e participants of me
Program
Management
Development
Program. The participants reviewed their
current status and continuing goals. The
ACMAs were informed of their role in leading discussion groups scheduled for later
during me workshop. The inclusion of
mese breakout sessions as part of the work·
shop was viewed as an opportunity for conference attendees to meet and share their
knowledge on six pre.selected issues of current relevancy to the Acquisition Workforce:
education and training opporrunities; cen·
tralized referral systems; civilian preparation
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By Sandra R. Marks
Army RD&A Staff
for Best Qualified Boards; operational experience; methods for identifying meaningful
acquisition·related positions; and policy
development for MC membership status,
Workshop attendees ,,-ere given the opportunity to select the topics they wanted to discuss. Charles called the topics "rough
issues," and urged the ACMAs to take a lead·
ership role in these breakout sessions, establish dear lines of communication, conduct
interactive work groups, identify resources
to address the issues, and draft an action
plan outline that would lead to issue resolution. Following the ACMA update, MAJ Mike
Williamson provided observations on the
current Civilian Acquisition Position Ust
(CAPL) and identified some issues and com·
mand actions for conducting this year's
bulld.
Charles opened the first full day of the
workshop by welcoming the attendees and
recognizing distinguished guests. He urged
the attendees to actively participate in
addressing the workshop issues and vowed
that with their help, the issues would be
solved dUring 1998.
Charles introduced LTG Paul ]. Kern,
Director of the Army Acquisition Corps and

Military Deputy to the Assistant Secretary of
the Army (RDA), to deliver the keynote
address. Kern touched on several areas of
interest to the acquisition community and
oudined the challenges it fuces.
in a general overview of the Army, Kern
noted that today's fOrce is being sustained at
a reduced cosr. He noted other key areas
the Army is focusing on such as moderniza·
lion of the current fOrce structUre, fielding of
lhe first digital division by 2000, and studies
and experiments for the Army After Next.
Kern emphasized that information donti·
nance is a key investment area for transitioning the Army into the Army After Next. He
said the Army will make most of its investment between now and the year 2010 by
using current information technology and
processing power to build future systems
and integrate them into current platforms.
According to Kern, two of the major challenges facing the Army is the need to broad·
en the focus of me Acquisition Workforce
across all career fields, and to continue
developing the Acquisition Workforce to
support the Army's goals. Commenting on
how the Army is going to bce up to these
chaUenges, Kern noted several military and
civilian initiatives that have been instituted.
For example, he praised the establishment
of the CAPL as a method of matching the
workforce to the right position requirements. He said the "Roadmap to Success"
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Keith Charles, Deputy Director for Acquisition Career
Management, OASARDA.

includes training, education, and experience, adding that the leaders in the 21st
century will have technical proficiency, and
have multi-<lisciplinary knowledge gained
from their command, program management, and Army Headquarters assignments. He noted also that workshops such
as this one and other education and training opportunities help provide the experience necessary to become a leader in the
Acquisition Workfurce. He said the MC is
really the model for centrally managing the
people and matching them to the position
requirements.
Kern stressed that the civilian workfurce
and military workfurce strive toward the
same goals and have the same opportunity
to compete for leadership and supervisory

Mary Thomas, Deputy
Director, Acquisition
Career Management
Office, OASARDA.
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LTG Paul J. Kern, AAC Director, delivers the keynote
address.

positions, while at the same time not being
identical. He said the two should complement each other in what they bring to the
table; experience, training, and education,
and focus on gerling the warfighters the
equipment they need. 'That's why we're
here," he concluded.
Following Kern's address, Mary Thomas,
Deputy Director of the Army's Acquisition
Career Management Office (ACMO), presented an Army Acquisition Corps update.
Thomas reaffumed the Acquisition Corps'
focus on developing quality people and caring leadership while at the same time providing an opportunity for career broadening. She said the gains made in the short
term and the successes of the past, allow us
to tackle the tougher issues brought forth in

this workshop. Gerling everyone involved in
the solution, she said, is the only way we'll
have a solution that I:lsts through time.
Thomas, in recapping the accomplishments made by the MC this past year specifically noted the development of the CAPL,
the updated civilian record briefs, and the
etfurts of the Acquisition Workforce Support
Specialists (AWSSs) and ACMAs in assisting
the ACMO in communicating all of this to
the workforce. lhomas credited the ACMAs
and AWSSs for making possible the great
progress that occurred during the past year.
Without them, she said, the impact on the
workfurce would be minimal. Their impact,
she added, has been immediately felt. She
also credited the involvement of the people
in the Me in helping shape policy, the direction the workfurce is moving, and the new
initiatives that are being undertaken.
lbomas termed the MC a striving, thriving
community as evidenced by the complexity
of the issues discussed at this workshop.
In the area of leadership development programs, Thomas praised the Corps Eligible
(CE) Program, which allows an indlvidual's
qualifications to be evaluated to see if they
meet the minimum statutory requirements
of being a corps member. The CE Program,
said Thomas, has given us a very good picture of who is out there in the G5-13 population. The next step is to expand the CE
Program to the G5-12 population, where
leadership skills can be developed and CEs
can be made competitive for promotion.
Thomas credits the Senior Rarer Potential
Evaluation for not only giving project/prodUCt management selection boards more
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information on civilians, but also enabling
senior raters to broaden their perspective of
their tivilJans. Thomas said tlut comments
are currently being soUtited from the field
on bow the MC can be improved and how
the senior raters' jobs can be made easier.
The toughest challenge, according to
Thomas, oominues to be effective communication with the workforce. Immediate goals
are to continue to display the MC exhibits,
expand the 1998 Roadshow effort, integrate
the milituy and civilian playbooks, improve
the usefulness of the fuetbook:, and to publish
an MC newsletter that will focus on key
issues.
Following Thomas' presentation, workshop oonference attendees were given an
opportunity to hear perspectives on career
management acquisition initiatives in the
Navy and the Air Force. This turned out to
be an ideal briefing strategy to compare
Army acquisition career management efforts
with the other Services.
The first address was given by William
Hauenstein, Director of Acquisition Career
Management (DACM), Office ofthe Assistant
Secretary of the Navy, who also seJVeS as
Executire Director to the Navy's Acquisition
Workforce Oversight Council and Administrator of the Navy's Acquisition Workforce
Program. He is oonsidered the Department
of the Navy's authoritative expert on
Acquisition Workforce issues. like the Army,
the Navy is struggling with defining its
Acquisition Workforce, said Hauenstein.
like the Army Acquisition Workforce, the
Navy has a problem oommunicating with its
Acquisition Workforce community, but
Hauenstein credits the Army for its aggres, sire dedsion to try to improve its communication with the workforce.
Unlike the Army, the Navy, Hauenstein says,
is a vety decentralized strucrure.
Hauenstein also stated that certification
continues to be an issue. Relative to getting
quaUfied individuals certified for the position they bold, be says the Navy has done
well with civilians, but poorly with the military community. Part of this poor performance is attributed to a perceived lack of
importance to get certified on the part of the
militaty He also views the need to remain
current in acquisition training and education
as key to a strong Acquisition Workforce.
In a foUowup question and answer session,
Hauenstein addressed the issues of mobility
and tenure agreements, reservists, and communications outreach in the acquisition
community. He praised the Army's ACMAs
and AWSSs as tremendous resources in
assisting in the communications area. He
says the Navy is attempting to reach OUt and
communicate more with its workforce
through newsletters, a borne page, a bulletin
board, and by locating trainers at each of the
major systemli oommands responsible for
their workforce.
Joseph G. Diamond is currently Associate
Director, Acquisition Career Management
(DACM), and the Chie~ Acquisition and
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William Hauenstein, Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(RDA).
Resources Division, in the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force. He is
responsible to the Service Acquisition
Executire for acquisition professional derelopment, and responsible for developing and
implementing acquisition professional
derelopment polities and procedures. He
manages Air Force Acquisition Workforce
management and manpower issues and the
Air Force Federally Funded Research and
Development Center and Advisoty Service
Programs.
Diamond pointed out tlut while the Army,
Navy, and Air Force are striving to improve
their career management efforts, each
Service has its own unique processes and

James McMichael, Office of the
Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition and Technology.

culmres, many of which are different. From
component to component and from Service
to Service, implementation of the Defense
Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act
(DAWlA) and career management initiatives
are going to be different.
Unlike the ways the Army and the avy
bring in militaty officers, the Air Force
accesses acquisition officers as they "come
off the streets." From the day they begin serving in the Air Force as 2nd Ueutenants they
begin growing as part of the Acquisition
Workforce. Jobs are advertised on an electronic bulletin board, and people can apply
for these jobs. AssignmenlS are centrally
managed Out of the Air Force Personnel
Center. The Air Force Acquisition Career
Managemenr Office (ACMO) closely ooordinates acquisition assignments, and there is a
great deal of oontact between the ACMO and
the Air Force Militaty Personnel Center. In
addition, the Ojfia!r Professionm Dellelofr
ment Guide outlines whar erety officer
needs to know to progress, including education requirements.
In seeking to explain bow the Air Force carries out its professional development mission, Diamond touched on several initiatives
Cited in earUer workshop updates. The Air
Force Education ""r,th Industry Program, like
the Army equivalent Training With Industry
Program, has a dvilian side too. On the issue
of waivers, Diamond noted tlut unlike the
Army, which is vety stringent once a position
is listed as "critical," the Air Force is rery liberal in its waiver process.
Diamond noted that the Air Force promotion system on the civilian side is rery difrerent than it is on the military side. The primary difference is tlut the civilian ide is 00ren by laws, polities, unions, and Office of
Personnel rules. Civilian promotions are
based on requirements of the position as

Joseph G. Diamond, Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force.
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opposed to the "whole person concept for
mililID'y personnel. n
The Air Force Chief of Staff is supportive of
the civilianImilitary mix in the Air Force.
Despite this, said Diamond, we're going to
have to realize that we have to start drawing
down the military side. Diamond concluded
his retrulCks by stating that the Air Force has
an outstanding career management program, outstanding databases, and an outstanding management infonnation system.
The challenge, he said, is to better define
who constitutes the Acquisition Workforce.
He termed the Acquisition Workforce adaptable, flexible, innovative, responsible, and
efficienL
The last featured address of the day was
delivered by Dr. James McMichael, Director,
Acquisition Education, Training, and Career
Developmem in the Office of the Under
Secretary of Defense lOr Acquisition and
Technology (USD(A&1). He is the USD0&1)'s
Directoc of Acquisition ~ ~
and is responsible for developing DOD
training, education, and career development
policies for civilian and military acquisition
personnel. His theme was Cbange in the
Acquisition Workforce. McMichael said that
the Army has embraced the concepts of
DAWlA more than any of the other Services.
He also noted how well the Army is doing at
keeping on lOp of the very important issue
of officer promotions, adding that the Army
now has an exemplary program for civilians
in its Acquisition Workforce, particularly in
its Acquisition Corps. McMichael specifically
credited the effort of Keith Charles, who
took th.e lead a few years ago in reengineering theAnny Acquisition Corps. We are now
seeing the fruits of his vision, said
McMichael.
McMichael said the Anny has been the pioneer Service in the area of acquisition
refonn, pointing dlrecdy to the Roadshows
as an excellent vehicle for getting the word
out.
McMichael also addressed the recurring
issue of definJng the Acquisition Workforce.
He said the problem is not definJng the
Acquisition Workforce but identifYing the
people who fall withJn the definition. The
DAWIA definition, he says, is purely a functional way of identifYing the Acquisition
WorkfOrce. It's a screening process based on
functions, not on organizational structure,
he said.
In the areas of education and training, he
proposed an increased use of distance leaming technologies, an increased use of the pri·
vate sector, and unification of the Defense
Acquisition University
The concluding speaker of the day was
Carolyn Thompson, a principal staff advisor
to the Director, Missile Defense and Space
Technology Center. She gave a lively presentation on how to read people. Thompson
enlightened the crowd on such lOpics as professional dress and personal space, and
reminded the attendees that what they wear
and their body language go a long way in
definJng the way people communicate.
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share perspectives, and help shape future
initiatives.

COL Ronald C. Flom, Chief, Military
Acquisition Management Branch,
PERSCOM.
The following morning opened with a pre·
sentation provided by Donna Tyson, a busi.
ness motivational speaker. She appealed to
the attendees to use this conference as an
opportunity to "refuel," to "reenergize," and
to move forward with a new vision, and with
new direction.
Following Tyson's retrulCks, attendees were
given an overview of the breakout sessions
and provided instructions for addressing the
issues and conducting group discussions,
drafting an outhriefaction plan for presentation to the entire workshop, and choosing a
team to formulate final resolutions and present them to the ACMO/DDACM in early
1998. Participants were encoUIaged to
exchange ideas, gain input on key issues,

Two working lunches were held during the
course of the workshop. Greg Zyto, a data
peciaIist in the ACMO, gave a presentation
on the newAcquisition Civilian Record Brief.
The new IOnn dearly re.IIects the actual
experience, training, education, and qualifi.
cations held by the workforce, and will hold
workforce members responsible for keeping
their credentials current.
COL Ronald C. Flom, Chie~ Military
Acquisition Management Branch, U.S. Thtal
Army Personnel Command, gave an informational brief. He stated that the mission of
the branch is to provide centralized career
management of acquisition officers and support the proponent mission. He also
praised the Army's system of tracking certifi·
cation, noting that the database is readily
available to review education, training, and
experience.
The last full day of the workshop was
devoted to outhrief presentations by the
group leaders on what had transpired in the
various breakout sessions the previous day.
The group leaders recapped for the entire
workshop audience what ideas had been
generated, what had transpired in the group
discussions, and what specific actions were
identified lOr resolution. They also identi·
fied the team members and presented a
draft outline of an action plan that would he
used to finaJize resolutions for presentation
to the ACMO/DDACM in early 1998.
In
concluding remarks, Workshop
Coordinator Tony Echols, a proponency officer in the Acquisition Career Management
Office, termed the workshop a success, not·
ing that it provided an open forum for.
exchanging ideas, tadding rough issues, and
for getting the acquisition leadership
involved.
In hjs closing remarks, Keith Charles
praised the tremendous ideas brought for·
ward dUring the workshop, adding that "it's
been a great week. n He also praised the
progress made by the Amly's Acquisition
Workforce during the past 2 years and the
efforts of the AcqUisition Career
Management Office. In addition, be noted
the tremendous support provided by the
Acquisition Career Management Advocates
and the Acquisition WorkfOrce Support
Specialists and aU the support people in the
field. He added that the involvement of the
field in the solution-making process has paid
"huge benefits." Charles concluded by challenging the Acquisition Workforce, specifically supervisors, to accept fundamental
responsibility for getting infonnation to the
people who need it and keeping their work·
IOrce informed.

Workshop attendees were inspired
by business motivational speaker
Donna Tyson.
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REBUILDING
THE ECONOMIC BASE
DURING
OPERATIONS
JOINT ENDEAVOR
AND
JOINT GUARD
By MAJ Robert B. Billington
and MAJ Nicholas L. Castrinos
'Background
Contingency contracting directly supports the National Command Authority's
(NCA) geopolitical economic stabilization
objectives by injecting operational funds
directly intO the local economies. The
Anny did this by purchasing the multitude
of services and commodities needed by the
furces deployed dUring Operation Joint
Endeavor and Operation Joint Guard
(O]F.lOJG) .

One of the primary missions of 0JElOJG

was, and is, to revitalize the economic base
of Bosnia. The Anny' NCA stated that the
economic recovery of Bosnia was vital to
the overall success of the peacekeeping
mission. Early in the operation, the admin. istration dearly identified this objective.
The late Secretary of Commerce, Ron
Brown, and many other government and
industry leaders sacrificed their live pursuing the economic revitalization of this
war·tom country.
Many months later, the economic revitalization continues, with more progress in
some places, most notably in Sarajevo and
Mostar. Early on, several Cities were recognized as key to the economic recovery.
These seven cities were commonly referred
to as the "Seven Cities of Sin." The term
Janllary-FebrnanJ 1998

referred to the fact that the economic via·
bility of these cities held the key to the
recovery of the nation. These cities were
Sarajevo, Mostar, Thzla, Doboj, Banjaluka,
Brcko, and Bihac. The concept that waves
of economic stability emanate from economic epicenters was at the heart of this
analysis.
Some objectives cannot be accomplished
by military means alone, but the freedom of
movement enabled and enforced by
Implementation Force (!FOR) and
Stabilization Force (SFOR) contributes
directly to one of the most important ele·
ments of economic stability, freedom of
commerce. It is clear that economic recov·
ery, aided by freedom of movement and
commerce, is the only pillar of the
rFOR/SFOR mission that will make a long·
term impact on the stability of Bosnia.
Twelve months after the start of OJE, not
much had changed in the capital city of
Sarajevo, except the shooting. Hundreds of
buildings lay in ruin, thousands more were
heavily damaged. Thousands of impromptu grave sites covered every open space in
the city's parks, vacant lots and hillsides.
Peace between the former warring factions
(FWF) was tenuous at best. Telephone,
power, water, radio and television still were

not totally restored. Nationalistic leaders
were jockeying for future position after the
scheduled IFOR deparrure (before the
extension was announced for SFOR).
However, economic revitalization became
strangely noticeable. Ruined and damaged
houses were being "cleaned" and even the
yards were being maintained. Day by day
more and more vehicles could be seen on
the srreets. People started to walk down
"sniper alley" without fear of getting killed.
Mass rransit buses and troUeys were
reestablished and growing in number.
Eighteen months into OJEIOJG, Sarajevo is
a bu tling, crowded and recovering city.
How did this happen? Money, then jobs,
put hard currency into the pockets of the
jobless middle class. Citizens were the
ones who actually started the revitalization
process. Without this middle class, no revitalization could have taken place.

Getting The Word Out To The
"People"-PSYOPS
Priming the economic pump was (and is) a
primary mission of OJWJG. WIthin the
Anny, there are several organizations supporting this mission. Many organizations,
both government and non-govemment organizations, are involved in this revitalization
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Operating
in a former
communist
economy
means
operating
in an environment
with little
to no
entrepreneurial
understanding.

mJSS.on. One of the main miJjcuy organizations charged with communicating the stabilization message was the media section ofthe
theater-level
deployed
Psychological
Operations (PSYOPS) Command from Fort
Bragg, NC.
The PSYOPS mission was effective in communicating the concept ofstability and economic prosperity. Yet PSYOPS often lacked
the ability to provide concrete, firsthand evidence of the proof of this concept. They
printed all sons of slogans that freedom of
movement equals more business, which
means more sales, which equals peace. But
without money to spend, freedom of movement meant little to the population.
Monetary grants from the World Bank and
donor nations were not available early on.
l.arge amounts of hard currency were only
available from the IFOR U.S. Army
Contracting Command, Europe (USACCE)
and NJITO contracting officers.
In the eady stages of this operation, the
PSYOPS media section coordinated with the
joint Contracting Centers aCCs) deployed
by the USACCE throughout the theater with
offices in Tazar and Budapest Hungary,
Slavonski Brod Croatia, Thzla Air Base, and
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Sarajevo, Bosnia.
"While these contingency contracting offices' primary mission is supporting U.S. soldlers,
they have an implied mission,
to include the Logistical CMlian
Augmentation Program (LOGCAP), to procure as many items
and hire as many local nationals from the local economy as
possible."
With today's austere logistical tail, 20,000
deployed soldiers require vast amounts of
contracted services and commodities; from
small local purchases for items such as nuts
and boLts, lO basic repair parts for their office
equipment, lO million doUar contracts for
power. 1irera1Jy, bundreds of thousands of
doUars per day were obligated lO the Bosnian
economy. This infusion of money helped
"jump start" the economy, stabilize the population, and further our geopolitical objectives.

Purchasing In A Former
Communist Country
For the JCC, purchasing these commodities
and services dUring OJEIOjG presented
many difficult situations that bad lO be overcome before commodities or services could
bepurchasedinthelocalbusinessenviro~

memo The contingency contracting officer
(CCO) had to contend with communimtion
and cultural barriers, no credible currency,
no central banking system, the need for cash
payments, dealing with a former neo-communist economy, no real understanding of
the "profit motive", no real postal system,
and a very limited vendor base.
One of the biggest probLems for the CCO
was the communimtion and cultural barrier.
Overcoming barriers would have been much
qUicker if the PSYOPS media sections could
have coordinated with the JCCs for media
support. Before the break up of the former
'lligoslavia, the edumtional system stressed
the native language and the Russian ~
guage, which was the dominant language
used in intracommerce between 'lligoslavia
and other Warsaw pact nations. English was
not considered an important language to
learn.
Few businessmen could speak
English, and even fewer could read English.
If the lCC had access to the city's radio and
newspapers, the response from vendors
would
have
been
much
greater.
Competition would have helped stabilize the
contracting environment sooner.
Yet, the lCCs still bad to educate each new
vendor on how to conduct business with the
U.S. government and generally impart western business practices and customs lO help
vendors have a better understanding of
doing business. Again, if the lCCs had access
to radio and print, artides could have been

published on how lO conduct busin.ess with
the government and what services and commodities were needed. The response could
have overwhelmed the]CCs, but developing
a vendor list was critical for locating qualified
vendors who could provide all the services
and commodities required by OJE.
Even with an expanded vendor base, the
JCCs still bad to deal with some very unique
problems. Pre-award conferences would last
for hours. Vendors would ask questions, and
then ask the same question again.
Sometimes these pre-award conferences
resembLed a classroom rather than a contracting office. AI times, pre-award conferences degraded rapidly into bidding wars or
self-perpetuating auctions, despite the JCC's
best effons. The vendors would become
excited and start "undercutting" their fellow
vendors, thinking that the CCO would select
the winner of the bidding war. This is not
how we do business!

Lack of a Creditable Currency
Until the break up of the former'lligoslavia,
vendors operated under communist rule.
Operating in a fonner communist economy
means operating in an environment with litde to no entrepreneurial understanding.
Many times, CCOS were told "Ifl sell it, 1 will
not have it on the shelf" And, "I'm sorry, I
don't understand about volume discounts,
the price is the same." Few vendors had a
concept of inventory controL Vendors would
not "discount" items that were on the shelf
for months (or even years). The price bad .
been established and it was final.
When the furmer 'lligoslavia broke up,
Bosnia and Herzegovina established their
own currency, called the Bosnian Dinan.
The Dinara is a common currency used
throughout the Middle East AI the end of
the civil war, the Bosnian Dinara bad lost all
of its creditable value as a currency. As a
result, the German Deutsche Mark (OM)
became the currency for all of former
'lligoslavia.
After the first year of peace, Bosnia, Serbia
and Croatia started to flood the marketplace
with their own currency, but the OM
remained supreme. Under the Federal
Acquisition Regulation, contracts are usually
paid in th.e host nation's currency. This was
not possible. The Bosnian Dinara was next to
worthless, and many vendors would not
accept it as a furm of payment Also, the
finance office could not maintain a workable
exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and
the Bosnian Dinan. The CCO bad to establish the OM as the currency that all vendors
would be paid in. During local purchase missions (using the SF44), some vendors would
request a currency other than the OM (U.S.
dollars, Bosnian Oinara, etc.).
Daily payments were the norm, using either
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a cIass 'w.' agent or paymenl al the finance
office at the time of delivery. At the Start of
OJE, vendors could not and would not provide credit to the United States. 1lle tenn
NET30 (payment due NLT 30 days after
receipt) meant nothing to the vendor.
Payment had to be made al time of sale.
Training the vendors to accept daily, weekly,
and monthly payments was very hard. All it
took for the CCO 10 lose credibility with the
vendor was a missed payment date for any
reason (late paperwork ere.).

Lack Of A Central Banking

System

Business credit availability from banks was
non-existent. Even after 18 months of peace,
there was still no central banking system in
Bosnia Banking is the most basic structure
for commerce in the western world. There
were no banks operating that could provide
loans for expansion and purchase of new
equipmem. Hard currency was hard to
attain, and payments by the United States in
DM was a major source of hard currency for
the country. Without banks 10 put this hard
currency in place, the full benefit was lacking.
Until a banking system was in place, vendors
could not provide sophisticated commodities and services to deployed forces in any
great quantities.

No Established Third Party
1hmsportation System
. Once a vendor base was established, delivery became a problem. Unless the vendor
personally delivered the items, delivery by
third parry transportation was very Umited.
As of June 1997, there was still no postal
package service in Bosnia. 11,e letter mail ser·
vice, which began on or around May 1997,
was unreliable. Vendor correspondence had
to be personaly delivered to the front gate,
and few ground transponation companies
operated in Bosnia due to the poor road network and mines. As late as June 1997, forcign vendors refused to cross the Zone of
Separation to deliver goods to OJG base
camps. Commercial air transport package
services, such as FedEx, DHL, or UPS, were
not available. The .S. Air Force "''as the only
available air asset in thealer. Using the APO
was slow and it had size and weight restrictions.

The Outlook After 18 Months
Eighteen months into the operation, the
U.S. Army had committed weli over a billion
doUars into the Bosnian economy, \\~th
LOGCAP and other DOD contractors paying
over S600 million direcdy To date, the Army
has injected over 500 million. These payments come in the foml ofweekly paychecks
to the local population employed by DOD
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When economic
prosperity
is flowing,
peace is likely
to flow
with it.
and the many DOD contractors. At last
count, there were 26 major contractors operating in support of ooD O]G. Daily, weekly
and monthly payments are made for a multitude of services and commodities required
by lFOR/SFOR base camps. On gravel alone,
tens of millions of dollars were spent.
1llis money, put in the hands of the working people and nOl the nationalistic leaders,
has starred 10 transfonn this war-tom country. 'Ibis is not to say that the lack of infrastrulture and dle poor state of the economy
will recover overnight. After all, this country
was under communist control for more than
40 years. This road will be very long and, like
most roads in Bosnia, strewed widl potholes
and artillery sheli craters.
Availability of contingency contracting is an
economic development 100! mat the PSYOPS
information campaign can and should help
develop. A ')'I1ergistic combination of information resources and concrete economic
benefits provided by contingency contracting
could quickly produce enhanced stability.
When economic prosperity is flowing, peace
is likely to flow with it.
M actively employed population, enjoying
the benefits of economic stability and prosperity is less likely [0 heed their leader's seU:
serving, nationalistic cali to arms, and "Cry
Havoc, Let Slip 'lbe Dogs of 'XW" ... Okay,
okay, it'S a litde cheesy, but after all, we are
infunrry officers!

change the business practices offunner communist countries. The infrastructure of these
countries resembles the 1930s nor the 1990s.

MAJ ROBERT BIllJNGTON is the
Chiefjoint Contracting Center (fCC),
Bosnia. In 1990, Billington was
deployed to the Gulf War as a contracting officer, and returned to
Saudi Arabia in 1993 to serve as the
Director of Contracting, u.s. Anny
Central Command-Saudi Arabia,
for one year. Following his assignment in Bosnia, he will seroe with the
U.S Anny SimuLation and Training
Command, Orlando, FL Billington
holds a B.A degree in business from
the University of South Florida, and
an M.B.A from St. Ambrose University
in Davenport, fA He is also a 1994
graduate of the Command and
General Staff College.
MAj NICHOLAS CASTRlNOS is an
instructor for the CON234 course
(Contingency Contracting) at rort
Lee, VA At the time he co-authored
this article, he was collecting contingency contracting lessons learnedfor
the Centerfor Army Lessons Learned
in Bosnia. Castrinos holds a B.A
degree in business from Evergreen
State College, \VA, and a master's
degree in international relations
from Troy State University, AL

Lesson For Deployable
Contracting Oflkers
The major lesson here is that the CCO must
research the country where the contingency
mission is taking place. A sinlple search of
the World Wide Web will reveal most of the
information needed. 'lbe Stale Department
and the CIA both have web sites with counrry
studies, updated situation reports, and other
infomlation dlat \viti help the CCO prepare
for mntracting before hitting the ground.
Yet, no amount of research or reading will
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APPLYING
MODELING
AND SIMULATION
TO THE GRIZZLY PROGRAM
By LTC Donald P. Kotchman
and Wesley L. Glasgow
Introduction
Declining resources eanna.d<. me current
era of developing new combat systems.
Project and product managers (PMs) are
faced wim an increased emphasis on balancing cost and technical perfonnance, and
me Army has fewer avenues available when
overcoming competing demands for R&D
resources. PMs are also faced wim a mandate to develop systems more rapidly to
meet increasing user needs. Over me past
few years, extensive developments in modeling and simulation (M&S) have emerged,
dramatically increasing me capability of PMs
to solve developmental problems.
M&S tools are rapidly evolving as me
memod of choice for addressing problems

in developing systems and providing early
insight into life cycle issues regarding me
systems. Whemer the problem arises in
engineering and manufacturing development (EMD), combat development, test and
evaluation (r&E), training, or operations
and suppon concepts, chances are that a
model or simulation exists that the PM can
use to assist in solving the problem. At a
minimum, M&S can help clarify the variables affecting the problem and identify
potential trade-offi; that can impact the decision. These decision aids can go a long way
in setting up the strategy to redress the

tion-based acquisition (SBA) now defines
the environment or paradigm in which the
PM must operate. The development of an
e:trective simulation suppon plan (SSP) is a
key component of the PM's strategy for
seeking results that can reduce time,
resources, and risk associated with acquisition process at any stage in the life cycle.
Ibe Grizzly Program Management Office
assimilated the principles ofsimulation suppon planning in mid-1996 while preparing
its philosophy for execution of EMD.·
Challenges facing the program dictated a
fresh approach to integrating the use of

issue.

M&S. The contractor uses it as one means

Recognizing the value of M&S in acquisition development, the concept of simula-

to continuou ly evaluate the engineering
design, examine the impact of design
changes without creating hardware, and to
separate the development process from the
need for physical prototypes in order to
understand and resolve the technical and
perfonnance challenges. This anicle captures some of the uses of integrated M&S
techniques in an actual program, highlights
some of the challenges faced, and discusses
the program's progress in maturing the
technologies, models, and simulations
involved in meeting one of the Army's critical materiel needs.

Modeling and simulation tools
are rapidly evolving
as the method of choice
for addressing problems
I developing systems
and providing early insight
into life cycle issues
regarding the systems.
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The Grizzly System
The Grizzly ystem, shown in Figure I,
provides a ignificant combat suppon capability for armed forces. It performs in-stride
breaches of simple and complex linear
obstacles, a capability that does not exist in
today's Army. This vehicle incorporates
both countermine and counterobstacle
capabilities into a ingle survivable system
that, in a single pass, creates a full width
assault lane through the obstacle, thereby
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maintaining momentum for the maneuver
commander.
The system is a full-cracked, heavily protected vehicle that integrates M1 Abrams
main battle tank chassis technologi.es, modernized standard Army components, and
Grizz1y-unique mission modules. TIle technologies associated with the Ml cbassis
include the hull, propulsion and drivetrain
system, an overpressure collective protection system for NBC operations, and
advanced crack and suspension components. Standard Army components include
the weapons system, driver's vision
enhancement, and the digital command
and control and applique communications
systems. Grizzly-unique mission modules
include an open architecture vehicle eleccronics system, a mine clearing blade
eqUipped with automatic plow depth control, a power driven arm for obstacle reduction and lift, a remoce-<:ontroUed weapon
station, a commander's control station for
the organic two-person crew, and a sophisticated vision system for controlling equipmem while operating closed hatch.
The system developmental effon centers
on meeting clear operational requirements
based on defidendes existing in current
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methods and equipment. Within 21 min·
utes, the Grizzly must be capable of clearing
a full width "lane" through a designated
complex obstacle system 600 meters (1,980
feet) in depth (length), which includes antipersonnel wire, an anti-tank ditch, and antipersonnel and anti-tank mines laid to Stan·
dard densities and depths.
In addition to the breach role as described
above, the Grizzly must have mobility equivalent to the supported force, be survivable
and supponable on the battlefield, and not
exceed a 70-ton gross vebicle weight. The
Gril2ly suppons the mechanized combined
armed forces of the 21st century as pan of
the habitually assigned combat engineer
companies supponing maneuver barta!ions. The Grizzly Program is on trad< to
provide these capabilities.

is now in EMD in preparation for technical
and limited user tests to suppon an initial
production dedsion.
Upon completion of successful testing,
early prototype vehicles will be tested in
government live fire T&E, initial operational
testing, and production verification testing.
Upon demonstration of adequate performance, a full production Milestone ill dedsian will occur, now scheduled for the fall of
FY03. There are currently 366 vehicles
scbedu led to be procured. The Grizzly
EMD effon relies heavily on an integrated
M&S effon (SBA) to solve the engineering
challenges, augment lest results, and provide operational insight to system effectiveness, while staying within program COSt and
schedule constraints. SBA is key to successful execution of the Grizzly Program.

Program Status

Modeling And Simulation In

The Grizzly successfully completed its
Milestone [l (MS U) review on Dec. 17,
1996. A contract was awarded to United
Defense limited Pannership (UDLP) to
refine existing prototype vehicles for government evaluation and testing prior to a
low rate initial production (LRIP) dedsion
slaled for the spring of FYOO. The program

The GrizZly Program
M&S is not new to the Gril2ly Program.
From its inception, M&S has played a role in
both the operational and technical maturation of the system. There are, however, several dilferences in the approach the program is now taking toward M&S. Prior to
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the planning for EMD, M&S usage was coin·
cidental to the program, an opportunistic
approach to using models and simulations
to answer questions. With the advent of
EMD, the PMO committed to SBA and the
establishment of an SSp, changing the program philosophy toward M&S.
M&S is now an integrated, consciously
planned activity used to answer specific
questions or provide specific insight as part
of the total program management process.
M&S plays a role in analyzing operational
issues, predicting costs, and predicting and
assessing the input of design changes on
performance. Additionally; an integrated
systems model (3-D solid model represen·
tation of the system down to the component level) serves as the single system
model used to integrate with other M&S
activities.
The total M&S eIfon is structured to control program costs and assist in mitigating
program risk. Grizzly Program models take
three forms-analytical, synthetic, and physical-with some hybrids. The planned simulation activities include a combination of
live, vimJaI, and constructive representations ofthe system, the soldier, and the environment Integrated into an overall simulation suppon pian. Figure 2 provides an
idea of how Grizzly M&S is coordinated as
an integrated function as pan of SBA.

llv..
Full Scalo

During EMD, the Grizzly Program is revisiting the analysis used by the combat devel·
oper to jUstify the program's requirement to
update force and threat models and include
operational performance capabilities realized as a result of knowledge gained during
Program Definition and Risk Reduction.
Led by the TRADOC Systems Manager
(ISM), the program explores operational
effectiveness, doctrinal employment concepts, and COSt effi:ctiveness of Grizzly alternatives in a capabilities-based environment.
Information gained through technical performance models provides inputs to the system performance parameters used in high
resolution CASTFOREM models.
The PMO supports the TSM's efforts
through use of cost analysis models to feed
the development of various analysis of alternatives. Tools such as ACE-IT and Crystal
Ball assist in developing program COSts and
risk assessments.
The core of the program's M&S elIon lies
with UDLP, the system's prime contractor,
whose approach to M&S consists of a mix of
emulation, stimulation, and simulation.
The contractor's 3-D CAD model serves as
the building block for the design maturation of the system. This model is then transponed for use with other models and provides insight into design approaches and
assessment of performance trades. It is
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linked to an integrated systems model, an
electronic and hydraulic system integration
lab (a form of reconfigurable virtual proto-:~
type) and several existing modelslsimula-_
tions such as human factors, blasl effects,
mobility, machine dynamics, uansponability, and production simulations. The integrated systems model serves as the pro- •
gram's end-to-end digital simulation, as it r
simulates performance down to the compo- .
nent level and also simulates the effect of
the system in its operational environment. 'r
The Grizzly management team expects to
use the combination of these models to
assist in key aspectS of the program [0 help
control costs as well as assess technical ,
merit. The ability to rapidly plug alternative
solutions into the perfonnance models and •
assess their impact provides valuable information in making decisions regarding
achievement ofcost as an independent variable (CAIV) goals that could otherwise only
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ncering expertise (numerical analysis).
Use of the SlL to simulate input conditions ~
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cost of tests and the number of prototype
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Itallow user juries to provide the contractor
~insight to design of displays and screens

.that would have otherwise only been
accomplished through actual hardware
~ development. Finally, the PMO plans to
'work with the user and T&E community to
use M&S to augment both operational and
: technical testing to provide insights only
available through extensive and costly live
~ testing.
• Ni with any use of M&S, validation is key
-( to the acceptability of the results. A 000
5000.59 and AR 5-11 requirement, veri.6cadart, validation and accreditation (yV&A),
provides confidence to users and evaluators
• that the models and simulations reflect real• ity and are acceptable for their intended
purpose. The Grizzly SSP and the contrac, tor's simulation development plan both
include requirements for W&A. While
presently incomplete for several models,
the Grizzly management team continues to
~ push the process of obtaining W&A to
~ ensure appropriate M&S process discipline
and successful results. The program tracks
"the progress of various W&A activities as
parr of irs SSP effort.
The Grizzly M&S Program has already
· demonstrated success. The integration of
• the CAD model into the JACK human factors model and simulation has reduced the
redesign time of the Commanders Conrml
Station to incorporate MANPRINT enhancements and improve crew vision while oper~l";1ting dosed hatch. It was used to develop
· optimum internal component layout and
external camera configuration, an exercise
which could have only been done in the
.. past through extensive, iterative. and
.. expensive mock-up or physical protorype
, development.
:.. ~ The integrated systems model plays an
~ important role in analyZing the performance parameters in automatically controlling blade movement and stabilizing the
>- chassis in the execution of mine clearing
Ii& mlssions. It serves as a basis for allocating
,'''\' functional requirements and assessing
changes in performance parameters of elec~ tronics, chassis, and hydraulics components
and proofing out the control algorithms.
· Combined with protorype validation, the
• M&S results provide predictive rather than
10-... speculative insight on system level perforI'" mance enhancements.
Iterations of the
• model in different simulated terrains pro• vide valuable insight on performance limitations, which can feed other simulations and
which would otherwise only be obtainable
'I- through extensive testing.
Other models are in the process of devel~ opment or adaptation 10 answer specific
performance questions. As these models
» mature and the existing models are exercised, the program management tearn will

J
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Modeling and simulation
playa role in analyzing
operational issues,
predicting costs,
and predicting and assessing
the input of design changes
on performance"

continue 10 apply lessons learned and
improve its application of M&S in the management of the program.
The Grizzly management team can draw
many conclusions from the experiences to
date. The team believes that it is breaking
new ground in the use of its integrated systems model to influence development
efforts. M&S effectively aids the engineering
development process and will be a key complement to development and reliability
assessments considering the limited availability of prototypeS prior to the LRlP decision. M&S plays an important role in the
execution of the program's CAN and will
continue to be a key component in evaluating future cost reduction initiatives in both
design and production costs.
The team also recognizes the role M&S
efforts play in capturing and managing risks
at all levels and in developing specific mitigation plans to reduce risk. The program
SSP continues to take on even more significance as all product development tearns
assess what can be done to reduce risk.

Conclusion
The Army's mandate and cwrent emphasis on streamlining the acquisition development cycle and reducing program life cycle
costs serve as catalysts for planning and
investing in a viable modeling and simulation program. Grizzly's SSP provides a vital
tool in executing the program's strategy of
risk reduction and cost control. It provides
the management team an aid in removing
the "fog" of uncertainty regarding many
technical and operational aspects of the
program.
The Grizzly Program management team's
new approach toward M&S helps cope with
the technical challenges and limited
resources. It supports efforts to contain cost
growth and stay affordable. It remains a

challenge to use these tools in a logical and
progressive fushion while removing some of
the argument for doing business the old
fushioned way. The program office, contractor, and user continue to work hard to
effectively use these tools to bring the system to fruition as early and as economically
as possible.

LTC DONAlD P KOTCHMAN has
served for 2 years as Product
Manag0"for the Grizzly Program at
the Detroit Arsenal, Warren, MI. He
is an ordnance officer with more
than 18 years of service. He has a
bachelor's degree in mechanical
engineering from the us. Military
Academy, West Point, NY, and a master's degree from Rennselaer
Polytechnical Institute, Trcry, NY
WESLEY L GLASGOW is a military
equipment analyst and technical
wn'ter with Camber Corporation,
headquartered in Huntsville, AL,
with offices in Warren, MI. As a former us. Army officer, he trained as
a research, development, and acquisition specialist with assignments as
an operational tester at Fort Silt and
materiel developer at the us. Army
Tank-automotive and Armaments
Command in Warren, Mi.
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Video In The Ambulance.

FUTURE
BATTLEFIELD TECHNOLOGY
TODAY
By LTC Thomas Knuth, MC,
Barry Kruse, and
James Zadinsky
Introduction
Patient evacuation is an integral pan of
the health service support system, with a
primary goal of providing continued care
during transport. Good communication
between pre-hospital and hospital patient
care providers is often essential to optimizing care during this transitional period as well as during the early phase of
hospital treatment. A feasibility study was
conducted to determine if video image
transmissions from the ambulance to the
emergency room (ER) at Dwight D.

HARRIS
NARROWBAND
VIDEO
CODEC

Eisenhower Anny Medical Center (EAMC)
can enhance communications sufficiently
to be a clinically useful tool. Given a forward battlefield orientation, this medical
resource may be useful in optimizing critical care and treatment to sick or injured
soldiers.

Scope
Two sers of evaluation criteria were
established to examine video images in
the ambulance feasibility. To begin, 10
health care professionals with emergency

HAZELTINE
WIRELESS
NETWORK
ACCESS
(WNA)

HAZELTINE

,
room experience were used for their .
insight and guidance. They evaluated the ~
system and completed data collection <
forms. An analysis of these forms, includ- I
ing tables in graphic fonnal, is presented
in the evaluation section. Next, the technical specifications of the equipment
reqUired to transmit and receive a useful •
video image from a moving ambulance A
were carefully noted. Image quality, clinical relevance, and the ability to integrate
with competing workload demands were
important variables. Technical variations 1"

HARRIS

WIRELESS
NARROWBAND
NETWORK
I-VJDEO
ACCESS
(WNA)
CODEC

Figure 1.
System description.
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were analyzed by evaluating the lighting,

coder/decoder (CODEC) resolution,
... monitor and camera capabilities, transmission data rate throughput, and image
quality. After each test cyde, participants
provided recommendations and com·
.ments.
, The evaluation was conducted in]anuary
t 1997 at EAMC, Fort Gordon, GA. This was
the oombined effort of the Center for
Total Access (C1l\), Battle Command
- -Battle laboratory (BCBL), GEC-Marconi
~ Hazeltine Corporation, Greenlawn, NY,
~} and the Harris Corporation, Melbourne,
FL Specifications of the oommunications
-('equipment were compared with the
Operational Requirements Document
(DRAFf dated Feb. 14, 1997) for the
Future Digital Radio (FOR), which is
, presently transitioning to the Joint ThcticaJ
• Radio (JTR). The data rate throughput of
the radio met or exceeded the target data
,rate specification of the Block I Key
Performance Parameters for Data
Distribution. The network and network
management capabilities, however, oould
• not be evaluated during this initiative. The
I BCBL had previously evaluated the radio
throughput and initiated plans to indude
~ the radios in the Warfighter Information
Network (WIN) Proof of Concept (POC)
testbed. Thus, throughput demonstrated
• here may be representative of similar capabilities available on the battlefield when
the FOR is deployed as part of the WIN
fr communications architecture.
F
/

System Description
Figure 1 shows the Video in the
Ambulance system description. The
equipment in the ambulance consisted of
a Sony U, 8 mm digital camera with auto
focus and 15X zoom, a Harris NVC-256
narrowband video CODEC, and a
Wtreless Network Access (WNA) radio
that was developed jointly by GECMarconi Hazeltine and the Army
Communications.Electronics Command
Research Development and Engineering
Center. The camera's video output was
connected to the video input ofthe Harris
CODEC. The output of the CODEC was
connected to the input of the WNA radio.
The radio signal was transmitted to the
WNA radio located at the hospital. The
signal was sent to the CODEC where it
was converted back to a video format and
displayed on a monitor. The monitor was
a 13-inch Panasonic CT-S 19v color video
monitor set to a resolution of 350 by 240
pixels. GEC-Marconi Hazeltine states that
the radio has a maximum burst rate of 10
megabits per second. The CODEC,
which was limited to a maximum
throughput of 256 kilobits per second,
proved to be the limiting factor for both
the resolution and maximum frame rate
of the video.

Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation criteria were divided into
three issues (see Figure 2). The first issue
was to determine the conditions and

Telecommunications,
enhanced
by video,
will
allow
projection
of
physician
knowledge
and
experience
closer
to
the
scene
of
injury
or illness.

.

r'

Evaluation Criteria
.:

ISSUE 1: Determine what conditions and equipment settings
are required in order to successfully gather and transmit a
clinically useful image.
ISSUE 2: Detennine if clinically useful images can be
transmitted from the back of an operational ambulance.

...

ISSUE 3: Evaluate the additional workload, if any, on the
health care providers and identify possible equipment
configurations that will reduce or eliminate an increase in
workload.
Figure 2.

f
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NUMBER OF HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS

o
1.1 Can ~ be mtin~ v.ith the C\m:rIt

li~t

1

23456789

10

level?

1.1.1 Is any ad:litionalli~ting being lre!?

1.3 Can colotS, shapes and llXltion be mtingWbed?
1.3.1 Did the ~ provid: aditional infonnation?
2.1 Did the ~ impact on the decision makingprocess?
2.1.1 Did the ~ HELP the decision making process?
2. 1.2 Did the ~ HINDER the decision making process?
3.1 Did the eq.ipment in=ase the v.orkload?
3. I. I Did the eq.ipment docrease the \',{)ddoad?

Figure 3.
Responses to evaluation criteria.
equipment required for successfully gath·
ering and transmitting a usefu1 image.
Each health care provider viewed the
image. A "yes" or "no" evaluation on the
images' quality color, lighting, and
motion was elicited. Second, in an
attempt to derennine clinical relevance,
participants were asked if the video information helped or hindered their ability to
make a medical decision. Third, other
demands on health care providers in the
ER were considered. For example, they
were asked if the system increased or
decreased their workload. Moreover,

they were encouraged to comment on
possible system configuration that would
reduce or eliminate any increase in work·
load. Finally, the 10 health care professionals were questioned about future
capabilities and mission areas, which
included remote control of the camera,
hospital coordination, preparation in a
mass casualty situation, and inclusion of
telemetry with the video image.

Results
Results of the three evaluation criteria
are highlighted in Figure 3. Responses to

questions 1.1 to 1.3, related to the first
issue, indicate that a resolution of 350 by ,
240 pixels and a data rate of 256 kilobi~,
per second are acceptable for clinical use.
The health care professionals were able
ro distinguish colors, shapes, and motio
using the normal lighting in the ambu·
lance. Responses to questions 2.1 rP'
2.1.2, dealing with issue two indicate thatthe images are clinically useful. Nine our
of 10 health care professiOnals indicated
that visual information helped their deci·
sion-making process. Three of the evalu.·~
ators, however, mentioned that the image.
I"
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I. Should rhe ER Personnel remotely controllhe camera?

~

2. Will tbis technology belp in the triage of the victims?

o
~ ~.
Q

Will this technology help in the preparation at the hospital?

Z

W
~
~

§
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4. Could still pbotographs provIde tbe same capabilities?
5. At times could still images be more usefultban video images?
6. Should telemetry be included in the system?

Figure 4.
Responses to questions on future capabilities.
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II could

also hinder the decision-making

r,. process by shifting attention away from

1 more important patient care concerns in

.the ER and result in longer waiting times
• for other patients. Training and team, work were offered as a solution.
Responses ro questions 3.1 to 3.1.1 indi: 'cated that eight respondents said that the
:J system also increased workload for health
I" care providers in the ambulance and five
responders recommended that ER per., sonnel remotely conrrol the camera. This
would allow the ambulance crew ro concentrate on the patient and enable the ER
• providers to act as an independent set of
eyes.
.. Figure 4 displays the results of questions concerning possible capabilities
.. and mission areas in the future, although
the questions were based on technology
that is available today and could possibly
• be integrated into the system. All 10
~ responders indicated a desire ro conrrol
the camera remotely from the ER.
4 Unanimous consent was thaI this technology would help in a mass casualty situation and expedite preparations to
receive the patient at the hospital or
, treatment center.
The general consensus, with eight
responders agreeing, was that still pic"'~res might be more useful for focused,
,. dOse-up, high-resolution shots while two
thers indicated that a video was always
more useful. Finally, nine out of 10 evaluators indicated that a graphic display of
~ .. vital signs such as temperature, blood
pressure, pulse, and oxygen saturation, as
• well as telemetry and an electronic
• stethoscope should be evaluated for
.J inclUSion in the system.

.

Discussion
•
,,'
.. I

r""'
•

..

I

.

~

t

The mobile ambulance route was selected for two major reasons-terrain features and received image quality. The
final route selected provided the least
amount of interference for the radio configuration being evaluated. The equipmenl used a point-to-point configuration
and a radio frequency in the L-band. The
point-to-point configuration produced
dead spots in the coverage. The dead
spots caused the image to freeze and lose
packets. The power output of the radios
was 10 watts. A 400-foot helix cable was
used to bring the signal from the roof of
the hospital to the radio located in a second floor communications room. The
cable run produced a 7.5-decibel loss at
the operating frequency. The cable loss
and the point-to-point configuration lim-
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ited the radio's area of coverage. Any
time the two antennas lost direct line-ofsight, the image would freeze. The radio
uses RAKE processing to deal with the
multipath conditions. The RAKE process
isolates each multipath component, corrects the phase relationships, and adds
the signals together. The radio data
throughput for this evaluation was set to
256 kilobits per second due to the limitation of the CODEC. An increase in data
throughput would require an increase in
power out. External power amplifiers up
to 50 watts can be used with the radio.
Data from this feasibility study srrongly
suggests thar health care providers can
use images to assist them in diagnosis and
treatment of a patient in a moving ambulance. The impact on the decision-making process was viewed as positive
although some clinicians noted problems
with the image and voice dropping and
freezing. Additional radios and external
power amplifiers may reduce the number
of dead spots and allow for beyond lineof-Sight radio connectivity.
The video information used only 2.5
percent of the maximum burst rate. The
integration of camera remote conrrol,
telemetry, and other digital data such as
medical command and conrrol information, may be possible without exceeding
the communications capabilities. Thus,
this pilot demonstration provided an
early look at the type of telecommunication capabilities that will be available in
the next millennium. This next generation of battlefield telemedical communications, augmented by the U.S. Army
Signal Corps, will enhance the Army
Medical Department's (AMEDD) capabilities on the fu ture battlefield.

Conclusion
The WIN communications concept supports the Medical Future Operational
Capability Requirements as outlined in
TRADOC Pamphlet 525-66 and other documents. This specific initiative could also
provide data that would assist the
AMEDD in generating the medical communications requirements for the ]TR.
Based on the results of the analysis and
the study findings, a final report was disseminated to the various levels of the
command structure.
In summary, the increased confidence in
the ability of video communications technology to provide useful clinical images
supports continuation into phase II
clinical testing. The authors of this article conclude that telecommunications,

enhanced by video, will allow projection
of physician knowledge and experience
closer to the scene of injury or illness.
Hence, the ER physician may expedite the
use of moce sophisticated therapies that
will facilitate pre-hospital triage and intransit coordination of care.

LTC THOMAS KNUTH, MC, is a
trauma surgeon who trained in
Critical Care and Emergency
Medical Services Systems at the
Maryland Institute for EMS Systems,
in Baltimore, MD. He is ChiefofPerioperative services at Blanchfield
Army Community Hospital, Fort
Campbell, KY He served tours of
duty in Bosnia as a consultant in
telemedicine and later as Deputy
Commander for the 212th Mobile
Army SUrgical Hospital
BARRY KRUSE is the System
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for Total Access (CTA), Fort Gordon,
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THE TIME
HAS COME
FOR
GEOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS

any variable imaginable, such as terrain fea·
tures, digital terrain models, vegetarion,
water courses, roads, utilities, oil condi-'
tions, buildings, political boundaries, agri-.
culture patterns, hydrology, test and instru·
mentation Sites, range safety zones, unexploded ordnance, wildlife patterns, hist?ri;
cal and archeological sites, meteorologll:al·
data, airspace, and much more.

The Modern GIS
What sets the modem GIS apart from
older methods and other databases is its
ability to analyJ:e voluminous quantities of
data from varied sources to produce new
data about geographic phenomenon. An
accurate GIS is a management tool that·
enables planners to observe relationships,
understand eemingly obscure fuers and ..
guide furore activities. GIS data is gathered
in numerous ways, induding aerial photography, satellite and airbome remote sens·
ing, ground topographic surveys, and car- ~
tographic sources.
"GIS is a computer·based tool for mapping and analyzing objeers and events that
occur below, on, and above the surfuce of
the earth," says Ruben Hernandez, U.S.
Army fuma Proving Ground, AZ, geodetic_
technician and coordinaror of the installa- •
tion's GIS activities. '1r can radically alter
the way we look at the world ro enable us
to make better and smarter decisions."
Mapmaking and geographic analysis are
not new; but a GIS performs these tasks be~4'
ter and &ster than old, manual methods.
The GIS stores information as a collection
of layers that are linked together by geogra·
phy. Highly accurate GPS data, a system
which got its start at U.S. Army Yuma.
Proving Ground, forms the basis of the 1
technOlogy that performs the locating and.
defining of the attributes of each object "
contained in the GIS.
•
Hernandez says military instaUati.ons, a
wide variety of government entities, and
numerous private organizations have
begun work on or implemented .GIS sys.
terns in recent years. Yuma Proving.
Ground, however, is making a major leap
by moving beyond the classical GIS, which
limits itself ro primarily addressing facilities
management, environmental and resource
management issues.

1

By Chuck Wullenjohn
Introduction

Mapmaking
and
geographic
analysis
are not new,
but
a geographic
information
system
performs
these tasks
better
and faster
than old,
manual
methods.
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It has been neces ary for men and women
to carefuUy study and interpret map data
for thousands of years, but the modem age
of computers and eLectronic infonnation
gathering has made this task easier, more
accurate and more useful than ever before.
The development and operation of
Geographic Infonnation Systems (GIS) has
become a multi-billion doUar industry in
the United States and throughout the
world, with aU sorts of government organizations and private companies getting into
the act Many people, however, are mystified by the rapid pace of GIS development.
They ask themselves, what exactly is GIS,
what are the benefits of GIS, and, why the
urgency to embrace GIS'
A geographic information system is, actuaUy, fairly straightforward in concept. It is
simply an integrated collection of hardware, sofiware and people used to organize
and manage geospatia1 data. Vast quantities
of information are induded in the GIS, aU
of which has precise earthbound coordinates and orientation developed from the
NAVSThR Global Positioning System (GPS).
In the days before GIS, it was common for
people to position dear plastic overlays
over base maps to see and relate new
pieces of info.nnation. A geographic information system operates similar to this, with
layers of information available over a very
precisely characterized base map. These
layers of info.nnation can consist of nearly

Yuma's EffOrts
"Yuma Proving Ground is primarily a test
and development facility. Our GIS will be
actively used to support activities in aU our
mission areas, induding instrumentation
support assers," said Hernandez. Yuma
Proving Ground is a general purpose fucili- •
ty conducting tests on medium- and long·
range artill.ery, aircraft:. target acquisition'
equipment and armament, armored and
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wheeled vehicles, a variety of munitions,
personnel and supply parachute systems,
and cold region, tropic and desert natural
environment testing.
''What we intend to do is to model sensor
capabilities to allow test customers to
deploy in a manner that ma.ximizes data
acquisition information critical to each indi• vidual test. This is very efficient and will
enable developers, and the American taxI payer, to save money," explains Hernandez.
Hernandez is coordinating the formation
of a Yuma Proving Ground GIS implemen, tation plan that includes an extremely wide
_ variety of components, including person, ,nel., training, data, compilation of that data,
• and hardware and software equipment. He
.. is also ensuring that the definition of meth• ods and procedures of using GIS to sup, port the proving ground's infrastructure is
defined and understood. In this way,
.. Hernandez alms to maximize test range
~ • resources through the efficiency of comprehensive planning.
The first step of the GIS process is to compile a highly accurate, detailed geodetic
base map of the 1,300-square-mile proving
ground, an area larger than Rhode Island.
" GPS technology is critical to this effort
, because attributes developed for each
... located object will define what it is, including information on its size, shape, composition, and function.
• "Without GPS technology, we cannot
,.. effectively complere the mapping effort,"
. according to Hernandez. Of course, other
- information gathering techniques will also
, be used, including imaging spectrometry,
~ synthetic aperture radar and Laser Infrared
Detection and Ranging (LIDAR). Passive
: ~'YStems include visible, microwave,
infrared, ultraviolet, gamma and X-rays, and
particles. Active systems include L1DAR,
radar, synthetic aperture, altimeters, imaging pectrometers, and scatterometers.

Ruben Hernandez,
Yuma Proving
Ground
Geographic
Information
System
Coordinator,
reviews another
installation's
GIS materials
as he checks
a newly installed
computer
workstation.
jungle and the plant and animal life within
it. Dense, triple-canopied forests block
sunlight and retain moisture from frequent, heavy rainfalls, keeping the temperature warm and the humldity at nearly 100
percent around the clock, all year long.
Countless rivers, stream ,ponds, and lakes
provide all the water necessary to support
fOffilS of life unimaginable in other parts of
the world. The tropic environment is rec-

Conclusion
Geographic information '1'Stems are a
win-win For everyone involved .
Accurate G[ data is critical to the success
of the Virtual Proving Ground. The ability of
GIS to integrate vast quantities of infoffilation to aid in searches for specific data and
to perfoffil geographic queries, has saved
millions of doUars in the past and will continue to save money in the furure. It's of

1"

gre;n benefit to d1e military tester because it

will help stretch tight budget dollitrs and
allow creative, innovative problem-solving
approaches to surface and be explored.
Truly, the time of the GIS is here,

Other Facilities
A unique challenge fucing Hernandez is to
develop a GIS approach commonly applica- ble to all the test fucilities under the U.S.
Army Yuma Proving Ground umbrella. In
addition to the proving ground, these
include the Cold Regions Test Center in
Fort Greely, AK, and the Tropic Test Center,
adjacent to the Panama Canal in the
Republic of Panama. These widely diverse
• areas represent true environmental
extremes, presenting daunting challenges
.. to equipment developers.
The most fonnidable GIS development
,,,. task will take place at the Tropic Te t
Center, due to the tremendous complexity
of the tropic environment. The tropic envi• ronm.ent contains an untold number of
variables, based on the rich diversity of the

..
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ognized as the most difficult of the world's
narural climates for equipment developers.
The GIS information that is ultimately
generated on each facility will form the
foundation on which digital information
will re ide that will be used by modelers
and simulators in the VlrtUal Proving
Ground (vpG). The VPG will include ''virtual" representations of test ranges, allowing testers to perfOffil development tests
via computer in a variety of scenarios.

Hernandez reviews freshly printed
computer data to be used in Yuma's
GIS system.

Cf-IUCK WUUF..NjOHN is the Chiej
Public Affairs Office at Yuma
Proving Ground, Yuma, AZ. A frequent conh'ibutor to this magazine
and other military publications,
Wullenjobn is a graduate of
Humboldt State University in
California and has been employed
by the u.s Annyfor 13 years
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COMBAT
IDENTIFICA ION
FOR THE
DISMOUNTED SOLDIER:
AN ACQUISITION REFORM
SUCCESS
..

Introduction
In response to an approved Operational
Requirements Document (ORD) for
Combat Identification for the Dismounted
Soldier (CLODS), the Product Manager for
Combat Identification (PM CLO) recently
solicited industry for the Engineering and
Manufacturing Development (E&MD) of
148 cmos systems. cmos is a secure
laser interrogation and radio frequency
response system, which will be used by dismounted infantry soldiers to identify
friendly troops. The system is expected to
drastically reduce the incidence of soldier
to soldier fratridde. In addition to combat
identification, CLODS will provide an
autonomous direct fire training capability
for home station training and interface
with the Multiple Integrated Laser
Engagement System 2000 (MILES 2000) to
provide full MILES 2000 training fidelity
cmos will also include a near-infrared
laser pointer for use with night vision goggles during nighttime operations.
cmos is managed by the PM cm, LTC
John Mahony, under the Program
Executive Officer for Intelligence,
Electronic Warfare and Sen ors (PEOlEW&S).

Streamlining the Process
Using a variety of acquisition reform initiatives, the cmos Program recently progressed from Milestone 0 through
Milestone II to an E&MD contract award in
10 months. From the issuance of a solicitation, contract award was achieved in 80
days. Some of the innovative approaches
used included establishment of an integrated product team (IYf) to investigate
technical alternatives and recommend the
most promising system concepts; partnering with the user throughout requirements
development; early industry involvement
during preparation of the solicitation pack-
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By Allen J. Sova and
Wayne 1. Calabretta
age; the use of Cost As An Independent
Variable (CAIV); and the use of oral presentations instead of detailed technical
proposals during the Ource selection
process.

The Integrated Product Team

In eptember 1996, the Office of PM cm
assembled a working integrated product
team (WIlY!) to begin the technology
downselection process. The purpose of
the cmos wrPT was to investigate viable
technical alternatives and to recommend
the best approach for proceeding to the
E&MD phase. From eptember 1996
throUgll March 1997, the cmos WIPT
conducted a serie of meetings, focused
work assignments, and field experimentation. The synergism of the CLODS WlPT
allowed the team to accomplish the following in a very short period of time:
• Develop a list of candidate technologies;
• Develop initial screening factors and
eliminate unacceptable candidate technolngi ;
• Develop detailed assessment criteria
from the emerging ORO;
• Perform detailed performance, weight,
vulnerability, and cost analyses on remaining candidates;
• Perform field experimentation 10 support technical analyses; and
• Develop a recommendation for the
beSt technical approach.
The PM CIO presented interim and final
results of the WIPT's analyses to a Senior
Advisory Group (SAG). The cmos SAG

acted as an overarcbing integrated product ~
team (0lJ'T), providing approval to pro- ...
ceed to a Milestone n decision and making .
a final determination regarding the••
approach for proceeding to tl,e E&MD
phase. Final results of the SAG briefing
proVided a framework for the development of the acqui ition requirements package and a source selection evaluation;
approach.

User Partnering
Concurrently with the WIPT's technology
downselect analytical efforts, the combat,
developer member of the WIPT refined
wording of the draft CIDDS ORO to better ..
refleCt user needs. Members of the W!PT'
were invited to a separate ORD Working .
Group meeting to refine and finalize the '
ORO. This partnering between the combat ~
developer and materiel developer resulted ~
in better understanding of user needs and
prior.ities, and better understanding of
technical options and limitations. It also
provided user representatives with better '
understanding of acquisition-related
requirements and procedures, resulting in
the identification of key perfomlance parameters (KPPs). These KPPs would later •
become extremely important in the formulation of an evaluation approach using
CAN.

Cost As An Independent
Variable
To encourage innovative solutions from
industry and ensure an affordable cmos
system, a production CAIV objective was
established based on the COSt analyses performed during the technology downselec; •
process. Since these cost estimates represented a 100 percent requirements com- .... '
pliant system, the CAN objective was
decremented to chall.enge industry to present a "best value" solution.
A performance pecwcation was devel-
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oped from the approved ClDDS ORD identifying three tiers of req. uirements. KPPs
were identified as "minimum" require... ments, non-KPP threshold requirements
were idemified as "preferred" requirements, and all remaining requirements
(e.g., objective and absolure) were identified as "desired" requirements. Potential
offerors were instructed tha[ minimum
requirements muse be mel [0 be consid·
• ered for award, while preferred and
desired requiremell\s were tradeable to
.,": mee[ the es[ablished production CAIV
value. These requirements were summa·
rized into tables and provided to [he offerors as pan of the ClDDS performance
-( specification. The offerors were required
to revise the specification and summarize
-; the offered performance in the \abies
attached to the specification. The re\'ised
< specification of the successful offeror was
included as pan of the resulting contraCL
Within each of the preferred and desired
, requirements [ables, a relative irnponance
(HI) was attached to each of the preferred
,. and desired requirements to assist the
offerors in their cos[ and performance
•. [rade-off determinations. A relative impor- lance of one (1) indica[ed high user value,
• while a relative importance of three (3) had
relatively low user value. These relative
rankings were developed and furnished by
, the combat developer prior to solicitation.
• Abbrevia.[ed examples of these [abies are
-4 shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3.

r

«

Early Industry Involvement

Spec Para

Requirement Section

Minimum Performance Requirement

3.1

System Description

Mountable on M16, M4, M249, M60,
M240B family of weapons

3.2.1.1

.975 Pcod' 5-500 meters

Friend Identification

prone to prone

(P00)

.95 Pcod' 500-1,100 meters
standing to standing

32.2.1

Infrared Aiming Pointer

3.2.2.2

Tactical Engagement

Shall be interoperable with

Simulation System

MILES/MILES 2000

Figure 1.
Minimum performance requirements matrix.

Requirement

Preferred Performance

Section

Requirement

System Growth

Open Systems Architecture

2

Probability of

.01 p",. 5-1,100 meters

2

Obscurant

Range compatible wilh image

2

Performance

intensification (I~ devices

3.2.2.1

12 Devices

Performance of the AN/PAQ-4C

2

3.2.3.1

Battery Life

48-hour mission time

2

3.5

System Weight

907 grams

1

Spec Para
3.1.5
3.2.1.2
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Offered
Performance

False 10 (P,.,)
3.2.1.5

Figure 2.
Preferred performance matrix.

t-,.

'
II

Provide near-infrared aiming laser
pointer

~

Throughout developmem and staffing of
the acquisition requirements package,
~ .). draft ve~sions were posted on the
~ Communication and Electronic Command's (CECOM's) electronic bulletin
board (EBB). Offerors were allowed to
access the information and submit ques·
~ tions or recommendations for governmem
review and response. Indus[ry feedback
.. was encouraged to challenge requirements
f
that may be cost drivers or to recommend
changes in the context of streamlining. In
1 addition, this approach also reduced the
-f' lead time required for industry to prepare
.. a proposal. Industry had ample opportu~ nity to question and recommend changes
up [0 the time the fonnal reques[ for pro"1 posal was issued. The first draft cmos
solici[ation was pos[ed on the CECOM
• EBB On March 12, 1997. Updates were
, posted periodically umil industry was formally solici[ed for proposals, via EBB, on
May 12, 1997.
l'ast performance data were due on
May 29, 1997, and cost information and
oral presentation packages were due on
~ June 12, 1997. Pas[ performance dala are
required earlier due to the lead time
;. involved with preparing questionnaires and
'" faxing them to responsible points of conlaC[
for completion and reply. Recently, CECOM
replaced the EBB in favor of posting solicitations on the Imernet.

Probability of Correct

Oral Presentations
Oral presemations were selected as the
means for evaluating in[eresred offerors.
Those submitting proposals had a 2-hour
time limit and were Iimi[ed to no more
than 70 slides during the presentation.
This forn1a[ offers advantages over the
more traditional written technical proposal for various reasons:
• Technical proposals are often wrinen
by professional proposal writers and not
necessarily by the team working the effort.
• Oral presentations streamline the
proce from both time and investmenL
• An evaluation of an offeror's past performance and understanding of the problems is a better indicalOr of furore performance than a detailed design proposal
submjned by an offeror.
• De[ailed design propo a1s are nOl con-

tracrually binding and are likely to change
after contract award.
In all practicality, each of the offerors
intere ted in the ClDDS E&MD effOrt are
considered capable of submitting an
acceptable proposal. The premise is to
choose the contractor witl1 the best understanding of the technical and programmat·
ic issues expeered 10 be encountered during development. This contractor is Likely
to achieve a higher probability of maintaining COSt and schedule by allocating the
proper mix of resources to solving those
issues, and thus offering the best value to
the government. Offerors without an
underslanding of key [echnical and/or programmatic issues represents higher program risk.

The CmDS Source Selection Evaluation
Board staned the evaluation of the first
Army RD&A 41
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Spec Para

3.1.5.1

Requirement

Desired Perfonnance

Section

Requirement

Laser Range

Provide an LRF capability

3

Provide a visible pointing

3

Rl

Offered
Perfonnance

Finder (LRF)
3.1.5.2

Visible Pointer

capability
3.2.1.3

Identification

< 1 second

1

Full MILES 2000 individual

3

Time
3.2.2.2

TES System

weapon kit functionality
3.2.3.2

Battery Type

Commercial Off-The-Shelf

1

or standard Army
3.3.5

Secu rity Codes.

Retain codes during battery

1

replacement
3.3.6

Security Code

<15 sec

Conclusion
Figure 3.
Desired performance matrix.

offeror on June 16, 1997, and completed
the evaluation of the third and 6nal offeror
onJuly 11, 1997. No evaluations were per·
form d the week of the Independence Day
holiday. The Source Selection Authority
was briefed on July 17,1997, and the contract awarded on July 31, 1997. Overall,
contract award was achieved in 11 weeks
from the release of the CIDDS RFp, well
within the desired procurement lead time
of 90 days.

Debriefs
The Source Selection Evaluation Board
debriefed unsuccessful offerors on
Aug. 7-8, 1997. The debrief allowed con·
tractors the opportunity to question the
government on any issues concerning the
source selection process. It provided a
forum where the contractors could see
how they fared in regard to the successful
offeror, and where they had advantages
and disadvantages. Following the debrief,
the unsuccessful offerors were given 5 days
to file a protest with either the Contracting
Officer or the Army Materiel Command,
and 10 days to file with the GeneraJ
Accounting Office. No protests were filed.
During the debrief, the contractors were
also asked to evaluate the streamlined
source selection process. While reactions
to the procedures were mixed, the overall
reception was favorable. Although the
shortened proposal preparation and eval·
uation phases meant a more imense
involvement with the program initially,
there was much less long-term personal
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contractors until they come up with an
"acceptable" answer, nor, through leading
questions, to direct their proposal. Ou
IFNs addressed areas of concern regarding their proposals. Their responses, and
the follow-on questions that were
allowed, determined our level of confi·
dence in their understanding of the tech·
nical issues involving particular areas of
their proposals.
Expanded use of the EBB was encoUf- (
aged, provided consideration was given'
to ilie individual security of each offeror.....
(It sbould be noted that future solicita·· ~
tions at CECOM wUl be issued over the .
Internet for worldwide access.) The contractors were reminded that everything'
submitted over the EBB (and now the •
Internet) is freely avaIlable to all Interest· ...
ed offerors. Information not intended for .
everyone should not be submitted elec· ~ ;
tronically, and should always bear testr;c· ,
tive markings.
~

and professional attachment to tbe proBotJ1 unsuccessful offerors felt
there was little initial cost savings, but
agreed the government would realize
some cost savings in the long run. Both
also agreed the new source selection procedures offered tbe perfect forum for technical and cost trade-offs.
The contractors also expressed some
concerns about the process:
• The contractors felt the limitation on
the number of contractor per onnel
allowed to attend the oral presentation
and Q&A debrief was excessive, and
should be tailored to each furure effort.
(There was some concern that five was ilie
magic number for all future source selections; the Source Selection Evaluation
Board assured iliem it was not.)
• While iliere had been time constraints
before, the contractor had never had both
a time limit and a restriction on slide pre·
sentation. Although they agreed it worked
for this solicitation, they were concerned
for furure efforts and felt the government
could impose, indeed sbould impose,
some linutations, but nOt both time and
slide limitations.
• The contractors also expressed concerns that the Source Selection Evaluation
Board did not question tJ1em sufficiently
enough to adequately evaluate their capabilities. They felt there should have been
mOre items for negotiation (lFNs) and
more interplay between the government
and contractors during the Q&A period.
It is not the government's intent to drUl
gram.

The CroDS process has shown that, <
when properly used, IYIS and oral presen· •
tations are effective and powerful source ~ ,
selection streamlining initiatives. They can rapidly and effectively help se.lect the best
value offeror while minimizing the investment of government and industry in time
and resources. Most importantly, oraJ pre· •
sentations prOvide a much needed forum •
to support cost and perfonnance trade-offs -...
so necessary in an era of downsizing and
budgetary shortfalls, and to determine
which contractor offers the best overall
value to government.

ALLEN J SOYA is the CIDDS 1FT
Leader in the Office of the PM for
cm. He holds a B5. degree in t,
chemical engineering and an M5. "
degree in engineering management I
from the New Jersey Institute of \
Technology. As a member of the .,
Acquisition Workforce, he is certi- t·
fied at Level 111 in the Program
Management and Engineering
careerfields.
WAYNE T. CALABRETTA is the
Senior Procurement Analyst in the -.
Office ofPM cm with more than 16 ~,
years ofcontracting e.,,,,pm'ience. He
holds undergraduate degrees in
computer science and business •
management, and a Ph.D. in psy- ~
chology. He is also a member ofthe
Acquisition Workforce, and is certi- 4,
fied at Level IJJ in Contracting.
~
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SPEAKING OUT

How would you evaluate your experience
as an Army Acquisition Corps member,
and what suggestions
do you have for improving
the professional development process
for its members?
~

. LTG William H. Campbell
Director Of Information Systems
.. For Command, Control,
Communications
• > And Computers
~- And
. Anny Chief Information Officer
(" Pentagon
•

The Acquisition Corps has definitely added

~ value to the Army's acquisition process by pro-

viding our officer and civilian corps workforce opportunities for quality
education and challenging assignments. Looking back on my Pa5t 10
yean; of service, having held four key lIag rank positions in Army acquisi·
tion, 1 would say that the Acquisition Corp has allowed me the oppor·
T !Unity to "FOCUS" my ene~ies on the development, acquisition, testing
. and fielding of a broad range of systems both for the Army and our sister
- services. Years ago, our acquisition members would have been moving
) in and out of acquisition assignments, losing that technology edge that is
so vitally important to being a productive member of our process. In pa5t
assignments a5 the Program Executive Officer (pEa), Command, Control
• "1J1d Communications Systems; PEa, Command and Control Systems;
• and PEa, lntellignce and Electronic \'Qarfare, I wimessed a significant
• improvement in the quality ofourAcquisition Corps members and would
claim without hesitation that our Acquisition Corps is the best that it has
ever been. But in our current environment, being the best today will nOl
guarantee that we will remain the best tomorrow.
Professional development for members of the Acquisition Corps must
be a continuous process that includes empha5is on both government
acquisition requirements and the civilian industry's capability to respond
and influence the way we do business. It is nOl enough to know just the
regulations and guidance that we use to go about our business of acquiring information technology. If that is d,e limit of our approach, then we
• will miss the opportunity to tap into a vast pool of knowledge and expe.
L/'. rience that exists in the commercial marketplace. Cooperative fOfilms
2'\ between government and indu try provide one of the better ways to
improve the communication process and help the participants to view
• many different activities in a focused environment. Additionally, industry·
sponsored training events that are co-sponsored by government agencies
~ provide acoess to a ~er audience and further promote the educational
and professional experience that corps members need.
oJ> Another means to improve our professional development process
would be to export the current 14-week Advanced Program Management
.. Course from Fan Belvoir, VA, to remote locations, to expand the number
ofAcquisition Corp members who can anend. If \ve were able to expand
A

.~
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the availability of the quality instruction th.at is provided to our resident
members by decentralizing the location of the training, then we would
increase the quality of our members, and supervisors would be more
amenable to breaking their people away for training. We may be able to
benefit from the experience that some of our counterpans in industry
and our National Guard organizations are having with distance learning.
A great benefit that we could capture immediately is that more of our
officers and GS-13s (and higher grades) could become certified Level ill.
Another great benefit is that we could use this process for member
refresher training or sustainment, given the rapid advancement in technology and our implementation of acquisition refonn initiatives.
Our professional development process must continue to be reviewed
and improved, not only to capitalize on uccesses from government,
civilian industry, and academia, but also to keep our instructors and leadership up to date and refreshed. I am convinced that our fonnal professional development process will continue to meet our professional
training needs, but anodler dinlension to professional development that
we must pay more anention to is supervisory leadership. Our best
teachers and trainers are the men and women who supervise our corps
members daily and they must complement the fomw training that is
currently being provided. Although some of our progrnm management
offices are thinly staffed and do not have the luxury of being two or three
deep in critical areas, all leaders must rake the time to mentor their
employees on job performance, program management and career devel·
opment on a regular basis. Developing our employees must be job
number]. Supervisors must look at training as an investment that is a
win-win situation for both the employee and d,e supervisor.

MG David R Gust
Program Executive Officer
Intelligence, Electronic Warfare
And Sensors
Fort Monmouth, I'U
Acquisition Corps certification has evolved
from the fonner program for military officers
called Materiel Acquisition Management
Officers received an additional skill identifier
code of "61"" for imply working for 1 year in
an acquisition-related position, i.e., a5 a Depanrnent ofdle Army Systems
Coordinator in the Depanrnent of the Anmy, Office of the Deputy Chief
of Staff (Research, Development and Acquisition). The Army finally realized that officers needed more fonnal training and sucoessive job experiences to prepare them for the vigor of a project manager (PM) position.
\Vith the Acquisition Corps, the Army established criteria for awarding an
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apprentice rating of "4M" and a fully killed rating of -42" for each ~
In addition, a profile, called PEOT (Program Management, Educanon,

Other and Testing), was added to an officer's record. It swnmatized the
total months of an officer's experience in direct project appUcations; formal education, such as the Defense )'Stems Management COUege
(DSMC) or Training With Industry Program; and other related assignments such as test community duty, U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMC)
duty, and duty at one ofAMC 's major subordinate commands. Wh~n an
officer reaches Ueutenant colonel rank, he or she should be fuUy certified,
based on 72 months ofrequired experience. The Acquisition Corps now
embraces the certiJication of dvil service employees in much the same
manner. Their schooUng and job experience are evalualed and the
employee is certified Level I, IJ or W. What would [ change in this
process? Formal training courses at Fort Lee, VA, and ~t.DSMC must.be
tailored and reduced in length. More officers and avilians are bemg
"accessed" into the Acquisition Corps earner in their career so they can
accumulate those related job experiences that estabUsh their aoquisition
credentials.
The only recommendation I have is to increase cross training between
the program executive office and AMC communities and cross-assign all
personnel to different and diverse jobs. I till see files of officers who
spend 4 years at the same PM office or AMC major subordinate ~"Ommand
office. I also see files of civilian employees who spend 6 or 7 years in the
same job in the same PM office. I usually see these individuals during a
counsding session where the individual asks, ''Why wasn't l selected for
schooling or for a promotion?" The answer is obvious: lfyou are in the
Acquisition Corps, you must take the initimive to find new assignments
and opportunities. Move before you get stale. Your boss will regret it
when you do, but will embrace the fresh outlook your replacement
brings to the job.

John R. Gresham
Deputy Project Manager
ight VISion, Reconnaissance
Surveillance and 1lI.rget Acquisition
Fort Belvoir, VA
From my perspective, the Acquisition Corps
provitles superior career opportunities focusing on the development, production and fielding of systems equipment for our DOD cus·
tomers. Providing top quaUty maleri I to the
Services is a DOD priority, and our acquisition careerists know it.
Notwithstanding the daily grind of tough, challenging work, we have real
satisfuction in being civil servants. In our office, for example, we KNOW
that we have provided the world's best night vision devices to Army and
DOD sister Servi.ces ince 1984.
These diversified "Own the Night" products demonstrale value in virtually every theater of operations. I am sure that professionals supporting
other commodities and systems share simUar reeUngs when assessing the
value of their work.
Aoquisition members in PM and PEO offices experience many difficult
but stimulating challenges. In today's team-based environment, one
might be exposed to finance, cost estimation, contracting, logistics, prodUCI assurance, or even international program management all in a single
day's work. Clearly, these are broadening experiences.
The acquisition career ladder for civilians is also narrowing the gap
between the military and dvilian career paths. Civilian Acquisition Corps
members now have opportunities for rotational assignments, long-term
training, and even chances to compete for PM and deputy PM positions
against the best personnel in both military and dvilian career systems.
If I could go back in time and do it all over again, I would still Stay in the
aoquisition business. True, there is always room for incremental inlProvement in our business processes, but incremental improvement is part of
our culture. We are on the righl path for post-2000 year acquisition.
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MAJ Bradley D. Greene
Executive Officer
Program. Executive Office,
Air and Missile Defense
Huntsville, AL
I have been fortunate to have had diverse
experience as a member of the Army •
Acquisition Corps (MC). Prior to being"accessed into the MC, 1 was a company com· ~ 4
mander for a nC\\~ provision.1.I unit within _.
V Corps that was e tablished to field and integrate the Acmy's newest
inteWgence equipment within the Corps' architecture and operations..
My acquisition experienoe has been concentrated on the program management career field. My first assignment was as a project director with· •
in the .S. Army Space Program Office, Fairfax, VA. This 3~year assign- ~
menl provided an early appreciation fur the many challenges that a prod· Iuct manager (PM) fuces. I also spent a year in the Training With Industry "'
(1WI) Program at Hughes MissUe System Company, Thcson, AZ.
FoUowing 'JWI, I was, and am presently assigned as Executive Officer in •
the Program Executive Office, Air and MissUe Defense. I beUeve my ,
experience, which comes from different perspectives (DOD vs. industry;
space(lllteUigence vs. air and missUe defense; and PEO staff vs. program '"
office), is a solid foundation for an Acquisition Corps member.
Improving the professional development process for military MC ~.
members is difficult due to the time limitations between an officer's ~
accession period, attendance at advanced civil schooUng, Command and .
General Staff College, and selection to PM. We need to continue con- ),
cenrrating on sending our people to acquisition and career enhancing
schools throughout an assignment vs. only during permanent change of f
station moves. True, you will have a loss of productivity during an offi· cer's absence, but weigh the rradeollS of the officer returning with a high ~.
knowledge base-bener prepared to handle increased responsibility,
and better qualified to fill a critical aoquisition position and ultimately be
a future product/project manager or acquisition commander.
Additionally. I've had chain(s) of command and multiple senior offioers ,
and civilians who have been tremendous role modds and mentors.
,
Despite downsizing, transfer boards, and the overall uncertainty con· ,
ceming the future military participation in the MC, I feel forrunate to be '
a part of dlis highly skilled cohon of officers (and DOD civiUans) provid.
ing the best equipment and systems to our soldiers. Even with declining
budgets, acquisition reform and streamlining, this is an exciting time to •
be parr of the Me. I beUeve the MC leadership (at all levels) is doing a
good job of preparing Acquisition Corps members to develop, integrate, "
acquire and field world class S)'Slerns to our Army for the 21st century.

Maryann Hall
Chief; Resource Management Division
U.S. Army Acquisition Executive
Support Agency

Fort Belvoir, VA
The Army A.cquisition Corps (AAC) has had a '
very positive impact on my career. [I has given ......
me a greater appreciation for the corps' mision, which is to provide soldiers the systems
needed to defend the freedom we all enjoy in
the United States of America.
An objective of the MC is to develop leaders willing to servl: where 4
needed and committed to providing soldiers the systems critical to decisive victory now and in the 21 t century, through development, integra- ....
tion I acquisition
fielding and sustainment. In my current position, T ,4
.
I
oversee the management of resources required to support Army programs committed to the professional developmenl of futureMC leaders.
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SPEAKING OUT
The Competitive Development Group (COG) Program for G5-13s is
one of the programs to enhance the professional development of individuals so they can better serve the Army. The MC currently has 23 individuals serving in the 3-year COG Program, which provides them the
• opporrunity to broaden leadership skills and expand their acquisition
experience.
The Corps Eligible Program is another good example of ti,e Army's
~ commitment to professional development. This program mrgets individ·
• .uals at the G5-13 level who meet accession requirements for MC mem1

---'---

"~ The Leader-Manager:
•"Guidelines For Action
By William D. Hitt, Battelle Press, 1988

,• Reviewed by LTC Kenneth H. Rose (USA, Ret.), a pro• ject manager with Waste Policy Institute in San
,Antonio, TX, and a former member of the Army
r> Acquisition Corps.

•4

Leadership is an elusive subjecr. Over time, it has been the
source of two enigmatic questions: What is ir and how do I do it?
In tum, these two questions have been the source for near coum·
• les writings ranging from scholarly treatises 10 popular advice.
_ Still, the mysrery remains and the presses cominue 10 roll.
0"; Standing among the legions of leadership lirerature is a praclical,
how-ro book that may be lirtie-nOticed by many: ITJe LeaderMatlager: Gllidelines for Action, by William D. Hitt.
Published in 1988, this book is a comprehensive examination of
leadership in practice. Ir is well-grounded in theory, as shown by
.irs exrensive bibliography and copious cirarions throughout.
· Hilt's contribution is to give subsrance to ideas--ro pre em appli, carion strategies for concepts thaI previously existed as theory
alone.
; Though not formally so organized, rhe book falls inro rhree sections. Chapters I and 2 provide the foundation, Chapters 3
• through 8 iIluminare specifics, and three appendices offer 100is
for individual action.
· In Chaprer 1, Hitt embraces the view of Benni and Nanus thaI
~ the essence of leadership includes vision and the ability ro trans·
't. late thaI vi ion inro reillry. From this springboard, he leaps over
• the traditional models of leadership ro develop a model ba ed on
eighl functions, cemered on the leader's role as an agent of
change. To validate this model, Hitt links ir ro three proposed criceria for effective leadership: results achieved, manner of achieve·
mem, and timeframe of achievemems. This model addresses
directly what leaders do (agent of change), how they do it (eighr
.; discrete functions), and how they evaluate effectiveness (three cri4)>, reria). Hilt codifies these aspects of the model in four principles
at the close of ti,e chaprer.
In Chapter 2, Hirr expands on the role of change agent, discussing barriers to change and attributes of effective change
.. agents. He offers five sreps ro become a successful change agent,
linking the newly defined functions of leadership ro the rradition~ al functions of management. In so doing. he creates the "Ieader:. manager" as the ideal, complete with a job mission statement and
functional description.
.. The next eight chapters discuss in detail the eight functions of
leadership: creating the vi ion, developing the leam, clarifYing Ihe
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bership. The COG Program offers uniQUe education and experience
opporrunities ro enable partidpants to apply ror future MC assigmnenlS.
Developing leaders at lower grade levels is also important. An exam·
ple is a new initiative that is under way to include a Competitive
Development Program for G5-12s. This will enable the Army to improve
its Acquisition Workforce early in an individual's career. It is very impormot to identilY the needs and goals of a skilled individual before they are
locked into a specific career field. Diversified education and experience
alJow individuals to make a more informed decision ahour a career path.

values, positioning, communicating, empowering, coaching, and
measuring. Each of these chapters is a srand-alone gem in itSelf.
Each presents a comexl grounded in conventional wisdom and
existing lirerature. Hift e.umines the strengths and weaknesses of
the currem state of understanding and shows the reader how to
improve by way of helpful graphics and explicit steps for action.
Hitt provides a richness of reference that is unique. His sources
include Margaret Mead (anthropology), Abraham Maslow (psychology), and Johann Goethe (philosophy), as well as more contemporary luminaries such as John Naisbitl and 10m Peters. He
combines the ideas of this diverse collection into a sensible see·
nario that leads the reader logically to the action steps he proposes. No head-scratching or eyebrow-raising here. When readers
rake the path that Hin lays before them, tlley will know exactly
where they are going and how they are going to get there.
The three appendices provide the mechanism for just such a
journey. Appendix A is a leadership assessment invenrory that
allows u ers to self-score Iheir own skills in 10 areas, including the
eight leadership functions. This tool is available from the publisher as a separate booldet so that it may be distributed and
applied easily throughout an organization. Appendix B presents a
brief case study that allows readers to analyze a hypothetical situ·
arion in terms of the assessment inventory. AppendIx C provides
the structure for a personal action plan based on the self·evalua·
tion accomplished through the individual leadership assessment
inventory.
The Leader-Manager is not just a book of good ideas. It is a powerful prescription of things to do that will guide a leader-manager
in assessing, planning, implementing, and evaluating leadership
skills. In today's program management environment, which is
characterized by dynamic requirements, rapid-pace activities, and
expanded and overlapping roles of leadership and management,
it is a central resource thar should not be overlooked.
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Acquisition Graduate Degree
Program Kicks Off

It is the beginning of a new year, and the Acquisition Career
Management Office has many goals to work toward accomplishing
in the near future. This montb, ] 3 students began an Acquisition
Master's degree program at 'eb ter niversity. In addition, five
civilians and three officers were selected to begin the Master of
Science/lndustry Work tudy (M /lW ) program this month. ADA
board convened in December 1997 to select the Competitive
Development Year Group 98 candidates, while the Year Group 97
members are working in their assignments or are in training programs.
The Reserve Component integration into the Army Acquisition
Corps (MC) is well under way; with tbe Army Reserve National
Guard (ARNG) and U.s. Army Re erve (USAR.) on board and cornmined to tbe acquisition management effort. The ARNG and
AR wiU be eligible to comp te for FY99 program manager positions, and the Reserve Acquisition Po ition U t (RAPL) will be
developed over the next year.
The CiviUan Acqui ition Po ilion List ( PL) will be reviewed on
a YC<'lrly basis, with the field reviewing and updating botb Critical
Acquisition Positions (CAP ) and remaining non-CAP. 'l11e CAP
review board will convene in February to finalize CAPs, with a listing of non-CAPs being provided by April.
The results of two "best qualified" boards will be announced in
1998, one LT IG -14 Acqui ition Command and Product Manager
Selection Board (approximately 35 po itions) and one COl)GS-]5
Acquisition Command and Project Manager Selection Board
(approximately 25 I'M positions).
We will also be working on our Corps Candidates Program for
GS-12s. This program, which mirrors the Corps Eligible Program
for GS-]3 , will identify tho e GS-12s who aLready meet MC
membersbip requirements, and will offer them career development opportunities.
I want to thank ali of you who attended the Acquisition Career
M'lnagernent Workshop in San Antonio, TX, in ovember. The
conference yielded invaluabLe information from the field dUring
the di cuion of major issues and chalLenges. Your ideas and uggestions are being incorporated into action plans and trategies to
address solutions. The feedback from the conference indicates
that it was highly v-.u.uable, relevant, and informative for partiCipants. We hope to do more of the same in 1998. We were honored to have LTG PauL Kern as our keynote speaker. I encourage
you to read his interview in this issue. This interview, combined
wid) the article on "Facing the Future Together," should provide
you with excellent background on where we are going in the AAC.
COL Thomas V. Rosner
Director, Acquisition Career
Management Office
Pentagon 3E427
rosnert@sarda.army.mi1
(703) 697-6291 (DSN 227)

The inaugural Acquisition Graduate Degree Program (AGDP), a fully
funded cooperative eJfurt between the Command and General Staff
College (CGSC) and the Army Acquisition Corps (MC) began on
Jan. 7, 1998, with 13 students. The AGOP is an I8-month combined
Command and General Staff Officer's Course (CGSOC) and master's
degree program intended to reduce cost and time for completion of ,~
an acquisition-related master's degree. Students in the new program .,
are required to take one 3-semester-hour graduate course in CGSOC·
Term II and one course in 1bm ill. Nine to 12 semester hours will
transfer from CG C toward their master's degree. The students will
complete the remaining 18 to 24 semester hours of the degree at Fort
Leavenworth from June 7, 1998, through Dec. 21, 1998.
On ov. 12, 1997, webster University; t. Louis, MO, was awarded an ..
Educational Services Agreement to administer the AGOI' This award f
was the culmination of a fuU and open ''best value" competition
among 20 leading universities and colleges IUltionwide. ~ was
selected from a group of finalists that induded the Naval Postgraduate
School, St. Mary College (Leavenworth, KS), Central Michigan
Univ.ersity; and Florida Institute of Technology. Webster's selection
was based on the following factors: areaJistic curriculum that
enhances the existing Acquisition Corps Area of Concentration within '
CGSOC; a strong faculty mix of academicians and practitioners; high"
flexibility; local program management; forward thinking distance
Le-Mlling initiatives; world-d'iss experience and performance as a
provider of adult graduate education; and a cost-effective price.
The 13 students in the pilot AG OP indude 10 MC CGSOC students,
one avy Acquisition Corps CGSOC student, one pennanent party ·f
Acquisition Corps officer, and one CGSOC Army Armor officer. Three of these officers will pursue master of arts degrees in computer
resources and information management, and the other 10 will study
for master of arts degrees in procurement and acquisition management. For CGSOC academic year (AY) 1998-99 and beYond, the MC
plans to fully fund a minimum of] 5 officers per year in the program.
Officers from the sister Services and other branches of the Army will·
be invited to participate at their expense.
To facilitate the best possible quality of education for the students, '
Webster University WdS provided an administrative office in Bell Hall
for student counseling, advisement and registration. In addition,
Webster and its AGDP students have access to the CGSC library, computer lab and other academic CGSC fatilities. For its part, Webster has
offered to install and maintain (at its expense) a five-computer dis- •
tance learning carousel that will be networked to the webster Vuntai
Ubraty and other webster sites. webster is also pursuing a similar
graduate program with the Boeing Company and hopes to offer col- .~
laborative tudies in acquisition management berween the AGDP and ~.
Boeing students through distance leaming technology.
The planned revision to the CGSOC curriculum model in AY 199899, with a greatly expanded Advanced Applications Program, offers
promise for even greater economy in the AGDI' Webster University
and the selection team have begun studying options to reduce the Cllr- irent length of the CGSOC/AGDP from ]8 months to 10 to 12 months. t
While the objective of this effort is to save additional time and money, ......
the quality of the academic and life experiences for the student
remains paramount.

Army RD&A Magazine Welcomes
The Army Acquisition Workforce

~<

magazine welcomes the Army Acquisition ....'
Workforce (AAW) as both new readers and contributors.
Distribution to M\YI began with the November-December 1997 ..
issue of Army RD&A. We look fonvard to your informative feature articles, news items, book reviews, and suggestions.
Army RD&A

.,
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

'{

Masters of Science/Industry
Work Study Program Begins
• Five civilians and three military officers recently began the first
offering of the Master of ScienceJlndustry Work Srudy (MS/lWS)
f'rogram. (The names of the FY98 selectees and additional infor1"ation appear at the end of this article.) This I-year program,
hich is offered in Austin, TX, and Washington, DC, provides parli.cipants the opporruniry co pursue a master of science degree in
science and technology commercialization from the Universiry of
Texas at Austin (UT Austin). In addition, each srudenr works about
20 hours per week in an intern assignment designed to teach how
industry functions. Class projecrs and assignments are linked to
'the industry intern worke
... For civilians, the AcqUisition Career Management Office (ACMO)
funding ruition as well as reavel and per diem. Salary is the
responsibiliry of the srudenr's organization. For the initial offering
of chis MStTWS Program, civilians will rerum co their organizations
after completing the training. For military officers, the program is
.. treated as Advanced Civil Schooling.

'Guidance for Applying for Future Offerings
;, NOTE: The application instructions and procedllres will probably change for the FY99 offering ofthe MS/IWS Program.

•

To apply for the MS/lWS Program, carefully follow directions and
fill out the application completely. If information is not available,
> include a letter explaining why the information is not available, if
is is your only option. In some instances, non-receipt of specifIC information may make you ineligible. The same applies to any
rmation that you believe might raise a question CO someone
reviewing your package. For example, if your performance
appraisals skip a year in which you were not rated, it would be

helpful to the board to explain this occurrence.
Some areas that could help make you more competitive for
selection for the MStTWS Program:
• Evidence of a strong record of professional development is
important, including Defense Acquisition Universiry mandatory
training as well as additional certifications. If as a GS-12, a captain, or a major, you are certified at Level II, you should be striving for Level III certification.
• You should have a need for the career broadening that the
MS/lWS Program would provide, I.e., a business-related master's
degree and experience in industry. If you already have this type of
experience or education, you will be less competirive and would
most likely not be selected.
• In future offerings of the MS/lWS Program, selection of civilian
candidates may be restricted to Corps Eligibles as well as members
of the Army AcquiSition Corps. As a GS-12 or 13, you should be
working on the 24/12 semester business hours, if you have not
already completed this requirement.
GRE or GMAT scores are required to apply for the MS/lWS
Program. Allow yourself plenry of time to srudy for the GRE or
GMAT. Academic requirements for UT Austin include above average GRE or GMAT scores and a minimum 3.0 GPA for your bachelor's degree. Various software packages are available to help you
review for the tests. The following Internet sites contain information on testing locations and include sample test questions:
GRE: htrp://www.ers.org and GMAT: http://www.gmat.org
Shown below are points of contact for the MS/lWS Program and
information on the FY98 MStIWS Program selectees:
ACMO point of contact:
PERSCOM MAMB paint of comac£:
Peggy Mattei
Paula Bettes
(703) 6974382
(703) 325-2760
DSN 2274382
DSN 221-2760
mattdp@sarda.army.mil
benesp@hofl'man~l.army.mil

FY98 Selectees
Austin, TIC
CPT James Blanco
William D. Mills
Patricia W. Weaver

Washington. DC
CPT Brian Cummings
William N. Nusbaum
CPT Kenneth Payne
Patricia 1. States
Anita L. Stillwell

Information on Selectees
Acquisition Career Fjeld for Civilians
Two -- Contracting
One -- Manufacturing & Production
One -- Systems Planning RD&E
One -- Test & Evaluation

FA for Officers
Two -- FASI
One _. FA97

•

..
January-February 1998

Civilian Commands Represented
U.S. Army Research Laboratory
U.S. Army Operational Test & Eval Cmd
PEO Cmd, Control & Comm. Systems
PEO Tactical Missiles
U.S. Army Contracting Cmd Korea

Grades I Rank
Two
One
Two
Three

..
..
..

GS·14 (AAC)
GS-J3 (CE)
G8-13
Captains

AnnyRD&A 47

FY98 Military Acquisition
Position List (MAPL)
The FY98 Military Acquisition Position List
(MAPL), below, was approved by the Deputy
Director, Acquisition Career Management on Sept.
23, 1997. It was confirmed by the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Personnel and forwarded to the U.S. Total
Army Personnel Command on Oct. 15, 1997. Only
positions on the approved MAPL are recognized as
valid requirements for Army acquisition officers.
An electronic copy of the MAPL can be obtained by
contacting MAl Yancey Williams, Acquisition
Career Management Office, Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and
Acquisition) viae-mail atwilliamy@sarda.army.mil.
j
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PERSCOM Notes...

OERs For Year Groups
85 Through 90
Acquisition Corps Officers
On Oct. 1, 1997, officers in Year Groups 85 through 90
began having their second lieutenant Officer Evaluation
Reports (OERs) removed from their Career Management
Information File at the U.S. Total Army Personnel
Command (pERSCOM) in accordance with AR 623-105,
Officer Evaluation and Reporting System. The official
guidance on the disposition of these OERs identified two
options for the removal of these reports. Those officers
who desire the original copy of their second lieutenant
OERs have until Jan. 31, 1998, to contact their assignment
officer bye-mail and indicate an address where the evaluations can be sent. After that date, the evaluations will be
de troyed.
During the first quarter FY98. copies of second lieutenant OERs for the affected year groups were moved
from the officers' official military performance fiche to the
officers' restricted fiche. This new policy required no
action on the part of the officers.
The e-mail addresses for the respective assignment officers, CPT Eric Glenn, CPT Ruthann Murff; MAJ Jake Hansen,
and MAJ Stephen Leisenring, are listed below:
CPTs FASl:
CPTs FAS3 and FA97:
MAJs FASl:
MAJs FA53 and FA97:
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glenne@hotIman-emhl.army.mil
mnrffr@hoffman-emhl.army.mil
hanseoj@hoffman-emhl.army.mil
leisenrs@hoffman-emhl.army.mil

The Army Competitive Category 0-4 Promotion Board is
scheduled to convene on April 28, 1998. Acquisition Corps <
officers in Year Groups 87, 88, and 89 are in the zones of.
consideration for this promotion board, and they mus
ensure their records are current and accurate prior to tbe
convening date of this board. A MILPER message was sent
detailing all pertinent facts surrounding this board, such as
date of rank requirements for the below the zone, primary r
zone, and above the zone categories. The messag
addressed Officer Evaluation Report (OER) submissions'
and correspondence with the President of the board.
Functional Areas (FAs) 51, 53, and 97 career managers
will review and prepare the fLIes for officers in the zones of
consideration. These efforts will focus on the three items
that appear before the board: the official photo, the Officer ~
Record Brief (ORB), and the microfiche.
Officers who will be in the zone of consideration shoul
prepare for this promotion board by ensuring their photo
is current, their ORB data are accurate, and their microfiche contains correct information.
The Military
Acquisition Management Branch (MAMB) is assisting officers by sending a copy of the ORB and a promotion board
checklist to all officers in the zones of consideration
These letters were mailed in late December 1997 and earl
January 1998. Officers should follow the checklist and
work closely with the career managers to ensure the
"scrub" of their file is completed in a timely manner.
All officers should request a copy of their microfiche. Th
instructions for doing this are provided in the Military
Acquisition Corps Playbook, page 23. Review the fiche
and identify any missing documents uch as OERs; military
awards (just the award certificate, not the write up); academic efficiency reports; and qualification certificates such
as parachutist, ranger, etc. Fax copies of the missing documents to career managers for inclusion on the board
microfiche. The key to accurate microfiche is early submission of missing documents.
..
Officers who believe they are in the zones of considera- I
tion but have not received the MAMB letter identifying
them as such should contact their career manager immedi~
ately. The DSN phone numbers and e-mail addresses are
listed below: Frequently, mailing addresses are incorrect
and a phone call or e-mail will quickly fix the problem and"
bave the officer back on track for a successful file scrub for,
the promotion board.
FA

Career Mal/ager E-mail Address

51 C¥1S

CPT Eric Glenn
DSN 221-2800

gleone@hoffman-eJuhl.army.mil

;3197 crn CPT Ruthann Murff mudfr@hoffman-emh1.anny.mil·
DSN 221-1474

JanllanJ-Febnlary 1998.

NEWS BRIEFS

u.s. Army
Corps Of Engineers
Reorganizes
Topographic Engineering Center
:,. In an effort to more effectively execute its mission, the U.S.
",umy Corps of Engineers has reorganized its Topographic
Engineering Center in Alexandria, VA. Under this restructuring, tile corps eliminated three associate director positions and
replaced them with a technical director position. In addition,
r eight laboratory and center director positions were abolished
,. and replaced with five division director positions, and 23 divi"·sion and office chief positions were eliminated and replaced
~th 16 branch chief positions.
The new divisions and branches are the Topographic
Research Division (ferrain Signature Analysis, Terrain Data
Generation, and Terrain Data Representation Branches);
Topographic Systems Division (Combat Terrain Information
,. Systems, Topographic Support, and Geospatial Engineering
, ranches); Force Development Division (Force Projection,
Geospatial Applications, and Imagery Systems Branches);
Operations Division (products and SelVices, Strategic Analysis,
Hydrologic Analysis, and Temtin Analysis Branches); and
Geospatial Infurmation Division (Information Requirements
~Md Design, Infoffilation Applications and Technologies, and
.rntormation Services Support Brd.t1ches).

TACOM Awards
$2.6 Million Contract
For Advanced Materials Research
.. Focus; HOPE, a 29-year-old metropolitan Detroit civil and
»-human rights org,utization pledged to intelligent and practical
action to overcome racism, poverty and injustice, was recently
awarded a $2.6 million research contract wim me U.S. Army's
Tank-automotive and Armaments Command (TACOM). The
contract to develop and improve the way advanced materials
1Ire used in diesel engines was presented by Togo D. West Jr.,
~ Secretary of me Army, and Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich.) who has
..been instrumental in fostering collaborative relationships
between government, industry and academia.
4
The 2-year contract involves use of advanced materials, and
development of new manufacturing processes in me production of pistons and engine components. The objective is to
~develop cost-effective methods to machine metal matrix or
..other composite materials, and to improve the military'S diesel
ngine fuel economy, emissions, and orner performance char•acteristics. It is Focus: HOPE's first major research and development contract.
Also announced recently was a Cooperative Research And
Development Agreement (CRADA) between Focus: HOPE and
COM to explore new processes for agile manufacturing, and
, ew software tools (including virtual reality) for simulation,
design, and advanced technology tr.tining.
Focus; HOPE's Center for Advanced Technologies (CAT) is
me site for tllis research, under tile direction of TACOM's
National Automotive Center (NAC).
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The NAC is the military's focal point for collaborative ground
vehicle research and development, linking industry, academia
and government agencies in me development and exchange of
automotive tecbnologies. The NAC's focu is on collaborative
research and development programs, based on advanced commerdal automotive technologies. Its goal is to improve the performance and endurance of current and future ground vehicle
fleets while reducing design, production, and operating costs.

TEC And ERDAS Sign
Cooperative R&D Agreement
COL Robert F. Kirby, Acting Director of the U.S. Army
Topographic Engineering Center (TEC), and Lawrie Jordan,
President of EROAS Inc., Atlanta, GA, have signed a I-year
Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA).
The purpose of the CRADA is to integrate DrawLand, a TECdeveloped 3-D terrain visualization software program into
EROAS' comm rdaIly available Virtual Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) software module.
integrating DrawLand into tile Virtual GIS will ensure the final
prodm:t will fully interoperate wim orner ERDAS products and
have a common user interface. Product distribution, customer
support, training, and software maintenance of DrawLand are
factors not easily addressed by TEe. These factors are a large
portion of ti,e EROAS commercialization effort.
"Combining TEC's technical expertise in terrain visualization
and EROAS' strengm in GIS software support and maintenance,
and an extensive installed user base will maximize technology
transfer ofkey attributes ofDrawLand to me broadest user community and me U.S. Army," says John Griffin of TEC's Office of
Research and Technology Applications.
DrawLand uses standard National Imagery and Mapping
Agency digitai topographic data, such as Digital Terrain
Elevation Data (DYED) and ARC Digitized Raster Graphics
(ADRG). DYED is imported from Compact Disc-Read Only
Memory (CD-ROM) and contains elevation data mat provides
relief to the 3-D display. ADRG supports applications mat require
a raster map background display and consist of standard hardcopy map products digitized onto CD-ROMs.
The CRADA will aid both organizations and the terrain visualization conununity by devising efficient and innovative capabilities for simulating 3-D temtin with map/image overlays. The
results of this agreement will aid in transforming the EROAS
Virtual GIS from a predominately civilian application to one
which includes attributes of military terrain visualization. This
collaborative effort will result in a product that can and will be
supported by a commercial fum whose primary goal is providing software support.

Correction
GEN John H. Tilelli, who e photo appears on Page 19 of the
September-Qctober issue of Army RD&A magazine, was incorrectly
identified as Commanding General, Eighth U.S. Army. His correct
\:ide is Commander in Chief; United ation Command/Combined
forces CommanrVUnited States Forces Korea. LTG Randolph W
liouse is the Commanding General, Eighth U.S. Army. We apologize for this error.
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Modernization Through Spares
The Modernization Through Spares (MTS) Program was initiated
in January 1996 to respond to the reality that the Army would not
have suffident future funds to adequately modemiz.e its major
weapons systems. MTS provides a means to leverage billions ofdollars spent annually on spare parts to accomplish technological
upgrades and achieve this much needed modernization. MTS
replaces a process of buying spare parts based on outdated spedfications and technical data packages, with a process based on performance specifications that takes advantage of newer designs and
manufacturing tedmologies. MTS will not only modernize components and spare parts, but will also incrementally enhance the
performance and reliability of end items.
The U.S. Army Missile Command (now the U.S. Army Aviation and
Missile Command) hosted an MTS workshop on May 28 and 29,
1997, at Redstone Arsenal, Ai. The objecti"e was to examine the
status of the MTS program and its synergistic effects when combined with other acquisition reform initiatives.
On July 15, 1997, an MTS overarching integrated product team
(0IPl) briefing was pre ented to Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar, Acting
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and
Acquisition), and Dale Adams, Army Standards Improvement
Executive. During the COlirse of that briefing, the MTS process steategywas approved. In addition, it was announced that the OIPT' will
be restructured with the Army Standards Improvement Executive as
dlair; that MTS will become part of the acqu.isition life cycle milestone and dedsion criteria; and that an Army-wide MTS conference
will be held in the fall of 1998. The following are some of the other
key actions and guidance offered during the briefing.
• The definition of MTS was modified to read: "MTS is a
spares/components improvement strategy applied throughout
the Acquisition we Cycle and is based on Technology Insertion
to enhance systems while reducing costs."
• MTS should be part of tile Acquisition Strategy Report that PMs
prepare. Include what MTS actions and considerations were
made during each milestone phase.
• Legacy systems should be addressed. In addition, look at fordng
functions to ensure actions are taken and the culture changes.
For example, automated systems to track both the cost and the
time involved to procure spares can be used as a flag. The flag
should result in a team effort to investigate issues and solutions.

Point of conuu:t for the MTS Program is Mr. Lynn Mohler,
Headquartel'1;, u.s. Arn'ry Materiel Command, (703) 617-5101.

Education and Training
The International Assodation for Continuing Education and
Training (IACEr) approved dIe Contracting Career Program Office
(SARD-PM) as a continuing education unit (CEU) sponsor, effective
Aug. 12, 1997. Henceforth, CE s will be awarded to individuals
wbo complete acquisition reform training sponsored by SARD-PM.
In addition, steps are being taken to expand CEU sponsorship to
include executive and management education progrnrns. Speakers
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at the IACEr annual conference explained how to market an
administer the CEU Progtam and ensure that training is relevant t
competency.
,.
The Defense Acquisition University (DAU) is aggressively developing distance-learning modes of instruction for the Acquisition
Workforce. One of me first initiatives in this area is the Simplified
Acquisition Procedures (SAP) Course mat is offered on the
Internet. After M8, the SAP Course is scheduled to replace the,
purchasing courses oJrered by DAU. DAU is also eL'UlIining me rea,
sibility of developing a distance.learning mode for its odler co
es. The Army supports the use of distance learning as an effi.dent
and cost-eJfective tool, bur also recognizes mat it has drawbacks
and is not effective for higber level courses requiring extensive
interaction and participation.
SARD-PM again offered Basic Acquisition Reform Training througij
me first quarter of FY98. This 3-day seminar was initially offered.
midway through FY97 and was enthUsiastically received. SARD-P
and the Army Acquisition Reform Office are developing a follow-on
Acquisition Reform Training Course based on needs identified by
the Army contracting community. A distance-learning CD-ROM'
also being developed.
In April 1997, SARD-PM initiated an aggressive new approach t6
continue training of Career Program (CP)-14 (contractin
careenst) personnel. OSD established a goal of 40 hours of man
agement training beyond the Level 3 certification for CP-14, with a
minimum of 16 hours of training devoted to acquisition reform. In
addition, me Deputy Assistam Secretary of the Army
(Procurement) is institutionalizing acquisition reform by conduct
ing training for "legacy" employees. These are individuals wh
previously completed all mandatory training prior to acquislti
reform initiatives. SARD-PM developed and sponsored a series o.
3-day acquisition reform seminars at Army locations worldwide. To
date, 20 seminars have been conducted for 760 students at a cos
of S438,OOO. In addition, we developed and sponsored executiVl.
training at world class universities for 12 top executives. The cost
was 60,000.

Past Performance

,~

The Army's automated Past Performance System was impl
mented Army-wide on Oct. 1, 1997. The Past Performance
lnformation Management System (pPIMS) is web-based and can be
found
at
https://rda.rdalsa.sarda.army.m.iJlppims/prod/
ppimshp.hrm. It runs on Internet Explorer 3.0 or Netseape 3.0,
and requires Wmdows 95 or Wmdows 3.lx. First-time users mu
complete me on·line "User's Registration" form and have it verifi
by a major command point of contact and approved at HQD.AI:
Only government personnel with a "need to know" are authortzeti
access to contractor performance reports. Users will have the cap
bility to create a contractor's performance report and modify th
report throughout the evaluation and review process. Upon
approval, the report is entered into the source selection databas
The PPIMS allows evaluation of "systems" and "non-systems" ac~
sitions and includes technical, schedule, cost control, manageme
and business relations evaluation factors.

Standard Procurement System
DOD's Standard Procurement System (SPS) is repladng mel
Army's legacy contracting systems, the Standard Army Automat
Contracting System and the Procurement Automated Data
Documentation System. Initial fielding of SPS ,,>ill begin in ill
mird quarter of FY98.
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ACQUISITION REFORM
Purchase Card Program

Through a series of artides in 1996, the Army highlighted its sucesses with the Purchase Card Program. About 28,000 Army soldiers and civi.l.ians have used the card for 921,000 purchases valued
at more than 740 million.
During FY97, the Army set two all-time highs relative [Q use of purchase cards by a single federal government agency. First, the Army
.recorded more than 2 million purchases, and second, purchases
totalled more than $1 billion in a 12-month period. To date, civilifn and uniformed members of the Army have been issued more
than 43,000 cards.
The phenomenal growth in the Army's Purchase Card Program is
the result of the Army leadership's commitment to empower its
personnel with the authority to work smarter and quicker. In addi'on, significant savings have been achieved and the Army's declin. g AcqUisition Workforce is tackling more complex and critical
quisitions.
What's different? During 1996, the Army's Senior Staff Council
approved 10 significant changes to the purchase card process. DOD
d HQDA guidance incorporating these changes in FY97 stream. ed the card-buying process by implementing the following:
,. • Establish key management controls and standard audit guides,
• Replace paper with electronic files,
• Establish "blanket" purchase approvals,
• Assign one accounting dassification to each cardholder's
account,
• Reserve funding in "bulk" vs. per line item,
• Eliminate the requirement for separate formal purchase docuentation,

• Eliminate stock record accounting for non-standard, nonlOCked items,
• Bypass the Retail Stock Fund for all non-stock numbered items,
• Change the property accountability thresholds, and
• CertifY the invoice for payment at the approving official level.
How extensive are the savings? A recent U.S. Army Audit Agency
study titled Savings from Acquisition Reform (Audit Report 97-58)
( .dicates the Army can save millions in direct labor costs by using a
urchase card in lieu of purchase orders for micro purchases.
uming that the purchase cardholder and the customer belong to
the same activity and the above process changes have been implemented, per purchase savings can be realized in aU functional areas.
Copies of the study, comrni.ssioned by the Deputy Assistan[
~taty ofthe Army (Procurement), can be obtained from the U.S.
¥mY Audit Agency by calling (703) 681-9883IOS 761-9883. Ask
l' Audit Report M97-58, dated Jan. 7, 1997.
in addition to the direct labor savings, the Army stands to obtain
oollateraI savings by reducing the amounr of work done by the
~ dense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS). During FY97,
FAS charged $24.92 per line of accounting to process payments
l' IMPAC invoices. By bulk funding each cardholder account to
~e line of accounting (vs. assigning one line of accounting to each
rchase transaction), the Army should dramatically reduce the
FAS workload. In turn, DFAS charges should drop did.tJ1atically
r organizations adopting the new processes.
• What is the Anny's Status? Implementation of the business prac'ce changes and streamlined procedures were facilitated through
D-sponsored training and conversion to a new software platnn managed by the servicing bank. The new sysrem, called the
€orporate Payment System (CPS), is used by the servicing bank to
pport its corporate (commercial) customers. CPS provides func'ons not available through the old system, such as convenience
checks, balance forward invoicing, and invoicing at the approving
fficiaI level. The Army initially tested conversion procedures and

the training package during February and March 1997 at Fons
Lewis, WA; Eustis, VA; and BelVOir, VA; and at the Industrial
Operations Command at Rock Island, II.. '!be remainder of the

Army participated in the conversion tests following the initial pilot
program. Conversion of all 43,000 cardholders occurred between
May and August 1997.
Bottom Line. The phenomenal growth in the Purchase Card
Program is testimony to the commitment by the Army at all levels
to reengineer the acquisition process. Once empowered with the
authority to perform their jobs efficiently; Army personnel accept
accountability for their performance. The Army's civilians and soldiers have embraced acquisition reform and created a government
that truly works bener and costs less.
For additional information on Acquisition Reform, contact lIe
L Hooks on (703) 681-9479, or e-mail: booksl@sarda.army.mil.

PERSONNEL
Roper Becomes Corps TEG Director
Dr. William E. Roper. former As islant Director for Research and
Development (Civil Work). Headquarters, U.S. Anny Corps of
Engineers (CaE), has assumed new responsibilities as Director of COE's
Topographic Engineering Center (TEC) in Ale:tandria, VA. He aIsc has
managed a number of COE international joint research program including initiatives with the People's Republic of China, tlle former U.S.S.R.,
Canada and Japan.
Roper's prior professional experience includes senior management
positions with the U.S. Department of Transportation, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and the Depamnent of the Anny.
He has served on the faculties of the University of Wisconsin.
Michigan Slate University. and 0I1h Carolina Stale University. Roper
is a member of the National Oil Spill Research Committee, the
National Aquatic ui ance Species Task Force. Construction Industry
Strategic Development Counsel, National Civil Engineering Research
Counsel, and U.S. Chainnan of the Earthquake Engineering for Dams
Task Committee.
Roper has a B.S. degree in mechanical engineering and an M.S. degree
i.n agriculturnl engineering from the University ofWlSconsin, and a Ph.D.
in environmental engineering from Michigan Smte University. He i a
member of the federnl senior executive service and lhe New York
Academy of Sciences, and is a registered professional engineer in
Wisconsin. Additionally, Roper is a graduate of the Federal Executive
Development Program, Federal Executive Instilute, AImy Command
and General Staff College, Air Force War College, and is a di tinguished
military graduate of the University of Wisconsin. He served 2lA. years
with the U.S. Army as an engineer officer, and recently retired from lhe
AmlY Reserve Program as a Ueutenanl colonel.

CONFERENCES
31st Annual
DOD Cost Analysis Symposium
The 31st annual DOD Cosr Analysis Symposium, "Implications
of Changes in Business, Development and Manufacturing Practice
for Cost Estimation," will be held Feb. 3-6, 1998, in Williamsburg,
VA. Sponsored by the Office of me Secretary of Defen e Cost
Analysis Improvement Group, it will include refereed papers on
theme topics, a cradle-ta-grave COSt case study of the F/A-18 ElF
(Air Force aircraft) Program, an expanded cost-estimating training
program, a cost analysis research review, and an informal ques[ion and answer period. Additional conference registration information is available from Richard M. Williams, OS 761-3350,
wi1Iir@hqda.army.mil, or ADODCAS@paesmtp.pae.osd.mil.
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About Army RD&A
Anny RD&A is a bimonthly professional development magazine published by the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and Acquisition). The address for the Editorial Office is:
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY. ARMY RDA, 9900 BELVOIR RD SUITE 101, FT BELVOIR VA 22000.5567.
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1997 INDEX OF ARTICLES
This index is a headline listing of major articles published in
rillY RD&A during 1997.

JANUARY·FEBRUARY
• Projca Managers As Leaders: Competencies Of Top Performers
• FY98 Streamlining OfThe Program Executive Officer Structure
• Army Materiel Command Program Manager Conference
• The Army Planning, Programming, Budgeting and E.xecution System:
Understanding The Process And The Role Of Acquisition Personnel in
" PPBES
• The Science And Engineering Apprentice Program
'. Alpha Contracting: Applying The IPf Approach To Contract Negotiations
• A PM' Perspective On Cost Control: The Army.lndustry PAC-3 Experience
• A Partnership That Wbrks...The Army Research Institute And The
Consortium Of Universities
• From Industry... Army Acquisition: The Road To Refoml
• Contraaor Self.Qversight: Ajoim DOD, Industry Experiment
~ Acquisition Streamlining Using The Integrated Product Team Approach
Th Development
• ystem Component Breakout

MARCH·APRIL
• PM Begin Transfer '10 lhe Army Materiel Command
• IllleroiellJ witb A 1I'ansferring Product Manager... E. Carroll Gagnon,
I
Produa Manager, PaJadinlFieid Artillery, Ammunition Support Vehicle
Fast Track Initiative: Do It Once, Do It Right, Do It Straight 10 EMD!
• TACOM Mission Overview
• Single Process Initiative And 'n,e Army: Making Good Business Sense...
Together
..
• Velocity Management And lhe Army Acquisition Corps: ASymbiotic
Relationship
• The World's First 21st Century Tank
, The Maintenance And Repair uppon System: A Body-ConformaJ
Information Suppon System
• january 1, 2000 Is A Saturday: What Will You Be Doing?
... Test And Evaluation On lbe Move
• From Industry... Integrated Produa TeanlS And '!lIe Single Process
~ Initiative
.
• Comanche Combined Test Team: Leading The Way To Future Tesrmg
• tate-Gf.The·Arr Materials and Processes Benefit Comanche And Other
DOD Programs
it The U.S. Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity
• Six igrna: A Route To Quality And AffurdabUity
• Machine Translators: Still, Voices Of the Future
• The Environment For Cooperative R&D With Canada

MAY:JUNE
• lbe U.S. Army Missile Command's Research, Developmcnt and
Engineering Center: Leading America's Army Into The 21st Century
• Interview With Dr. William C. McCorkle, U.S. Army Missile Command
Technical Director And Director, MICOM's Research, Development And
Engineering Center
•• v.lIue Engineering: A Management Analysis lbol
• Army Advances Telemedicine Technology
Anny Research: Yet Another Challenge
rreanilining TIle Integrated Acquisition Process For Soidiers' Clothing
and Individual EquipmeOl: A Continuous Process Improvement
• A New Approach Th Infrared Detector Manufucture
• 'Th The Soldicr' PM Trade Acquisition Reform Initiatives
• AStrategy For Cooperative R&D With Canada
• RAH-66 Comanche Hardware And Sofcware Processing Architecture
Comanche's Environmental Control System
• The ThCOM, United Defense Urnited Partnership Task Force
• Opportunities In International Busine And Global Resourcing
• TARDEC Visual Perception Laboratory
• Longbow Apache: Training and Learning Lessons
• On 'll1ejob Training For Contingency Contracting Officers
• The Medium Extended Air Defense ystem Program: AModel For TransAtlantic Cooperation
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JULY-AUGUST
• The Inside Story On Army Advanced Concept Technology
Demonstrations
• Army BonOlli 50 Engineers and Scientists With R&D Achievement Awards
• Wbrld-Class Research and Development
• Looking Back... Lessons Learned From The Advanced Concepts And
Technology II Program
• Embedding Sensors In Weapon Systems To Predict Failure: ew
Opportunities For Program Managers And Logisticians
• Bosnia... Mines: Real Problems, Real Solutions
• Ordnance Maintenance Enablers: Making Technology Work For the
Soldier
• Global Technical Data Support To The 21st Century Military
• HUMRAAM: MlCOM's Air Defense Initiative For The SMC, Taday's
Technology for TomolTOw's Threat
• linking Simulations To Improve Exercise Training Support
• Thermal ManagemeOl Of The Crusader XM297E2 Artillery Cannon
• Aberdeen Test Center Sets Sights For The Abrams Fleet: Strict Quality
Control Is The Key To The Process
• Construction Vehide Navigation And Automation
• Enhancing Special Forces: A Different Kind Of Technology
Demonstration
• Combined Test learns Streamline Testing

SEPTEMBER-GcrOBER
• Update On AmlY Battlefield Digitization... Post '(ask Force XX! Advanced
Warfighting Experiment
• Officer Personnel Management System XX!: What Does It Mean Por 'Ibe
AmIY Acquisition Corps And Your Future?
• Rethinking FORSCOM Contracting
• Army Personnnel Demonstrations
• Apache Commercialization
• Information Age Ammunition lesting
• Technology Applications Conferences: upporring The Warfighter
• One Year Later... The Competitive DeveJopment Group
• Contingency Contracting And The Theater upport Command: New
Organizational Concepts
• The Contractor Performance Certification Program
• Doing More With Less... Oral Presentations In Support Services Source
Selection
• Partners On The Banlefield... Materiel Developers, Combat Ration
Producers and Soldiers
• Corpus Christi Depot's Rotary Wing Sustainment Projca
• DOCSHEll..: Document Generating Shell, A Powerful TooL For Program
And Projca Managers
• Acquisition Streamlining In Support Of The uclear, Biological, And
Chemical Reconnaissance System
• Srreamlining An Army Telecommunications Acquisition
• Arms And Facility·Use Contracting
NOVEMBE~DECEMBER

• National MissUe Defense: What Is It And What is The Army's Role?
• National Missile Defense Program Acquisition Streamlining Initiatives:
Acquisition Streamlining lnitiatives In Ajoint Enviromnent
• Winning The Year 2000 War
• Acquisition Workshop Addresses tife Cyde Management, Other Key
Issues
• Modernization Through Spares
• Developing Blood Products For Combat Casualty Care
• Long·Term Training, Part-Tune Training, and Executive Seminars
• Integrated Ptoduct Teams And Horizontal Technology Integratlo~ .
• U.S. Army Materiel Command New Deputies FOt Systems AcqwslOon
• Chief Infonnation Officer Assessment
• Quick Response To Urgent Needs
• Conducting Collaborative Research With Nonrraditional Suppliers
• The Tank Extended Range Munition Concept Study
• Scene Projection For Hardware-In-The·Loop Simulation Of Missiles
Guided By Infrared lllrget Images
• Marketing The AmlY Acquisition Corps To junior Officers And Cadets
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